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1.0 S~'l 
'!he ~ iJTol hcpuhiOl:l Systm wss tested with a coaposite flight-type n~c€lle ~t General Electric 8 g Fe~ble8, Ohio OUtdoor Te=t Site IV-D during the fourth qu:m:er of 1971 tan::l the tint mno thiiffi quarters of 1978. ODe buMred snd aU: hoors of engine operation were cmlplet~. iaeluding sech&tical mid perfo~nce checkout. baseline &c6ustic testing with a bel~~ iGlet» fully suppressed acoustic testing eith a flight-t~ c~site inlet. reverse thrust t€@ting. aeoullltic technology tests. and limit~ cOi1!tr~b te!'l'ltiag. 'l'he engine inclooed .2 vmdcl>le-pitcb faa b2IVi~ adv4iiCed e~site fan blsQM ~u3ing a b~l-spli~e pitcn 2Ctuatioasystem. 
Acoustic Jresulu of tbe testing were ~ithin 2 EP~B of the 95 ~B sideline nci~e goal at ~proeeb ~ takeoff conditio~. A ~~ reve~ tmrust of 21 pe!'~eat of EWtimml imstalled io;ruud thru$€: WillS r~. ~ the 8idel~ ~~i~ lewel at thiB c~iti~ was 5 P~B ~e the 1~ ~B goal. Alt~zb the engiEle ttOu%'ce ;:t!)ise S~6t Cli!eaeded predieti~ .. the lm~e3-siol'l ~rf@~ very e!@se to objecti~8. Furthenwre. the Fogra gctAl V<lfJ ba~ en ~r setti:ags for Q 609.6 l§ (2~ it) rumm.y, al:!d 6twliea i1!d1.eated th~t g 914.4 l§ (l@&3 it) ruau~ ~lG b2 a ~re likely requi~~Qt. The 95 EP~~ gc~l could ~ met at the l~~r ~r setti .. g required for 8 914.4 s (JO{}O ft) nmw<Zyo 
Engine perfc~nee re$ult~ verified the data fr~ previCtts te$t~, mseting all r~rfcreance Objectives e%~ept the 35 perce~ rever&e thru~t g~~l. 
~e c~site bl~@es ~~re kn~ to be Bati@f~ctory for te~t ~t~ operation ~y, because of inadequate FaD (bird strike) re3istanee. The hla1es ~ibited a vib~gt©ry response in th~ r~ge of th~ first fle%/~ per rew inter~~ti;:;n, aggzlWalted b1 hig.'ll tailwind and cra®s'riud coMitt~. Testing was del8Yc~ by unusu811y severe weether conditioQ8 duri~ the vinter tegt period 0 Prolonged snow co'tl'er delayed far-field accmstic testing. and high winds restricted engine operation. 
Other Ddv~nced design features including the main reducticn geer, digital. control, sed composite nacelle compo~nts oper&:ed s~tiBfactorily throcghout the test. 
After successful demonstration of most of the contract goals, the ~3ine vas reaoved fr~ the test stand in May 1978. It was reinst~lled in July 19i8 for acoustic technology tests to investigate the source of bigher-tban-e:pected unsuppressed noise levels. 
The fully aut~tic control mode ~as activ&ted during the final test per-iod. indicating very stable operation at several steady-state po~r settings. and ~rlth limited (five percent) power transients. fllien larger tranai2nts were attempt:ed. a speed overshoot of 300 rpm was obser<led. This prohle!1l. is believed to be a result of illternal leakage in the hydraulic motor that posit:ions the blades~ and could possibly be alleviated by increasing the electrical gain in this control circuit. 
') 
) 
j 
\, 
/ 
Foll~i~g c~pletion of thi$ testing, the engine ~a8 removed froa the test st&na in July 1918, refurbi3h~t 6nd delivered eo NI~A-L-~ie Re~~arch Center for further testing with a wing/flap system. 
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2.0 IlflOOOOC":IOO 
The General E!ec~ric ~Any i. currently engaged in the Quiet, t..1.ean. 
S"hort-&.ul hpsnrmelltd Engine hogre (QCS!!) t!ilder Contract F..\53-18021 to 
the ~Lewis Ref#!uch Center. !he Urider-the-aing (tJ'IW) engine wag designed 
and built under the program~ to develop and demonstrate tech~logy applicable 
to engi1'leli for future em:erndly blm."ll fl.mp 8hort-baul transpcn"t aircraft. 
The engine contained the following advanced technology features: 
• Varidlle-pitcb fa 
• ~site fan blades 
• Ball-spline blade ~tuation ~ystem 
., Hain Reduction Gear 
G CGapcsite f&n frsee 
CIt Digital control 
Thl! initial buildup of the {;"l\? engine VISS tested with a bcilerpl&te 
W!!ceHe during the period fres Sept~r 2 through December 11. 1976, as 
reported in Refe~ce 1. Uninstslled ~nd in2t211ed perfo~nce were in-
vestigated. l'1'!3ting was intenupted during initial reverse tbruiU: testing 
by an exh"~st Goggle attach~fit ring failure. 
The e~ine was repaired. the harconic drive v~riahle actuation syztem 
was re~lac~d with a ball-Bpline sy~t~. snd pbs engine~e3 rein§talled b~th 
the e~l~te e~~3ite nacelle to re~ testing in July 1911. Ibis report 
covers all te~ti~ of the fi~l engine configuration. 
3 
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3.0 DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMEUT TEStED 
!he Under-the-Wing propulsion system (Figure t and Reference 2) included a variable-pitch. high bypass ratio, gea~-driven fan, snd a YFIOl core engine and low pressure turbine. !he fan blades, fan frame, and the entire nacelle were constructed of advanced composite materials. The fan exhaust nozzle was a four-flap variable area composite assembly. The core eru~aust nozzle consisted of a shroud and plug with both hardwall and acoustically treated metal parts available. The engine was tested with two inlets: a bellmouth design for perforaance calibration and a composite high throat Mach number inlet designed to suppress forward-radiated fan noise. Amore detailed description of these components follows. A cross-section drr.ing of the propulsion system is provided in Figure 2. 
3.1 FA.TI{ ROTOll ASSElmLY 
the VTW engine has 18 composite f~, blades mounted i~ trunnions to allow the fan blade pitch angle to be chenged by rotating the trunnions. The blade and trunnion centrifugel loads are carried by single-roy ball, grease-lubricated bearings. Secondary and vibratory loada froa the trunnions are carried by dry thrust ant! journal bearings located in the periphery of the l'Ulchined titanltilll disk. 
The vsriable-pitch actuation ~chani~ developed by General Electric, includes .'n electrohydraulic servovalve. ~~ich directs high pressure oil to the hydraclic motor. The motor sends a pitch change c~nd thr~~gh a dif-ferential gear set and a no-bBck. ¥~tiOD of the no-back is reduced in a b~li sc?ew and ball spline, rO~8ting t~ opposed ring gears. These gears engage bevel pinions on the bases of the blades to vary blade pitch angle. 
3.2 M-~N P£CDCTIOR GE}~ 
The main reduction gear set for the L~~ engine is an epicyclic star configuration developed by CurtiSS-Wright Corporation. The low pressure turbine rotor is splined to a sun gear 'dhich drives a ring gear through a set of six star gears. The star gears are mounted on tandem, spherical roller bearings which are supported by a fixed carrier. Lubrication requirezents for the reduction gear vary between approx~ately 1134 eels (18 gym) at idle to approximately 1512 eels (24 gpm) at takeoff. The gear ratio is 2.4648, and both the input and output are flexibly mounted to prevent engine deflections from influencing the g~ar operation. 
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3.3 FAN FR,.!JiE 
The fan frsme is an all-composite static structure formed from integra-tion of several separate structures, sa sho.~ in Figure 3. The outer casing of the frame combines the function of the nacelle vith the fr~ outer shell. This casing provides part of the external nacelle surface as well as the internsl fan flow~th. Fan blade tip treatment is provided by a grooved structure integrated into the foraard portion of the outer casing. Contain-ment of failed camposite airfoils is pr~Jided by a felted Kevlar band in the outer casing. Positioning of the fan znd core engine rel~tive to the outer casing is provided by 33 vanes which also serve as the fan-bypass stator vanes. The hub of the frame is connected to the fr~ aplitter through six equally spaced struts. The inner shell of the outer casing, the bypass duct and core duct surfaces of the frame splitter. and the pressure faces of the bypass van~s are perforat~d to provide acoustic suppression within the frame structure. The forward end of the compressor attaches to the rear of the frame at the exit of the frame inner airflow path. The oater cO"'.,l doors attach by a tongue-and-groove arrangement to the outer casing at the rear of the frame. The core cowl doors attach in a similar manner to the casing. The fr8me also provides the major support point for the engine through a uniball and two thrust mounts located at the top of the core cowl. 
Flow turning of the fan flow into the core is provided by an independent set of metallic outlet guide vanes attached to the forward flsnge of the frame hub. The island splitter is formed from sheet met~l ~ith stator vanes penetr.sting and brazed to the skins. The stator vanes are supported at the bub through brazed joints into an inner casing that is bolted to th~ fQ3 free. 
3.4 ENGINE 
The QCSEE UTW engine utilized the YFIOI core with modifications de-scribed as follows. 
The nine-stage. highly loaded compressor is designed for 12.5 pressure ratio at 27.2 kgls (60 1bs/sec) corrected flow. The rGV and Stage 1-3 vanes are variable to control stall margin and performance at part-speed conditions. The stator schedule ~as modified to high-flow the coopressor above 83 percent corrected speed and to provide additional stall margin in the starting range. The schedule change necessitated minor modifications to the actuation link-age, and also a flex-cable feedback was used in place of the FIOl splined shaft system. 
The YFIOI first-stage compressor bla~es have leading and trailing edges "cropped" at the tip. The QCSEE utilized the full-span PV airfoil mounted on the PERT dovetail. rue mechanical rotor speed limit ~as set at 14,050 rpm to ensure adequate vibrato=y margin. 
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the urw engine used the PV central injecto? d~~ c~ustor to achieve lower emission levels than the PFRT design BS demonstrated by rig testing. A single. manually operated ignitor ~as used in pl&ce of the FIOl dual auto-matic system. 
The YFlOI high pressure turbine used in the QCSEE is a single-stage design utilizing very high tip speed to achieve the required lev~l of energy extrsction in a single stage. Cooling ai~ is introduced into the rotor through &n inducer locsted inhoard of the nozzle vs~es. The vanes are fil~/i~pingement cooled by CDP air. The UTW engine used FIOl "wer.n bridge" blades having demonstrated high temperature gnd cyclic life advantages over the PFRT design. !he blades were freque~cy screened to ensu~e that the two-stripe vibratory mode is resonant with vane passage frequency well above the opeTating range. EPT sa.-ouds were of the improved PV design. 
The low pressure turbine of the UTW engine was identical to the YFIOI two-stage, tip shrouded design except that the PV second-stage blade was used. This blade is slightly decsnbered to reduce the exit swirl resulting fro~ increased energy extraction. The turbine fr~ vane/struts were extended 2.54 em (1 inch) forward to accept the greater turbine exit swirl. The frame was also modified to provide engine mounts not required in the long duct FIOI. 
The HPT diaphr~~ area was increased to provide 5 percent larger flau function. and the LPT area reduced to provide 5 percent ~ller flou function than in the FIOI. These changes, required for cycle matching, eere accomplished by rotating the vanes slightly in the bands before br~zing. 
In order to locate the ignitor plug in the pylon ~egicn ~nd el~inate a space problem under the core co~l. the aft end of the engine ~as rotated 120 8 cloc~ise eith respect to the compressor. Toe FIOI infrared p}~~ter was eliminated, sinCe tne digital control provided the capability to inst&n-taneously calculate 741 based on measured PS3. 7T3. ~,d Wf' 
Because of the reduction gear system in the LP poyer train. the fan rotor thrust could not be balanced against the LPT rotor thrust. A balance piston vas therefore added to the rear of the L-PT rotor. CDP air vas used to balance the turbine rotor thrust. Fan rotor thrust was carried by a high-capacity ball bearing in the fan frame. 
3.5 DIGITAL CONTROL 
The digital electronic manipulates variables in response to c~nds representing those which would be received from an aircr~ft propUlsion system. The system includes an FlOt hydrcmecnaoical control through which the digital control ~i~tains pr~ary control of fuel flow. The fuel-operated servomechEni~s in the hydro~chanical control serve primarily as back-up fuel controlling elements and li~its. although they are the primary controlling elements for the core ~ompressor st8tor actuators. Fan blade 
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pitch ~ng Ie and iBn e:maust nO:l:zie ~rea are both controlled by the digital ec;ntrol, t.Cich furnishes electrical sign<!lls to electrohydraulic eelVOvahoes. 
The c~nds to the digital control aTe introduced through the control room elements consisting of Qn interconnect unit. operator p~~l. and engineering p8nel. Tney provide e2Qn8 for the engine operator to intro~~ce comm~nds, to switch bet~en ~ailable operating ~~e3. to adjust VQri~~6 control conatants, and to monitor control and engine data. In addition to these digital C~nd8 from the centrol room, th.e system also receives a medumic&l input in the fOnli of & power lever angle (PLA) transmitted to the hydr~chanical control. !his serves as &n input to the backup governor and operates a positive fU21 shtttoff valve in the control. 
The following control and engine variables are sensed by the control 8yst~: 
o Cere s~ed 
e Low pressure turbine speed 
@ Core inlet temperature 
G Care stetor position 
e Compressor discharge t~pe4~ture 
e Metering valve position 
iii) Engine inlet static pressure 
o Fan inlet t~per~ture 
& Free-stre&m total pressure 
• Fan pitch angle 
e Fan nozzle position 
e Compressor discharge pressure 
* Power lever angle 
9 Power demand 
The control has several manual and automatic aodes of operation. In the manual mode. the operator c~ands fuel flow. blade ~ngle.,and e~~~st nozzle are&. In the fully Butcmatic mode. the operator c~anGS percent rated thrJst; the digital control varies fuel flow to hold engine pressure ratio (as 8 thrust p8r~eter)J varies fan blade engle to hold fan speed. and"~aries e7~Bust nozzle area to hold inlet Mach number. In all modes, the control provides accel sc~ decel limits, overspeed, and overtemperature limite. 
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3.6 FAN l\roZZU: 
Th~ fan exhaust nozzle (~~icb &cts &8 sn inlet during reverse operation) consists of four c~po&ite flaps. These flaps are driven in a cloa~d loop system to provide a fully modul&ting exhaust nozzle. Six nydraulic actu~tors, three in each rear cowling half, are arranged circuaferentially to po~~r the flaps. Flow control ia by an eleetrohydraulic aervovalve. Synch~onization in e~ch cowl half is provided by the common center EOunted actuator in each half and by structural rigidity of the flap nozzle flQnges. Cross-synchronization between right 2nd left halves is provided by a rot€ry shaft coupling between two opposite actuators. 
3.7 CORE !~OZZLE 
The core nozzle is a fixed area nozzle with a separ~te but interchangeable ~~ter cowl bolted to the aft cone ~ich can be tr~d for nezale area adjust-ment. A yadial service strut is located at the bottom centerline of the core exhcust nozzle to provide aerodyn~c fairing ever tbeoil inlet. oil drain. seal drain. and balance piston air lines that pass through the coye nozzle to the s~. The strut is designed so thst the strut and service lines need not be disasmembled to remove the centerbody or cater duct. Both the outer ~o2z1e enacenterbody hBVe been fab~icated in both hardwall and acoustically treat~ co~iguEations. 
3.g ACCESSORY DRIVE SYSTEM 
Engine accessory power is extracted froa the core ~~ine shart throug~ right engle bevel ge~ring (two FlOl inlet gearboxes). The power is tr~~it­ted Chrou~~ radial drive shafting to a top-mounted accessory gearbox end to a scavenge pump mounted in the core c~vity area on the bott~ vertic~l centerline. Mounted on, and driven by. the accessory gearbox are the fuel pump and control. lubrication supply pump. hydraulic puap. control alternator, and st8rter driV€ pad. The radial drive shaft between the internal bevel gear and the accessory ge~rbox has a central support bearing to eliminate shaft critical speed prob-lems. The shaft between the internal bevel gear and the bottom mounted scavenge pump does not require a central support bearing because of its short overell length. 
3.9 INLET 
Teeting of the UTW engine required two inlet conrigurat iens. The l'iASA Quiet Engine "c" bellmouth inlet was utilized for serodyuamic end baseline acoustic testing. !his inlet is mechanically decoupled fram the engine to prevent overload of the composite fan frame flange due to excessive motion! vibration. ft~ air seQl is provided by an open-cell foem. Scott-Felt. bonded to one-half of the flange and pressed against the other. ~~ aC~Jstic seal is provided by lead foil in & vinyl cover. Tne second inlet tested is a graphite! 
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epoxy composite structure of flight contour. This inlet i~ dirEc~!y 0O~nted from the fan fr~ by 16 rotary latches. The inlet features an elevated throat Mach n~er (0.19) and integral acoustic t~eatcent to ellpp~eas forwsrd r~di&ted ;sn noi@e. 
l.lO FAN COYLING 
The fan bypass duct isa graphite/epoxy composite structure consisting of two ge5iclrcular doors that include integrel acoustic trea~nt. Core caul access is acc~dQted by the hinged door construction of the outer ductiug. The outer fen deers are attached to the pylon carry-thrcugb member by two beevy duty, piano--type hinges located at the top edge of the door ase~·blieg. All fan cowl loads are carried by the fan frame. 
l.ll ACOUSTIC SPLITTER 
The ~ft duct acoustic splitter is a fabricated c~ponene consisting cf alumi~ sheet metal akins. machined rings. and honeycmab core resulting in a double-$~dwich coneeruction. The leadir~ and traili~~ edge cloze-outs are ~chined alm;dn~ rings. rae ass~ly consists of t:~o s~icircubL" strni:ures supported fr~ the f,m duct doors by sil: st&inless steel akfoH-i!lilaJ,leci strnt:s. Silicon seals have bean ~pplied to the ends of the splitter helvc3 to d~n potential vibratory ~v~nt.~uring engice testing. The splitter is designed to be r€~vable. Sep~raee filler pieces ~ich duplic&te the atrut feet C&Q be inserted in t~e fan door during engine o~erat1on ~thout the splitter. 
3.12 (:0]:1$ cm~ 
The UTw core cowl is a composite structure made of graphite in a high t~perature PEm matrix. It has a forward interface (M&rman type joint) with the f&D frame. and a rear interfacing slip joint with the care nozzle. Access to the c~pressor and turbine is provided by hinged-door construction. Abe core deers and skirt system are temporarily supported by the pylon through a set of pins ~en opened. The co~c cowl employs shop air for cooling. This air is ducted around the engine and released inside the core cowl. It eihausts upward throu~~ the pylon and to the fan stream. 
3.13 ENGINE MOUNTS 
Norr~l engine thrust and other operating loads are carried through the main engine mounts to the test stand. Thrust, vertical. and side loads are re~ct$1 at the front mount; vertical, siee, and torque loads are taken by a three-link arrangement at the rear mount plane on the outer shell of the turbine frame. 
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3.14 HYDRAULIC SUPPLY SYSTEM 
The hydr&ulic supply system pr~~ide8 hydr~lic power to the fan nozzle (AlS) &etuators and the fan bl~de ~etuation systea. A pressure compensated hydrmlic piston pu;llip is driven by the aecessory gearbox Ililnd provides varying floe output at constant pressure to servovalves ~~ich &re part of the fan duct nozzle and vari&ble-pitch systems. Pump output flow is dete~ined by the de-mand frOOI the servovalves. varying froa zero at holding condition to ea.. .. iil!llla duri!lg the engine thrust reversal transient. '!'he hydr&ulic system receives and uses the aaa.e oil as the engine lubrication syats. Once the hydraulic system is filled, however. it functions vary nearly 46 an iudepe=»dent closed system. A lO~croQ filter provides contsminant protection at the servovalve inlet. 
3.1S FUEL SYSTEM 
the ULW fuel delivery system is composed of FIOl engine main fuel system ccmpc~ents. the system includes the hydromechgnical control (~tering sec-tion). main fuel pump, and fuel filter. 
3.16 1~H'IO~ SYS'mN 
the ignition system consists of an ignition exciter box, ignitioQ.le&d. and spark ig~iter lccsted in the pylo~. These c~o~~ts ~=e of C~ de-sign. Tne syst~ will pe~t conti~us sparking Yith & stored exeiter ensrgy of 14.5 to 16.0 joules for a delivered n~inal spark energy of t~ joules ~t e n~ia&l r~te of two s~~rks/second. rne ignition SyBt~ is ~ered by a facil-ity GUpply Uhich provides 115-volt. 4GC-Hz p~er through pe~nent facility wiring to the engine~unted ignition box. A ~ntQry eontact pushbutton on the Engine Control Module (ECM) is used to turn on the ignition system. The push~tton legend (labeled "ON") is illUBinated while the pushbutton is held in the depressed position and goe3 off When the pushbutton is rele~sed. 
3.11 STARTING SYSTEM 
An air turbine starter and control valve are mounted on the accessory gearbox. !he facility system provides a regulated flow of filtered air to the engine starter for engine motoring operations. Controls ape located on the ECM in the control room. The system has heen designed to deliver up to 2.26 kg/s (5 Ibs/sec) of shop air at 41.4 Nfcm2 (60 psig). 
In the normal mode of operation. the air-start system can be operated only b~en the engine speed is below the minimum engagement speed set on the starter protection Endule. and ~~en the main facility fuel valve is open. An emergency eode of operation bJ~asses the engine speed and fuel valve interlocks and permits the cell operator to motor the engine in any emergency, 
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such as to blowout an inte~nal fire or to motor the engine after a fl~OGt 
until it has cooled sufficiently for a safe shutdow~. 
3.18 SLIPRING 
A lOG-point. no-leak, minislipring was used to transmit blade sod ring 
gear strain signals. Leadout and cooling lines vere routed through a slip-
ring service strut mounted in the inlet. The strut also acts as an Qati-
rotational device for the slipring. 
3.19 Si~VE LUBRICATION PACKAGE 
The QCSZE slave lube system is an off-engine-mounted pact.age that condi-
tions and stcras the MIL-L-23699 lube oil. Flexible hoses are uaed to connect 
the package to the engine c~ponents. All fluid connections to the p£c~~$e 
are located on a common bulkhead cn the base of the pazk2ge. Electrical con-
nections for oil level and cooing vater flow measurements are Dade directly 
to connectors on the measuring devices. A leak-tight drip pan with 4 drain 
connection is provided in the base of the package. 
Principal components of the QCSER slave lub-e package are the main oil t~l! 
scavenge oil filter, water-oil heat exchangers: vater filter, water fl~ter~ 
and water flas control valve. The package contains a single OelSl m3 (40 
gal.) oil tank &nd tva oil/water coolers rated at 528>~ Jls (30,000 ~tufain) 
eacb. 
Hot, ~ated scavenge return oil is pumped to the pac~age ~y t~e e~gin&­
mounted $c~enge~. TIle scavenge oil first flo~~ thro~gh the BOa?euge oil 
filter ~~ere particles, 10 micron and larger. are filtered out of the oil. I~ 
the retention capacity of the filter element is exceed~1s a bypass valve epens 
at 34.5 !t/cm'2 (50 psid ::l:: 5 psi) to maintain lube flow. Before the bypass 
condition is reached. however, a "Lube Scavenge Hi ap" varni:.g is given to 
the test operator. 
Bypass indication is also provided on the filter. At 34.5 N/cm2 ± 3.5 
N/cm2 (40 paid ± 5 psi), a red button "pops up" and becomes visible in the 
sight-glass atop the filter, thus pro·:iding visual indication .at the slave 
lube package that the filter is about to bypass or is bypassing depending on 
the actual pressure drop across the filter. The red button will remain in the 
"up" position until the sight-glass is removed and the button is m.<lnually 
depressed. Pressure taps are provided upstream and downstrewn of the scavenge 
oil filter to monitor the pressure drop across the filter. 
The hots aerated, and filtered oil then passes thr~dgh the ~ater-oil­
heat exchangers w~ere it is cooled to 333 K (140 0 F) by controlling the water flow through the heet exchangers. 
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Fr. the he&t exchmgers, oil io rooted to the BcavC!nge return port on the main oil tank. On entering the main oil t~k. the oil is deaantoo by flC'lii~ throui;b the vortE!% ge~1!'etor loc&t~ in the teit inlet. Clean, cooled, aM deaerged lebe oil is Grawn thro~ a disdlsrge lim! as r~uired to supply oil to the ~ine~ted !ub~ pWlilp. 
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4.0 DESCRIPTION OF TEST FA-elLYn 
The QCSEE UTY engine was tested at General Electric's Peebles» Ohio remote test site (Figure 4). Engine installation vas at Site IV, Pad D, aeroacoustic test facility. This test facility is located 80 miles due eQst of the General Electric, Evendale. Ohio Plant and is readily accessible by road or air. 
The facility provides for fuel, cooling vater, facility and instrument air. fire protection, and thrust measurement systems. An Roff engine" lube system was designed and constructed for the QCSEE Progx~. 
Fuel is stored at a remote fuel far&!! (Figure 5) and is pur:ped through underground lines to the test pad ~ere it passes through a !G-micron filter before going to the engine. During engine test, the fuel stopcock is operated from the f~eility control room. JP-5 fuel was used on the QCSEE UT-w test. 
Water cooling is pumped from a reservoir located on the test facility grounds. The water is filtered prior to entering the test pad manifold. Cooling water was used iii ~be "off engine" lube system heat excn&cger and was r~tely controlled fr~~ t~~ Pad D control console. Water flow was measured by use of a turbine flo~~ter and vas displayed and recorded during engine test. Adjus~nts to the water flow were required during engine test to maintain a constant oil temperature in the lube system supply. Water flow could be v~ried between 0 and 0.568 m3 (0 and ISO gallons) ~r minute. 
The facility air supply is a regulated snd filtered system. Facility air was us~ for the air-start system. under c~l c~~Ling. and aft sump cooling. Each of these systems was individually controlled and r~otely operated fr~ the centrol console during engine test. Instrument air is a dried air sy~tem used on the electropneumatic valve controllers, digital control, and slipring system. 
!he facility has both water sprinkler and inert gas fire protection systems. Spri~~ler heads are located in the facility structure while the inert gas system i~ connected for use through the engine air-cooling syst~m. Both systems can he operated from the test pad or the control room. In ad-dition to these syst~s. dry chemical fire extinguishers are located at the pad for use by Peebles test personnel who have been ins~ructed in their use. 
E~gine th~~st was measured using a three-bridge 444,800 N (100,000 Ih) load cell. The thrust system was calibrated for forward and reverse thrust testing. 
The "off engine" lubrir.ation sYbtem provided the lube oil conditioning and oil storage facilities required for engine operation. Tne system in-corporated the same recdifications that were successfully used in the initial UTU and OTw test programs. These modifications included increased lube tank capacity, oil tank heating, a slave sc~venge pump for the accessory gearbcx. 
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and an additional heat e~ch@nger. During the te~t progr~t the ~ater supply lines were insul~ted to elimin~te the freaz!ng problem encountered during teat-ina in the wieter ~nths. Tha lub~ $ystem is defined in the follo~ing drawings: 
AUePWly 4013180-700 
Schel'Mt ic 4013130-353 
Engine Connections ~131ao-a65 
Lube T<1link 4013187-581 
Be~t Exchanger Addition 4013187-639 
With the ~dified off-enzine system, the stor&ge c~p~city was 0.166 m3 «4 gal.) vita tank level regrtout eet for betw@en 0.083 and 0.166 ml (22 and 44 g~l.). the ayetea was regulated to deliyer up to 0.003 m3fg (50 ~) of cooled. filter~d. and de~re~ted oil to the er~ine lube pU3p at t~ratures bet~n 513 K (140° F) ~ 416 K (l~Oa F). The slave ~c~~e~ce ~~p for the ~cee$~o~y ~~rho~ prevented the ov@rtea~reture problem by e!~in~i~g the floodi~ condition in the &~cessory ~Qrbox ene~eered during initi&l engine testing of the first build, 507-001/1. 
The test p~ vas equipped to h~le the foll~ing in$truz2nt~tion COfmee t i0<18 : 
o 200 t~per&ture geow;;:lil, ir-la;di.~ reference thenlOcoup!el'l 
o ~34 pressure ge~ors (&1~ type) including eig~t vents 
Q 200 enelog circuits (t~o eire-shielded pairs) 
o 60 safety monitoring circuits to engin~ control console 
• 6 traversing probe actuator circuits 
Instrumentation vss connected in accordance with the Test Request and Test Request changes. Recording equipaent wss located at the test facility control room &nd alGo at Evendale's Instrumentation Data Center. Reference the Test Request for recorder and control room 3etup. 
A minislipring sy~tem wes used for connection of fan rotor and ring gear instr~ntation. The slipring coolant coneole ~se located in the facility overhead ar~ monitored in the control room during engine t~sting. Reference dr&~ings 4013181-938 end 4013180-279 for this syste2. 
The facility i3 equip~~d ~ith far-field ~icro~none3 and stands ~ith provisions for u~~r-field cicrophoneu with the use of portable etar48. 
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S.O TEST INSTRUMENTATION 
Because of the many new festures incorporated in the initial testing of the UTW propulsion system, an abnormally large number of steQdy-state and transient pieces of instrumentation were employed. This instrumentation fell into the following general categories. 
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1. Operational Safety Instrumentation 
This information was displayed on the control console and either logged manually for each steady-state data point or recorded auto-
matically by the AutCSllltic Data Handling (ADS) System. Several types of control console displays were employed, including panel 
meters, digital indicators, warning lights. and two Metrascope 
units. This instrumentation is listed in Tables I through IV. 
2. Dynamic In8tr~ntli\tion 
3. 
4~ 
This information primarily included strain g~ges and acceler~eters. Data were displayed on oscilloscopes and Schl~berger I~alyzers and were continuously recorded on three ~gnetic tape recorders. This instrumentation is listed in Tables V, VI, snd VII. 
Tra~sient and Control P~remeters 
These par~terG ~re contiwJOusly recorded on three S&nborn 
recorders. The par~ters are listed in Table VI!I. 
Digit.al Control Data 
The digital control vas designed to ccmmunicate to and from the 
control room with an Interconnect Unit snd t~o control panels, an Operator's Panel on the control console, and an Engineering Panel 
adjacent to the console. 
The Operator's Panel, in addition to the pover d~nd lever, in-
corporated digital displays of critiLsl engine parameters as listed in Table IX. 
The Engineering Panel contained control potentiometers for manual inputs to the digital control and a digital display to read out 
any of 44 par~ters in binary code. 
These parameters were also printed out on paper tape on command during each data reading. 
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Item Numbers 
006341-0063'+4 
006345-006347 
006399 
006901 
011001, 2 
011003. 4 
011005 
011006 
011901, 2 
031001 
032001 
032901 J 2 
033001-033006 
033007 
033008 
033901, 2 
070001 
070901, 2 
12/~002. 3 
231901 
323001. 2 
.n:W03, 4 
323005 
323006. 7 
323008 
402001, 2 
404001, 2 
404003. [, 
404005 
40/.003. 9 
u 
Table I. SGfety In0tru~ntation. 
Description Pr@lfJlIJ. T0mjp. 
Fan Flap Link Gages 
Filn Flap Strain Gageo 
Fan Flap Vib 
Fan Cowl Accd 
No. 3 Bearing Temp. 2 Forward Sump Cavity 2 
Aft. No. 3 Bearing Support 1 HPT l/Rev. 
No.3 Bearins Vib. 
Rmdial Drive Shllift Buring 1 ACB Vent 1 AGB Vib 
Reduction GeGr BCMring 6 Reduction Cear Oil Supply 1 Red. Gear Prox. Probe 
Reduction Ce4r Vib 
VSV. 8t filtor Pot 
ComprcnGor Aft Flng. Vib 
Plane 3 Probes 1 1 Elth. Cone Vib 
Fuel Manifold PreSG. 2 
Fuel 'l'omperlAl:uro 2 Fuel Inlet Pr~oo. 1 
Fuel Flow 
Fuel r1anifold TeDlp. 1 Lube Pump Disch. Prees. 2 
Lube Scavo Disch. Press. 2 Lube Scavo Disch. T~mp. 2 Lube Scavo Filter DeltG Preset t 
Lube SUPllly 'I'Olllp. 2 
_ ... 
.. ~-~ 
Strain 
Gase Aced Other 
4 
3 
1 
1 
(l) l/Rev. 
2 
2 
Prox. Probe 
2 (0 VSV 
2 i 
1 I 
(2) Flotll'l3oterG I 
M 
"" 
Hem Numb(~rfl 
404010 
4040U, 12 
I~04013 
40l}O14 
405001 
1.17001 
650001, 2 
811001 t 2 
811003, 4 
811005 
811901,2 
812001, 2 
1.11 30() 1 , 2 
813901 9 2 
830S01~83081l 
835801-835812 
8l.0801-Bif0811 
M0901, 2 
8/,5001-845006 
8/.5013-845024 
911001, :2 
911003 
911004-911009 
~llOlO, 11 
911012 
91101:3 
9UOllt 
911015 
911016, 17 
911019. 19 
911020·-911025 
911901, :2 
-
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Table I. Safety Instrumentation. (Concluded) 
Strain DeGcription Preae. Temp. GQ~te Accel Other 
llX Water Flow (1) Flol1llm'!l:er fIX I';ater Temp. 2 Oil l.twel Oil Level S®naor Slave Lube Tank 1 Hyd. Pump Disch. Press. 1 Lube Supply Filter Dclt~ 
Press. 1 Digital Control Temp. 2 
No. 18 Bearing Temal. 2 Fan Rotor Cav. Preas. 2 
ND. 1 Seal Air Prees. 1 No. 1 Bear ing SIJpport Vib 2 1io. IR BOliirf.ng 'romp. 2 No. 2 Bearing Temp. 2 No. 2 Bearing Support Vib 2 Fan Blade Straw Grogea 12 Fan OGV Strain Gages 18 Fan Frame Strain Gages 11 I·',Ul !<'rGlIlll V it> 2 Core Cowl Skin Temp. S Under Cowl Cavity Teillp. 12 No. , Bearing Temp. 2 No.5 Bearing Support Temp. I Aft Sump Cav. 4 2 No. 6 Seal Air Cav. T~mp. 2 No. 6 Seal Fwd Cay. Temp. I No. (, Sual rwd O(1v. l'reHlfl1. 1 No. 6 Se~l Suppowt Temp. I No.6 Seel Delta PreGa, 1 
Bal. Coav. Prt;.EHJ. 2 
BIRI. ell". Temp. 2 Aft Sump Air Temp. 6 No. 5 Be~ring Support Vib 2 
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Table II. Control Coneole. 
The following p~~~ters were continuously displayed in engineering units en the control console. 
Ful~ nata Itea Parmeter Point 
402001 Lube Pump Discharge Pressure Log-AD!! 404001 Scavenge Pump Discharge Pressure Log-ADS 405001 Hydr~lic P~p Discharge Preesure Log 911016 Balance Cwity Pressure" Log 000009 Starter Air (Starts Only) Pressuze Log 033007 Reduction Gear oil Supply PreSDure Leg 8HOOS Mo. 1 Se~l Air Supply Preseure Log 032001 AGB Vent Pressure Log 404014 Lube Tank Pressure Leg-ADR 313005 Feel Pump Inlet Pressure Log GOOCOO PoSC PreSlIltU'e Log 000007 False Ps3C Pressure Log 
- Slipring PreQsuri~mtion 
-On003 Fo~ard S~ Pre3sure AD~ ! - Instr~ut Air 
-
I 911015 No. 6 Seal/Air S~ AP Log-Arm I 417001 Lube Su~ply Filter &P leg 404005 Lube Sc~e~e Filter AP Log 830000 Fan Speed 
Log-J..DR 230044 '1'5 Panel P-1eter Log 050000 Core Speed Log-MIl 404013 woe Level 
wg 323006 Main Fuel Flow Log-MIH 
SNBRN 32,3007/ Verification Fuel Flov/Water Flo-d Log-ADH .. 404010 
Sh"BRli/Log 230044 T5 Digital 
Log 000000 Throttle Position Log 070001 VSV Position Log-ADH 000001 Thrust Log-ADS : 
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Table III. Contral Console Panel Vibration Display. 
Vibration ¥£trascope {20 Channel} 
Fan and LPT Tracking Filters Full Data (12 Indications of Vibration) Hea Point 
I Fan Frame Horizontal 840902 I-eg 2 I Fan Frame Vertical 840901 Log 2 No. 1 Bearing Support Vertical 811901 Log2ll Reduction Gear Vertical 033901 Log 2 Accessory Gearbox Horizontal 032902 Log 2 No. 5 Bearing Support Vertical 911901 Log 2 
Core Bypass Filter 
(6 Indications of Vibration) 
No. 5 Bearing Support Vertical 911901 Log Accessory Gearbox Horizontal 0325102 Log Reduction Gear Vertical 033901 Log Fan Fr&me Vertical 840901 Log No. 3 Bearing Support Horizontal 011%2 Log Coepressor Aft Flange Horizontal 07CY02 Log j 
- ... -.------ ----~ 
The above parameters were continuously displsyecl on the centrol console immediately adjacent to the engine operator. Readout was directly in ~ils displacement. In addition, all of the above accelerometers are included in those continuously recorded on Tape Recorder A. Note that each of the r.Fan and LPT Tracking Filter" items are displayed twice; i.e., filtered for fan and LPT frequencies. 
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8 4 5  0 2 3  U n d e r  C o w l  C a . v .  
3 0  8 1 3  0 0 2  
N o .  2  B e e r i n g  
0 6  8 4 5  0 2 3  
U n d e r  C o w l  C~V. 
3 1  
0 1 1  0 0 1  
N o .  3  B e a r i n g  
0 7  
8 4 5  0 2 4  
U n d e r  C O I " l  C a w .  3 2  0 1 1  0 0 2  
N o .  3  E e . I D r  i n s  
0 8  
8 l } S  0 0 1  
U n d e r  Co~l 3 1 d . o  
3 3  9 1 1  0 0 1  
N o .  S  B r a a d n g ;  
0 9  
8 4 5  0 0 3  
U n d e r  Co~d a t d n  3 4  9 1 1  0 0 2  
N o  •  . 5  B ® o ! ' i d l l l g  
1 0  8 4 5  0 0 7  U n d e r  C 0 1 ! l 1  S l d n  3 5  3 2 3  0 0 3  
F u e l  I n  
1 1  
8 / . 5  0 2 5  
U U l d e r  C o w l  S k i n  3 6  3 2 3  0 0 3  
F u e l  M a n i f o l d  
1 2  
8 / + 5  0 2 6  
U n d e r  C o w l  S k i n  3 1  
4 0 4  0 0 3  S c a v e n g e  D i s c h .  
1 3  
8 4 5  0 2 7  
U n d e r  C o w l  S k i n  
2 8  
0 3 2  0 0 4  
A u l t  S C . ! I v e n g l l ' l  
1 1 +  
8 4 5  0 3 0  
U n d e r  Co~"l E n t i n  
3 9  
4 0 1 .  0 0 9  
L u b e  I n  
1 5  
8 l } , S  0 3 2  
U n d e r  C o w l .  S~dn 
!~O 
9 1 1  0 0 6  
B d .  E~&ust 
1 6  8 4 5  0 3 3  U i l d l i l r  C O " V 1 1  S ! d . n  
1 . 1  
9 1 1  0 1 8  
E d .  C a v i t y  
1 7  8 4 5  0 3 4  U n d e r  CO~'I'l S l d . n  
1~2 
9 1 1  0 2 0  
N o .  S  F W d  B T g  S p t  
1 8  0 3 1  0 0 1  
M i d s p a n  90m.JI'i1i>~ 4 3  
9 1 1  0 2 1  
N o .  5  l i W d  B l ' S  S p t  
1 9  
8 1 2  0 0 1  
N o .  i l l  l t I l i . ) i l \ : \ , h s  
4 4  
9 1 1  0 2 2  
t~o. 5  A f l ! :  D r s  S p t  
2 0  8 1 2  0 0 2  
N o .  11~ lI3\,)!~lr'lh'l.i 
I~S 
! H l  1 0 0 8  
N o .  6  S e a l  A i r  S u p p l y  
2 1  
8 1 1  0 0 1  
N o .  l E l  : i : l 1 a i u ' l n t l l '  4 6  
8 3 0  0 1 0 4  
£~o. 6  3 0 1 1 1 1  S p t  
2 2  8 1 1  0 0 2  N o .  U J  I ) I l ) t t l t " i  n g  
4 7  
8 3 0  0 0 4  S l i p d n g  D e a r i n g  
2 3  0 3 3  0 0 1  R e d .  G o e r  U s a r l n g  4 3  0 3 2  0 0 2  
A G B B k i n  
2/~ 
0 3 3  0 0 2  
R ® d .  ~~t' ! l ) I . 1 I Q l 1 ' i l ' A g  
4 9  404~ 0 1 1  
!~ilIt X  H 2 0  I n  
2 5  0 3 3  0 0 3  
R e d .  G~m~ ~~a~1ng 
5 0  
4 0 4  0 1 2  
H e 4 U t  X  H 2 0  O u t  
T h e  a b o v e  p a r a m e t e r s  wer~ conii~"o"~ly d16pl~yad o n  t h e  c o n t r o l  co~ole i m m e d i a t e l y  
a . d j a c e n t  t o  t h e  e n g : l . n e  o p a r l l t o J : ' .  
~&ldol.lt W G > l J  d i l ' o c U y  I n  ( >  F .  
X n  a d d i t i o n  t o  t h e  
c o n t i n u o u , \ l l  d 1 l ! l p l n y ,  / l I U  o f  t i 1 l  . .  f~bovlS> i'f!i"'~!l1m1t((ll:;"l\j w e l l ' € : )  l l ' Q c o r o e d  o n  A D H  e a c h  t i m  a  
f u l l  d a t a  r e a d i n g  w a s  t Q k c n .  
~"'~ 
) 
\ 
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Table V. Tape Recorder A - Vibration. 
All of the following 'ii'eX'e continuously recorded M 
\lieU as displayed on the scopes. 
Item Par8l1Seter Channel 
830 001 Time Code 01 
840 901 SIR Accel 02 
840 902 Fan Frliime (V) 03 
840 902 Fan Frame (ll) 04 
811 901 #1 Brg (V) 05 
811 gOl 11 Brg (ll) 06 
813 901 12 Erg (V) 07 
813 902 #2 Brg (ll) OS 
on 901 13 Brg (v) 09 
011 902 #3 Brg (ll) 10 
033 901 Reduction Gear (V) 11 
OJl ~2 Reduction Gear (ll) 12 
010 901 cIs Aft Flange (V) 13 
010 902 cIs Aft Flsnse (ll) 14 
911 901 #5 Erg (V) 15 
911 902 #5 Brg (M) !6 
231 ~Ol Emwst Cone 11 
032 901 kc. Gearbox CA) 18 
032 902 Acc. Ge.a:.:box (II) 19 
650 901 Digital Control 20 
033 008 Proximity Probe 21 
066 901 Fan Cowl 22 
006 399 Fan Flap 23 
055 SOl Inlet Accel 24 
Core Speed 25 
LPT Speed 26 
Voice 27 
28 
~ . 
-) 
\ ) 
. 
Table VI. T$pe R0e~~:!' B - Fan m~E)D, OOV, 
FIlip Ll~ ~W1'de Strata Gs-ges. 
Itaa P8r~ter Ch:mnel I 
Time Code 01 
830001 ha made Dynamic 02 
830 802 Fom Blade Dynmmc 03 
830 S03 Fan made Dynamic or. 
830 804 Fan Bbde DynlMl1c OS 
Sla 805 hn Blade ~mc 06 
830 8~ Fan 31C1;ll3 Dyne:mc 01 
830 807 Fan Blade Dyn.ame OS 
830 808 Faa m~e DyDUlie 09 
830 810 Fa m:me ~c-- 10 
@SOSH Pm m&de ~e 11 
@lO 813 hi! Bllilde Dyn;rmc 12 
SlO 814 Film Bll!!de Dynmic 13 
830 ~16 J'rul Ell~e ~c 14 
830817 li'al'1131ede ~c 15 
EllS 001 Fan ~ DyiiGie 16 
835 602 Fan ~ Dynme 17 
835 803 Fan OGV Dynmic IS 
835 804 Fan OGV Dynamic 19 
835 805 Fan 0Cfl Dynamic 20 
835 801 Fan OGV Dynamic 21 
835 809 Fsn OGV Dynamic 22 
006 342 Flap Link Dyneaic 23 
006 344 Flap Link Dynamic 24 
Fan Speed 25 
Core Speed 26 
LPT S~d 27 
Voice 28 
-
29 
-', 
i 
) 
30 
Table VII. T2pe RecoroeF' C - R2hes II Fr~, Frul 
Co~l, Flep Link Strain Gages. 
Itela Pat"SM!ter ChEiilltMd 
'rizle Code 01 
800 8fJl R£ke Strain Gage (Inlet) 02 
300 303 aske Strain Gage (Inlet) 03 
800005 Rake Strain Gage (Inlet) 04 
800 ~l)7 ~ Strain Gage (Inlet) 05 
800 809 I RBk. Strain G... (eo ...... La ... ) 06 
BOG 411 .... Strain Gage (Strot) I 07 
000 S12 R£ke Stnin G@ge (Strati;) 08 
800 Sis Rake Stnin Gage (StJ:'Ut) O~ 
800 817 ~e Strain Gage (?l~e 25) 16 
SvO g21 I Rg~e Strain G~ge (Plane 25) n 
xn Plane 25 12 
I.VM 13 
006341 Fl~ Li~ Strain Gage 14 
11 
... 343 I Fl.. Link Str.i. .. .. 15 
G~ 345 E'rul Cowl Slttn StratI} cmge 16 
... 34G I". Cowl Ski ........ Goge 11 
006 341 Fan Cowl Skin Strain Gage IS 
e.O •• 2 I Fa. Fr ... Str.i. Gag- 19 
340 803 Fan Fr~ Strain Gage 20 
840 805 Fan Fr~ Strain Gage 21 
840 B03 f Fan Fr2m2 Strain G~ge 22 
840 814 i Fan Frame Str~in Gage 23 
840 816 Fan Frame Strain Gage 24 
Fan Speed 25 
Core S1;eed 26 
_. LPT Speed 21 ; 
I%~ W , 
, 
I 
I 
Tcble VUI. Sanborn Recor~rm. 
S&~born ~co~der A 
dU.irmel Parmeter Unit llmge i 
1 AlB Rod End PSIG 0-3000 2 Al8 Head End PSlG 
€>-3ooo 3 Fan IH.ade Static Strain J.I-in./in. 0-3000 4 Fan Bl&de T~perature .. F 0-250 5 Fan Bl&de Static StraiL ll-in./in. 0-3000 6 Fan Bl~e Te.aperature .. F 0-250 1 Fan Speed RPM 0-4000 8 LVDT (1n~e I>..ngle) +129 to -US· O-IOVDC 
S~orn Recorder S I 
1 F§ft Blsde St&tic Strmin ,,-in. lin. o-300t1 j 2 F~ ~l&Qe Teeper~tuTe .. F 0-250 I 3 F~n ~l~e St~tic Strain f:-in./in. o-3U~O i 4- F&:a Elooe TCE'!~ntW:'e .. F 0-250 5 F~t'i SDe€G RPM 0-4aliO 6 Ik'DT hn~e g....ngle} ~g Cf-lI.1VOC 
) 1 I Core Sp.2ed R?r~ Q-15.SK S -
~~born Re~order C 
1 I l"an Speed W~ 2 L'lDTwl +15" to -US" O-H}ViX: 3 LVDT 12 +15 0 to -USc G-IO,\;"!lC 4 Hyd Open PSIG 0-3500 5 Hyd Closed PSIG 0-3500 I 6 n.A Deg 0-100 1 
i 8 
I 
_-._1 
) 31 
'i 
", J 
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Table IX. Digital Control. 
Operator Pan~l on Control Console 
The folloying par~ters ~~re continuously displs~ in enginsering units on the Digit~l Control Operator Panel on the control co~sole directly in front of the engine operator. 
Fan Speed 
Core Speed 
Power De~nd 
Fan E:iliaust I~2z1e Area Fan Pitch Angle 
Inlet K~h Number 
Thrust"Par~ter 
T41C 
T41C 
Engineering Panel (Adj~ee~t to Control Console) 
The Digital Control Engineering Panel includes a selectable digital dis-play for anyone of the v~riables listed belovo Anyone of the 44 ~y be read cmt~ when selected. ill a biru:!ry code. The operator of the engineering panel used equations for each of the par~ters tQ cowett them fros binary code to engineering units. Each of the following vms recorded by the eDgineering pamel operator ~eneve1: = ADH reading is ttiken. 
Th~b W'neel 1 
S?itcn Pozition i Pal"aeter 'ih1lt'Ub Wneel Srritch Position I Par~ter 
00 A18 'me 24 MVP 01 SF 'I11C 25 BFl 02 l1F me 26 B112 03 i.JF 27 SF D~nd (Auto Mode) 04 Al8 28 Ala Demand (Auto Mode) 05 SF 29 1'3 06 mP 30 >lSV Reset 'me 07 T41C 31 },.ode Word 08 6P/P 32 Hydraulic Pu~ Disch. Press. 09 PS3/no 33 1& Ter:;perature 10 FO<ier Demand 34 SF Rate 11 FLA 35 Eu'"'7 12 NI 36 Engine Oil Inlet Temperature 13 li2 37 Scavenge Oil Temp_ 14 VSV 38 Engine Oil Inlet Pressure 15 WF Mel 39 Scavenge Oil Press. 16 SF Mel 40 T25 17 Al8 F.!Cl 41 P5 18 F.I. 42 Gearbox Inn.errace 19 TlZ 43 E~aring Temperature 20 PTO 44 F~rizontal Vibration 21 P14-PTO Vertical Vihration 22 PTO-PSll 23 PS3 
32 
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-) 
Se Perfo~~nee Instrumentation 
Internal engine prea~Uye8 and temperatures fro.m r2kes, etatie tep8, 
and probes were recorded aut~&tically for each data point by the 
ADS System. These par~terg are ligted in Tsble X. 
6. Follow-on Test Console Configuration 
Th~ ccmputeri~ed site IV-D control console used for the folloy-on 
testing consisted of fcur em: displays. The tw center C-!:tT's dis-
played aafety and vibration p~rsmeterg. The left-hand CRT was 
capable of diaplaying as many as 23 ae~rate ~es eech with 10 
engine par&.U:ters listed. The console automliltically monitored 
all par~ters progr~d into it end flagged those par~ters 
vllieb went over limit. The fourth CRT was used to display over-
limit engille ?ar~eters. A list of the items progra:mned into the 
control console is shown in Table XI. 
The ADS system provided direct telept.one comwnicl.ltion of data recorded 
.' at the Peebles, Ohio Test Site to the central c~uter in the InGt~ntGtion 
Data Room (IDR) at Eve~jGle, Ohio. The data were proce~ged. stored, and 4 ~hort 
,list of averaged and corrected parameters WillS printed out on the "QuiCk Lookll 
monitor in the Site IV control r002 as an aid in trseking the engine opernting 
cCficHtio!!s. The "Quick Looket pgr~ters are listed in Table XU. 
The ge~ral layout of the control roO!i:l showiog locations of the various 
displays and control panels is sho~ in Fi~-e G. 
33 
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Table x. Engl~e In3tr~0ntattcn Hookup Aerol~t~ntatlOD. 
Item N~bell'8 Daz:"r1pUo!!t IPrezs. Ten,. I Ot!liel" . j I 
Ed l!:!louth Inlet 
005201-005240 I (4) Inlet P~e3 20 20 005254-005260 i (1) Bcund&ry Layer Rike 7 005301-316 Wall Statics 
F.m Bypass; 
840001-840023 I Bypass Duct Statics 23 840024-840031 Plane 25 Statics g 
840032-840036 I Splitter Lip St~tiC3 5 840031-840042 ~pressor Inlet St~tics 6 840043-840046 Pl~ne 15 Statics It 840201-M023i! (6) ~prea~or Inlet ~~ea I 30 840231-!\!~O23; (6) ~pres~or Inlet ~e8 = 5 a402~6-s..~0250 (6) ~pressor Inlet ~e5 i 5 840256-[g40260 (6) ~~~~s£or Inlet ~eg S 840W1-81.0Hj9 (6) c..,"'5'!.pr~§sor In!et M!J;e~ i I (3) ~yn. Pr~az. 
F.rn oev ) gJ5~!)1~335005 !shnd Statics 5 
J 83500/'-835008 Vane. M;l!lifo !d@ 2 83S0HH335014 Vsne, M~tlifold8 5 I 835101-835l.O6 Vane Probes 6 0 
En;IlS8 Duct I 
006001-006006 Plane 15 Statics 6 006007-006014 Wall Statics 12 006041-006048 (3) Cobra Probes 3 3 006361-006395 Fan Flap Statics 35 
E"..haust Nozzle 
230001-230040 LPT Discharge Rakes 20 20 230041-230045 Service Strut 5 L13QQ~_6~~Qt)49 Well Stetics 4 
. 
- ----~~--.~------ --- -
....... 
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Table XI. QCSF:E UTW Conoole Diaplay (Site IV-D). 
r----------------r---.----------~--.----------------------------
Pnl'nmotl,r It 11111 
L{\lI!.t 
_, 
!.....,.....,....,...-".....-"1"'0'------,- No. RIl..'l1l! ~r..o ~ I = )U fI!.:iu ~ lr.ri,!!..!..U:.. t~~~I.p[ay -----.,-----r--~-_r--'rh,'uot. 
Fan Speed 
EGT 
Hoin Fuel Flow 
R~duct'on Gear 011 Supply Pressure Oil Level 
Lube Pump Discharge Pressure Luhe llul'ply 'reml'llfllt.utl! 
000001 
630000 
2300411 
323006 
033007 
404013 
402001 
1.0400':1 
070001 
86960 N 
10(11) K 
159 Ila/hr 
31 •• 5 N/c'll2 
0.095 1113 69 Nlcm2 
~44 I( 
(20,000 IbB) 
3500 rpm 
(1IJooo F) 
(3'0 ,.ph) , (50 pais) 
(25 gal.) 
(100 pgig) (1(,0· F) 
21.4 (31) 
0.008 (2) 0.019 (5) 
None 
NOli</! 
326 
None 
(130) 
~OO 
145 (20) 
34.5 (SO) 
69 (100) 
333 (140) 
3 
(, 
6/6 
6/6 , 
5/2 
VSV St II!!(' 1 l--
1 __ -
Vihl'lIt ion Di Rplay t--.------'--"------.,----r---------r----.,-----r-----r----.......... -~ 
Digital Control/Fan Filtered Fr.n f'rllmp. V"rt /F6n 
N(I. I n""dng V~rt/Fan 
Reduct ion Gear Vel't/Fan i\.r.(e"tlot', Celll'boll i\.n<ll/~·Qn Ni.>. 5 Il"ndllll Vert/LI'T Filtered No.5 Benring VCJ:t/Core Filtered No. 3 Bcaring V<>rt/Core Re~uction C~ar Vert/Core C()t;lpr Art Flnnlle lion/Core 
650901 (,)/,0901 
811901 
033901 
Onll01 
911901 
911901 
011901 
033901 
070901 
O,02!j eM 
0.025 cm 
0.025 em 
0.025 ern 
O,O?5 ell! 
0.025 em 
0.025 em 
0.025 em 
0,025 cm 
0,025 em 
(10 mih) (10 mih) 
(10 mih) 
00 mHm) 
(to Il1lh) 
00 milo) 
(10 mila) (10 wit.) 
(10 nlih) 
(to mile) 
0.007 (3) 
0.007 (3) 
0.007 (3) 
0.001 (3) 
0.007 (3) 
0.007 (3) 
0.005 (2) 
0.005 (2) 
O.OOS (2) 
0.005 (2) 
0.011) (7) 
O.OlB 0) 
0.018 (7) 
O.OIB 0) 
0.018 0) 
0.013 (5) 
0.008 (3) 
0.008 (3) 
0.008 (3) 
0.006 (3) ~~~~~----------~---L--__ --~~~-L---Page 1 - StArt 
_I 
I 
-;;...--.....:. ... -------
---.. oj--Stnrter "ir PreSR. 000009 69 rl/cm2 lIydrllulic I'ump Dioch. PreDD. 405001 2758 N/cm2 Core Speed 050000 FRn Sp""d 83()000 Lt.be f>c"v(>nllt' Di~ch. ('re88 , 401,001 69 JII/cm 2 I,wtru".,nt Air Proos. ~" N/cm2 PSJC 124003 206.9 1I/c11I2 
Fu<?l Flow Verificot Ion JZJ007 159 kg/ln' 
------~~-------~ (100 pdB) (4000 P$i.g) 
1400 rpm 
3500 rpm 
(l00 polR) 
000 pniS) 
000 pdg) (lao paim) 
(350 pph) 
Non .. 
None 
None 
53.6 
2482 
69 
None 
None 
S1.7 
145 
(8S) 
(3600) 
14050 
3400 
(i00) 
<lS) 
(320) 
4/3 
4/3 
4/3 
41" 
4/3 
4/3 
4/3 
4/3 
4/3 
11/3 
5 
6 
3 
3 
3 
Ii 
6 
Fuel In Pres", 323005 169 Nlcm2 
Il"ad! nil Numbnr 
. ---~;;'g!!' 2 - R~n 
-
.,-1 
~ ----~-----_r_. ---,---------~----_r-LIlbC' Supply niter AI' Scavenge filter ~p 
No, 6 Senl/Aft Sump AI' Hydr~ulic Pump Discharge Press. Water Flow 
417001 20.7 N/crn2 (30 paid) 40400~ 13.8 N/cm 2 (20 psid) 911015 13.8 N/cm2 (20 psid) 405001 2758 N/cm2 (4000 poig) 404010 0.311 m3/ml n (100 SPill) NOlle 
~j.l 
17.2 
10.3 
6.9 
2482 
( 25) 
(15) 
(10) 
(3600) 
6 
6 
6 
6 
I 
i 
/; 
W 
Q'l 
I ' 
'-...J 
Table Xl. QCSEE UTW Console Dlsplay (Site IV-D). (Continued) 
Item r~ I.Am!L l'l\r~mtlttlr MI). Rlln!!" to Hi 
Pllg(l 2 - Run (Contlnu!1d) 
'----------
PS3C 124003 206.9 N/cm2 (300 paig) 
--- --- None Under-cowl Air Temperature 645023 811 [( (1000· F) 
---
--- .--Coru Cowl Skin Temperature 1lI,50U 478 It (/,00' F) 
--- ---
439 (330) Reduction Goa. Bearing Temperature 033003 47G K (400· F) 
--- --- 408 (275) Read ing Number 
--- ---
---
--- None 
----
Page 3 - Prussuro6 
-
. 
[,'or-ward Sump Pl'llAIlUrO 011003 13.8 N/em2 (20 PllIiG) 6.9 (10) 
--- ---
I.ul>~ 1'IIIlk PI'tltJllUI'I' 404014 13.8 Nhm2 (20 Paltl'T> 
--. 
--- ---
AcccRsory Gear boy. Vert Pressure 032001 6.9 N/cm2 (10 pBlg) 
--- --- ---
No. 1 Seal Air Pressure 811005 34.S N/cm2 (60 psig) 
--- --- ---No. 3 lIearing Aft Cnv Pressure 011005 6.9 N/cmZ (10 psig) 
--- ---
110011 No.6 5(H.l Air Supply PI'cRauro 911010 34.5 N/crn2 (50 p5(~) 
---
--- ---
Balance Cavity Prcssurc 911016 206.9 N/cm2 (300 paia) 
-- --- ---SeIIV. Pump Oinch. PrC8aUr(! 404001 69 N/cm2 (100 P9in) 
--- --- ---
Reading Numbor 
--- ---
--- ---
Nonm 
Page 4 - Bearin~ Temperatures 
...... ~ ....... "-"' ............. ""-"~. _._ ......... -..... .--... " ..... -----.._--- -_ .... 
NI.I. lit n~""tnlt ""nlJ"'I'IIt.ur(' /lUOOI ~ 711 J( (/,00· !I') 
---
M __ 
1,26 (310) No, II! Dcnrinr. Temperaturc 812002 478 K (400' F) 
---
--- 423 (310) No. III Ilonrl nl! -rllml'ol'nture 811001 478 It (400' F) 
--- --- 4211 (310) No, III n""rl n,T T<lmp(,rnturo 011002 478 K (400' ~,) 
--- ---
1129 (310) N,~ductlon G(;lflr lIaaring 'fl!mpcf4tufo 033001 476 K (1,00· F) 
--- --- 408 (275) R'.duct ion Genr llearing 1'empcratUl-" 033002 478 K (400' F) 
--- --- 409 (275) Reduct ion Go:nl' Il"nl'inll r"ml'0rlltllro 03)004 478 It (1,00' 1') ~--
--- 408 (275) Reduct 1011 Gflltr Bear ing Tcml'Cratllrll 033005 478 " (/,CO· 1') ...... _.- 408 (27') Reduct ion Gear Be.af Lng Temperature 033006 470 K (400· F) 
--- --- 408 (275) Rend i ng NlIInher 
--- ---
---
...... Nono 
Palla 5 - Bearing ,Temperatures 
No.2 u",arlnp. rrmperature 613001 533K (SOO· 1') 
--- --- 426 (310) No.2 Ilellring remporaturll 813002 533 K (500' l') 
--- --- 428 (310) No. 3 Bearing T"mperature 011001 533 K (500' 1') 
--- ---
428 (310) N". 3 nOllri.ns: TtllIll'''ratllre 011002 533 K (Sao· f) 
--- --
426 (310) No. 5 lSellri.ng Temperature 911001 533 It (500· F) 
---
-- 439 (330) No. 5 Beadng remp"fllture 911002 533 K (SOO· II) 
--- --
439 (330) Midflpan IJQlldng 031001 533 K (500' F) 
--- ---
439 (330) Stipring Bearing 830003 394 K (250' F) 
-- --- --
-----
I' 
I 
! 
'----- __ ~.r 
. 
IU-HC-r~: 
lJL --644 (00) 5 450 (350) 5/2 417 (290) 6/3 ---
10.3 (15) 6/6 
10.3 OS) 6 
5.S (8) 6 
20.7 (0) 6 
--- ---24.1 (35) 6 
172.4 (250) 6 
69 (l00) 6 
--- ---
113!> (330) 6/3 
439 (330) 6/3 
439 (330) 6/3 
439 (330) 6/3 
417 (290) 6/3 
417 (290) 6/3 
411 (290) iJ/3 
417 (290) 6/3 , 
417 (290) 6/3 
---
.-. 
439 (330) 6/3 
1,39 (30) 6/3 
439 (330) 6/3 
439 tHO) 6/3 
450 (50) 6/3 
450 (50) 6/3 
400 (260) 6 
367 (200) 3 
'--~-_/ 
\  
w  
~ 
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T a b l e  X I .  Q C S E E  U T W  C o n s o l e  D i s p l a y  ( S i t e  I V - D ) .  
( C o n t i n u e d )  
I t e m  
L i l ' l l :  
P a r n " " ' t e r  
N o .  
1 I . . ' W 1 l < l !  
--!..~!! . .  J  ~---'t> _ I  
I I I  
)  t~~'-lr-=-r~-;;nri n~ l''-~m(J(JrCl t U r a C f  
Sliprin~ B e a r i n g  8 3 0 0 0 1 .  3 9 4  
( 2 5 0 '  F )  
R " a d i  n s  N u m b u r  
N o n l !  
P a g e  6  - L u b e  T e m p e r a t u r e s  
8 C I l Y O l I I B < l !  O h c h .  T c m p e r n t u r o  
1 . 0 4 0 0 3  
l i 3 3  K  
( 0 0 0 ·  1 ' )  
.  - - - - .  
- - -
A u x .  S c a v o  O i o c h .  Te~perGture 
0 3 2 0 0 4  5 3 3  K  
( 0 0 0 ·  P )  
- -
- - -
N o n e  
B a l .  E x h .  C a v i t y  T e m p e r a t u r e  
9 1 1 0 0 6  
9 1 0  K  
( 1 3 0 0 ·  F )  
- - -
- - -
- - -
B n l .  C a v i t y  T e m p e r a t u r e  
9 1 1 0 1 8  
9 7 8  K  
( 1 3 0 0 ·  F )  
- - -
- - -
- - -
N o .  [ )  / ) { l l l l ' l n J t  f ' l r d  S u p p o r t  T e m p  9 1 1 0 2 0  
6 3 3  K  
(~l)Oo F )  
- - -
- - -
- - -
N o .  6  S e a t  A i r  S u p p l y  T e m p e r a t u r e  
9 l t 0 0 8  
B l l  K  
( l 0 0 0 ·  F )  
- - - - - -
- -
N o .  6  S e a l  S u p p o r t  A i r  T C \ D p e r a t u r e  9 1 1 0 1 2  
5 3 3  K  
( G o O "  P )  
- - -
- -
- -
N o .  5  B e . , r i n g  A f t  S u p p o r t  
T < ! m p e r t l t u r c  
9 1 1 0 2 2  
5 3 3  I t  
( G O O ·  P )  
~-- ~--
N o n e  
F l l c  1  N l l n '  r "  I d  T " ' " I ' Q r  Itllr~ 
3 2 ) 0 0 8  
6 3 3  K  
( 1 ) . 1 ) 0 °  l > "  
-~-
- . -
I I " n o  
1~')I.d! " I I  / l u m b " r  
- - -
- - - - - -
. - -
- - .  
/ l o n e  
- - -
~-
-
P a g e  1  - Underco~l A i r  T e m p e r a t u r e  
. .  _ - - - - - - - - - . - -
F . " d .  I I n d o r e o w l  C a v i t y  T c m p o r a t u r o  
8 1 . 5 0 1 5  
5 3 : 1  I t  
( f W O ·  V )  
. - -
- - - - - -
f ·  . . .  d .  U n d c r c o " l  C G v i t y  T e m p < l r n t u r e  0 1 . 5 0 1 7  
6 3 3  K  
( I ) ( H ) ·  l i ' )  
- -
- - .  
- - -
F l I < I .  U n d e r c o w l  c a v i t y  T e m p e r l l t u r e  
8 / . 5 0 1 9  
5 3 3  K  
( M O ·  I I )  
- -
- -
- -
F w .  U n d t l f c O v l  C a v i t y  T C O l p l l r G t u r e  6 f . 5 0 2 0  
6 3 3  I t  
( 0 0 0 ·  f )  
- - - - - -
- - -
A f t  l l n < h l f c o l 1 1  C o v  i  t  y  T  . .  m p e r A t  u f O  
1 1 4 5 0 2 1  9 1 1  K  
( l O C I ) ·  F )  
- - -
. - -
- -
A f t  U n d e r e o w 1  C a v i t y  T~mperature 8 1 . 5 0 2 2  
1 1 1 1  I e  
( t o o o ·  F )  
- - -
- - -
- - -
A f t  I I l l < l o r c o w l  C n v i t y  T e m \ M ' r a t u r e  
6 1 0 5 0 2 3  
a l l  K  
( l 0 0 0 0  I I )  
- - -
- - -
- -
A f t  U n d c r c o w l  C a v i t y  Temperatll~e 
6 1 . 5 0 2 f ,  
0 1 1  K  
( 1 0 0 0
0  
j l ' )  
- - -
- - -
- - -
R o n d i n g  l I u r n b , , , . ·  
- - -
- - -
. - -
- - -
- -
I l e n e  
P l i f . < !  8  - C O r < !  C o w l  S k i n  T e m p l l r a t u r e  
~-,' . . . .  - - . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  - - . .  - - . . . . . . . .  --~.---
r  5 : 1 3 - K  
.  
-
( ; 0 \ ' 0 : 0  C ( I , , 1  S l d n  Te"'l'or~turtl 8 1 0 5 0 0 1  
( 0 0 ( , 1 0  1 ' )  
" - -
.~-
4 3 9  
C o r e  C o w l  S k i n  T~pereture 8 4 5 0 0 3  
1 5 3 3  [ (  
( 5 1 ) 0 ·  1 ' )  
- -
- -
4 3 9  
C o n .  C o " , !  S k i n  T~mpertltur0 0 1 . 5 0 0 7  
5 3 3  l i t  
( G O O ·  1 " )  
- - -
- - -
4 3 9  
C o r "  C o w l  S k i n  T C " p c r l l t 1 l r l l  
6 1 M 2 G  
G S a  I t  
( C w o ·  1 ' )  
_  . .  . . ,  
- - -
1 , 3 9  
C o r e  C o  . .  l  S k i n  T e m p e r a t u r e  
8 4 5 0 2 6  
5 3 3  I t  
( Z A ' J O ·  F )  
- - -
- - -
4 3 9  
C o r e  C o w l  S~in T e m p e r a t u r e  8 4 5 0 2 7  
5 3 3  K  
( f W O ·  F )  
- - - - -
4 3 9  
C o r l !  C o w l  S l d n  T " , " p < ! r a t u r o  1 % 5 0 3 0  
I l : l : . l  ( (  
( 0 0 0 ·  F )  
- - .  
- - -
4 3 9  
C o r e  C o , , }  Ski~' T e m p e r a t u r e  8 4 5 0 3 2  
!l~,13 K  
( S O O n  l l ' )  
- -
- - -
4 3 9  
C o r e  C o w l  S k i n  T e m p e r a t u r e  8 4 5 0 3 4  
: ; S ; ) )  K  ( S O O ·  F )  
- - -
- -
4 3 9  
R e  ~d i n s  N l , I I n b "  t  
- -
{ ; 3 3  I i :  
( 0 0 0 ·  F )  
- - -
- - -
N O l l e  
- - . . . . .  --~,.-. . .  
------~ 
~-_/' 
_ _  ! ! i : : . ! ! l - l i f  l o r  I  t~i 
3 6 7  
( 2 0 0 )  ]  
3  
1  
I  
I  
- . ,  
- -
4 3 3  
( 2 0 )  
6  
,  
- - -
- - -
9 2 2  
( 2 0 0 )  
6  
9 2 2  
( 1 2 0 0 )  
6  
5 2 2  
( 4 6 0 )  
6  
S 6 9  
( 6 0 0 )  
6  
4 2 2  
( 3 0 0 )  
6  
- - - - - -
- _ .  
- - .  
. - .  
- - -
-
4~O 
( 3 5 0 )  
5  
4 5 0  
( 5 0 )  
5  
4 5 0  
( 3 5 0 )  
5  
4 5 0  
( l S O )  
5  
6 0 1 0 4  
( 7 0 0 )  
! S  
6 4 1 .  
( J O O )  
,  
6 4 4  
( 7 0 0 )  
,  
6 4 4  
( 7 0 0 )  
! S  
- -
- - -
.  
( 3 3 0 )  
4 5 0  
( 3 5 0 )  
' ! J / ' . t  
( 3 3 0 )  
4 5 0  
( 3 5 0 )  
5 / 2  
( 3 3 0 )  
( , 5 0  
( 3 5 0 )  
5 / 2  
( 3 3 0 )  
4 5 0  
0 ' 0 )  
' ! I n .  
( 3 3 0 )  
4 5 0  
( 3 5 0 )  
5 / 2  
( 3 : 1 0  )  
4 5 0  
( 3 5 0 )  
5 / 2  
( 3 3 0 )  
4 S 0  
( 3 5 0 )  
5 / 2  
( 3 3 0 )  
4 5 0  
( 5 0 )  
5 / 2  
( 3 3 0 )  
4 5 0  
( 5 0 )  
S / 2  
4 5 0  
( 3 5 0 )  
5 / 2  
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Table XI. QCSEE UTW Console Dioplay (Site IV-D). (Concluded) 
It 001 Limit Parametel" No. Renee La-La ~ I IIi _~~If<.' 9 - Vl brll ~~. 
N('I. (\ &lIr11l1l W,rtll'nn Flltl'rod 911901 0.025 em (10 mUo) O.OOB (3) Fan F'rume lIorzlLPT 840002 0.0215 el1l (10 mUs) 
--- --
o.ooa (3) Flln ~'l'nrno Vel,tlLPT 840001 0.025 em (10 1il1h) 
--- --
o.ooa (3) ;~o. 1 lJcnrlnlt Vort!l.PT 611901 0.025 em (10 IIIUa) -~-
---
0.008 (3) Reduction Gear VortlLPT 033901 0.025 em (10 mlls) 
-- --- 0.008 (3) ,\ccestwry Genrbox AldnllLPT 032001 0.025 C11I (10 ,dIs) 
--- ---
o.ooa (3) ACC("HJ01'y GNU ho:t lIorz/l.r'r 0;)2902 0.025 em (10 fila 1m) 
-- ---
O.OOS (3) ACCtllHIiH'Y Go'Il'bo)( ""illl/Core 032001 0.025 em (10 I1lUill) 
-- ---
0.005 (2) Fnn Framo Vert/Coro 810001 0.025 em (10 milD) 
--- --- 0.005 (2) 
n.'ad i nB Nu\~bcr 
---
--- -- None 
"Priorit.y CnT Plnplay C,"Il1llond 
... .....,.~ ..... ~---..-.,.-.-.... »_._, .• _-----------
1 Shutdown 
2 Return to idle 
3 Btlcltoff 
4 IIpld 
5 AdjuGt air, 112>' N2' •• 
6 H(lOitor 
7 Edit System 
-
'"-...- .. _/' 
" 
I Ili-Hi:: :: I!~ Lori ty '. 
-..----: 
0.010 (7) 4/3 
0.013 (5) 4/3 
0.013 (rl) Ua 
0.013 (5) 4/3 
0.013 (ll) 4/3 
0.013 (5) 
-1/3 I 
0.013 «I) 4/3 I 
o.ooa (3) 4/3 i 0,008 (3) ~~: I --
': 
) 
_/ 
\ j 
Table xu. QQlek-Look Pu~teH. 
Typewritten output ~eilGble in the control rOG3 from th@ F~H $y$t~ for 
eAch full data point t~en. 
Item hrtmElt~r 
1m. Phf3ical f~n 0peed 
xm! Phyaicel m' c~reasor ape@(} 
T2AF V,m inlet t~rature 
P-lS Bypass fio8z1e throat area 
Pitch fsn blade ~g!a 
p~ Percent corr~cted f~n speed 
~ Percent corrected C~~ speed 
~ Main fuel -fl~ 
FAN ~E~ FaD tor~~e, c@lcul~ted E2I~lS I Bypass duct inlet efficiency 
v.t.~ 
nill 
W2Sli 
P3/P25 
PlSMii/2A 
E25D3 
P21h1J/2A 
T4lX 
T4IXK 
rna 
SFCR 
T41C 
EV1i2 1 
T55 
Corrected f~~-f~ce tot~l flow 
Inlet thro~t ~~eh n~ber 
Co~ected core inlet airflo~ 
~ compreg~or pre66ure ratio 
Fan bypass pressure ratio 
HF compressor adiabatic efficiency 
Fan h~h pressure ratio 
HPTR inlet total temperature (TS. energy balance) 
HPTR inlet total temperature (75 energy balence 
corrected) 
Corrected thrust 
Corrected sfc 
HPTR inlet total temperature (T3, P3. Wf digital 
control.) 
Fan hub adiabatic efficiency 
Exhaust gas tes~rature 
Units 
rap 
rpa 
• F 
in.:! 
degrees 
-percent 
percent 
Wb 
ft/Ib 
pps 
pps 
pps 
• R 
o R 
Ib 
lb/hr/lb 
o R 
o F 
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Light 
Probe 
Moni tor 
-;r.~~';."gT~ 
\ 
C;.~~! :] 
ADIl 
(Quick-r,ook 
Monitor) 
LAlm 
N 
I 
1'apeT"'"' 
,l!Y..stem 
\J 
D1Bitnl Control 
1i::nll'ln@Drtng Penol 
BUprin" 
Monttor 
D-Pod 
I Diu1tml Control Oper~tor Panel And Throttlo 
Bearing Rnd Sump 
Monitor Panol 
I I 
Temporature Metrascopo 
nnd Vibration Panel 
-~, 
"""'--- Control Consolel 1\ 
FiguLe 6. QCSEE OTW Uechan1cQl Checkout Control Room Layout, Peebles Site IV. 
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6.0 R!STO~Y OF TE§~ 
The QCSJ:3 UW ~~ine. 501-0~n!2. vas re::l8sebled ut!iing the Ge~rel 
Electric fan pitch aetu~tor system. &he engine ~ga delivered to Pe~le8 
Test Operation on 7/25111. i~in~ ingt~llstion be~an on the test ~t4~ 4t 
Site Ii1, Pad D. 'The cC'l1a~site h.n duet and '..;;)lre cowling ~"ere fitted to the 
engine after it W~9 inst~lled on the te3t st~nd. The h~rdwall core nos~le and 
bel~th inlet Wfere installed (Figure 7). The dave lubric.z<tion eystcm ~s 
serviced with Royal 699 oil ~ the t~ oil level indic&tore were calibrated. 
The thrust me~@urin~ ayetem w~e calibrated in both the for~~xd ~ 
reverse thrust mo~e~. The lo€4i cell us,..."'tt wes e 444.800 R 000,000 Ib) cell 
~ith a three-bridge circuit. nridge B did not calibrate properly a~ W~8 
not used for data reduction but was recorded for reference. 
A hel~ leek eh~k W~3 perfo~ on the fan fr~ on S/1/11. T~ree 
~ll le~ ~re d@tected a~ ee&led ~t ~inta ~eze iD3~~fit@tion pe~etr~ted 
th~ f~n frsme. No other le~ 60UlrCeS were found~ 
The w~ri~ble ~t&t~~ V&~3. Stege 1 mnd S~ege 3 ~sitio~ ~tentio~te~t 
f~n rotor bet~ ~E31@~ ~ f~ no~gle ~a ~ere c~librgted. $ta~@ 1 pct~nti@~-
.lOOt0!' wms Get fYaE _iO@f 0);1$111 to *Se~:}. c1o&Gd; Stega 3 ~ sat f~ 
-o0~>4' open to +:S7c2!l' clo~oo. Fan oote filfrrgles were eciii:szotl.ted b®~n 
-USOS" Oz~Zl ~ +11"45' elOged. FIm oozde maxi!lr.m oj,1en a!"'ea 'iii'rui ~.G9 rSJ. 
(nG? ilfr.2 ). !? l1~!iKr.1l!rurleru stop ~ i~ta11oo to u~a the mi!ili~~ cloti~ 
oomsle C\l"ea to l.~ ~ (211G in.2 ). ~e COlr'e nomsle U&1.l 00& fi:l':~ <%1; 
O.~l ~ (~ in.!'!). 
!ns~~nt~tic~ W~ c~~ected per TeGt r~quest ~~ Y~~t Request Ch~~~s. 
F~dr inlet r~@ss one inlet bound~ry l&yer r~ke, three cohre tr~ve~@e p~~b~$ 
in the fan b}~~S8 d~ct. and four L2T dischsrge r~es ~~e in~talled. The 
slipring SrGt~ ~g~ install~d to monitor fan blade streS$es. The reco~dins 
equipment used for the teat is listed bel~: 
Item Serial Number 
Digital 60953 
Sanborn A 4951 
Sanborn B 4953 
Sanborn C 4952 
T.epe Recorie'l' A 2092 
Tape P.ecoz-d0:r E 2087 
Tape F..ecorde! C 4920 
____ .. _____ A_. __ . -~-
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On Auguat 31. 1911, engin~ i~etallfition ~~d the engine ~d faeility pr'2l:.'Un eh~cHisu ~re cC1llpleted. !nitit!l dry I&Iteriug of the engine was discontinued after water ~ dieoo?ereG in t~ st&rter air line. The problem ~~s tr~~ed to a f~~lt1 ~ut~Qtic f~eility water d~ v~l~. and ~33 corrected. A cecond dry entol!" \\3~8 <2tt~pted. hut fual V&l~n ~re seen exitir.g from the core nozzle. Severel diegno8tic ~toringG tr&ced the prcbl~m to the hydro-~ehanicAl control failing to sh~t off the fuel flow. The control W&9 r~ved and a sub$~uent bench test revealed the CW!!le to be a miGindexed throttle Sb8ft. The shaft w;.:as; reindexed» and the hydromechantcal control reiMt£lled on the engine. A successful dry ~nd '!ret motor wss perform1!:d aoo the engiue prep~red for its fir~t fire-to-idle ~ttempt. 
On Septesher 8, 1917, the engine was INCcessfuUy fire-d-to-idle for the first t~. !he fan nozzle azea usa v~ried from 1.61 m2 (2500 in.2) to 1.68 ~ (2600 in.2); fan bet~ angle was varied from +3 0 to +5-; and fan idle speed v~ried from 1150 to 1965 r~. The functioning of the fan speed control mode ~as aleo checked. Vibration ~tivity in the front end of the e~in\! wu ruru:d.!1.g Ol!ll!! tG t'ltO mile hi~er thm aD. the first engine build B but was still within l~its. ~o lubricgtion ayst~ or digital control prohl~ vere encoonter®d. The e""..gine '<liaS shutd;:r","D after 36 rrinutes of total rmmillg t~ until the r~ini~ engine ~nitors arrived. 
The follo~icg is a histocy of the tegt between 9/g/11 &nd 5/1/78. 
lhm: 
Date: 
1hm 'fi.se: 
Tot~l ~ine Run ~~: 
ADH il®adh.gs: 
Wo. 1 - MeclJ;~icllll Cheetu:mt 
9/fJ/77 
1 hour 36 min~te3 
2 hours 12 ~~tes 
W.o. 11 threttgh 13 
Prior to thig run. Geveral inst~nt~tion faulta discovered on the previous day's run were COF'l"ectedc '!be first three stsrts rrore uneventful. The engine c~Jld not be ~ccelerated above 1900 fan rpm due to high overall f~n one/rev vibration levels, with the slipring showing 16 ~ils double amplitude. Field balance weights w~re added to the spinner after e~eh run. 
After Start l~. 4 of tbis test, vibration levels at idle were acceptSble, with the slipring showing only three mils. Fan, core. and LPT levels were also lo~. During an accel to SO percent fan speed, the slipring acceler~ter reached 20 mils at 2550 fan rpm. The engine was immediately deceled to idle where all vibration levels returned to their previous amounts. Several field balance readings vere taken and the engine shutdown to change balance weights. While insp~cting the spinner during this shutdown, it was discovered that the slipring was loose. The slipring was removed and returned to the Evendale plsnt for te8rdo~t inspection, and reassemhly. This concluded Run No.1. 
During the test. the digital co~trol perfo~d well, holding fan speed withln ± 2 rpm, fan nozzle t'U"ea within ± 0.001 ~ U:: 2 10.2), and fan pitch angle within ± 0.1°. While at 18~O fan rpm, the fan pitch was varied 
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fr~ +5 e tv =5 0 uith ~o apparent ch~e in vibr~ti~ l~@le or 0i~ific~ hysteresis in e~tUE!.g f&D ~U:ch ~~1~. ADD: lrood!U!!;!l1i W~ tMen &t 0° fQ~ pitch tiben 6etting ~nglea fron both open ~ closed ~i~cti~~. ~e e~i~ W4S aeceled £nd deceled on fsn 9peed control. Fan ~~gle are~ U~3 I.E1 mr' (2SOO 1n.2) ~~~(Nt th9 t~st. 
!.eductiotl ge~r oil supply prellltmre was hi$l\er th<12 on tM pre'i1i~8 build. TheTc y~s BO ap~r~ci~le oil cong~tion during the te$il:. F~ bl~e st~eGse8 appeQred to be as ~u3Ceptible to crossuiDds 43 the original set on the firGt build. All otber GtreMea ami engi2e tGllper~ture were ~U ooh<'iived. 
Ihm: 
Dat@: 
Rm '!'~: 
T@ul ~~ina fum'fU2: 
ADa R.eslittg8: 
Bo. 2 - MechS!1ical Checkout 
9/14/18 
2 bcm:s 56 rn.nutes 
4 hourg 26 mi~teg 
Ro. 14 through n 
frior to thi~ te~t, tbe slipr~ ~a$ disg~s~led~ in®pected. re~i!t9 mdrei~t<lAned (m the ell!gi~. mSit"lr~at~d~ f€ult® ~ifie~<at"ed ~i~ ita.m ~. 1 ~!fe corrected. 'the tm~!l!e ~f this te$t e'"'..,!J to ewBl~t~ the '<7iiJ~&ti@tA char~teri~tics of the e~3i~e. 
'Iha teet be~gm I!:ith ~ilile Ste7i: ~. 8. HigYl wibli'gtioll levelc ~Z'€ in-dic~tei em ehe diil'irwg a& the \lln2i~ gppro~ehoo 8D p-~Eem:;t fan e~eed U140 ~). iou? fiel& ~el~e ~s ~a~e ~~e in en gtt~t to r6~e this sli~ ring v~?~ti~n a~tiwity. the vibr~tion level wa~ f£~ ~/~ev ia origi~ ~d slo~ly i~cr~s~ed ~th ificre~i~g fa~ epeed. All r~a~i~ e~in~ wibr~ti~n le~el~ ~d ~ratwg ~ar~terG were tiel1 beh~~d~ 
~ther test~ *aG te~n8tecl ~~i~g ine~ct~ of the slipz~ and $pinn~r. :. 
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Fmn: 
D~!!:e: 
Rim Tfue: 
Total E~ine Run Tima: 
ADa Readings: 
llo. 3 - Mech~icel Chee~t 
9/27111 and 9/23111 
4 nenrl§ 26 mi~ ... te$ 
8 hours 52 mlnute~ 
No. 20 through 22 
Actions taken prier to this run ~~re: 
~ ReEoved inlet rakes for better access to spinner 
• Incpected elipring and spinner for runout and flatness 
e ~ved slip,ing and returned it to Evendale for bench testing 
c Rechecked the calibration on all of the engine~s aeeeler~eters 
\, 
) 
--
• F~yed core nozzle and added oil leakage hole~ to the under aide of the turbine fr~ to minirnige the poesibility of an aft sump fir~. Th@ QO~:le was then reinstalled. 
e Installed 4 drain tube to the ~. 6 eesl dr~in line. 
While in Evenaale, a tangential acceleroceter was ~jded to the alipring housing, and the syate3 h~lanced ~~ile on the bench test rig. The alipxing was returned and installed on the engine 9/21/71. The slipring housing was realigned and dowel pinned to the spinner to reduce ronout bdcw the level vi the previous engine run. The inlet rakes ~re then t"einetslled., 
The purpose of this test was to establish an accept~le field balance of the engine. In aU, ten bal&1ilCe runs ~re 6&!de. As before, vibration lavels at idle were accept&ble. but the slipring accelerometer indicated high levels as fan speed was increased. Fall blade ;mgle was set &t +S" and fgn oozde area W~8 1.61 m2 (2500 in.2) throughout tbe test. Cb~s in balance weights were made after each run. witb no significant reduction in &1ipri:ng vibr ... tioo. An oil leak at the bydr~lie depre~surig~tion valve ~~ieh vag discovered ~id­wtil'} through the test ~l'!S corrected and testing waa reB~d. Further field balance running ¥ss suspended ~~en ~other oil leek waG detected at the bydraulic servo peck~ge. All other engine par~ter$ r~illed no~l throu~­out this rUil. M.1mwum speeds ohtairzed vare 250E ~ fa~ <md 12,000 o:-pm core. 
Run: 
Date: 
Rl..'!l TiE~: 
Total Engine Run T~: Ami Readings: 
No. 4 - Mecb.:micJlIl Chedtoot 9/27/71 througn 9/29/17 
19 hours 50 mErut:ea 
28 hours 41 minutes No. 23 through 61 
Prior to thi2 run. tao additicnel acceler~ters were added to the fan fr~. and the hydraulic servo block W&3 repaired and reinstalled. A dry eCtor was perfo~d ~ith no leaks evident. 
Nine diagnostic field balance runs ~~re made. c~~ocing with Engine Start No. 22. Tne runs. primarily at speeds between 1800 and 2600 fan r~. totaled approximately 5 hours and 25 Qi~Jtes of running time. Du~in8 this tice. oil consumption was running about 0.004 to 0.003 m3 (1 to 2 gallons) per hour. The ninth run ~as stopped due to low oil level in the facility hydrsulic throttle oystem. Tne indicator was replaced and mechanical checkout res~d with Engine Start No. 31. Finally, an acceptable balance was made and the normal test plan was resumed. 
During the test, fan speed ~as varied between 1800 and 3240 rpm and fan nozzle area from 1.36 m2 (2110 in. 2) to 1.87 m2 (2900 in.2). Fan blede angles were varied between +9° closed to _7- open at 90 percent (3078 rpm) and 96.5 percent (3130 rpm) fan speed with no problems. Both the f~n pitch and fan nozzle area actuation systems performed smoothly. All bearing and lubrication system par~ters remained no~l during the test, although oil consumption continued at about 0.0076 m3 (2 gallons) per hour. The lube tank was serviced with 0.0456 m3 (12 gallons) of Royal 899 oil during the test. 
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Ia or~~? to e~l~te the te~~9 t~o inte~di&te field D31ances ~~re re-~ir~ O~ th~ fan ~or due to Yibr~tion ch~~cterigtic ~~~-3es. High vibra-tion l~~els ~t 1~ 3p~ds require~ that the fan idle speed be adjusted to 1800 ~. Bigh r&a blade ~tr~s~ee. i~ the range of the two per rev/first ~le% ~&OWQr, ~@e~2it9t~d re~id a~~ls f~ 2000 to 2500 rpm fan speed at all t~o. ~i~~ conditioua ~e~€ moder~te11 lew and 8te£dy during testing, and 
W) furtber blade $tre!l:~ prohlems ~e encountered. C.:>re cowl skin tempera-ture3 did net exceed 366 K (2~Q F). 
In all. 44 full d~t~ points ~re taken, including trQ~ersing of the three fan bypass duct cobrs probes. This test concluded ~chanical checkout. 
RIm: 
»&te: 
Ihm Time: 
Total Engine Run T~: 
@ij Re~ing3! 
mo. 5 - B&aelin~ Acoustic Test 
10/5/77 ehr~ 10/7/17 
15 hours 43 mirrutes 
35 hours 33 mnut2s 
Ulo. 68 through 101 
Prior to this tests the follceiug actions were taken: 
e Remo~ed slipring, slipricg strut, sad f~n inlet rakes 
9 .~e fan ~ care cowl ~s were ele~ed ~d the aeo-~stic treat~nt on each taped 
9 ~ved LPT diseh~ge r~s 
o Replaced he~t ~eh~~er v~ter fio~ter 
e Serviced lube t&nk ~ith &cyal 899 to give ~n indicated level of 0.0757 ~ (20 s~llonB) 
., Set up inst~ntation to record near-field, far-field, and wall dyn~c pressure acoustic dat~ 
Zero and facility sound readings were taken and the test began with Engine Start No. 38. A total of 10 acoustic data points were taken before rain forced an engine shutdo~~. Running time was 1 hour and B minutes. Engine vibration characteristics ~~re well within l~its up to 3000 rpm fan speed reached. 
Testing resu~d 10/6/77 when the we~thar improved and the rain ceased. Twelve acoustic data points ~ere tGken before the winds increased in velocitJ and changed direction to bl~J directly up the engine's tail pipe. This direction proved to cause maximum f£D bl~e stresses, and eventually forced a shutdown to avoid exceeding hlede ztress limits after approximately one hour of testing. Post shutd~e~ ins?ecti~~ revealed nearly 15 percent of the core covl tape ~iesing 4nd incipient eeparation of a portion of the fan coul tape. The lube system was serviced Yith 0.0016 m3 (2 gallons) of Royal 899, and the missing c~~ling t~pe replaced. 
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Testing was resmaed 10/7/77 with Engine Start No. 40. While setting 3116 rpm fan speed, there was a sudden loss of fuel in pre~stU"e resulting in an 1m-!!ediate shutdown from that speed. A. fsulty air regulator was repaired and the test resumed wi. til Engine Start No. 41. The sudden shutdown apparently caused 
"''<1 .~ __ ~._J 
a shift in the fan rotor balance as indicated by high vibration levels at speeds which hed previously sho'm no activity. Three field balance runs were made be-fore vibration levels returned to acceptable limits. The remainder of the base-line acoustic test was completed without inCident. 
A total of 41 acoustic far-field data points ~re recorded with a maximum fan speed of 3161 rpm (97 percent) being reached. Fan nozzle area was varied from 1.36 ril (2110 in.2) to 1.87 m2 (2900 in. 2) and fan blade angle between +S· closed to -So open. Post shutdown inspection revealed that 15 to 20 per-cent of the core cowl tape was again missing. Approxhmtely 0.OS8 m3 (10 gallons) of oil was consumed duri!lg the IS-hour teat. Other than the high blade stresses which occurred with engine tailwinds, and the fan rotor bal-ance shift, all engine pa.ra.:eeters were well behaved. 
Run: 
Date: 
No. 6 - Composite R$celle Perfo~nce Test 
11/2/77 and 11/3/77 
Run Time: 8 hours 4 minutes 
Total Engine Run TillW: 43 hours 37 minutes 
ADH Readings;· No. 108 through 134 
Actions taken prior to this run are listed below: 
G Removed bellmouth -inlet and inlet adapter 
• Removed tape from fan and core cowl 
• Removed hardwall core nozzle and installed acoustically treated 
nozzle 
• Revorked core cowl to relieve interference with the core nozzle 
• Replaced a cracked flange on the balance piston line 
• The composite inlet was installed to the engine and a flowpath mis-
match (inlet to fan frame) was discovered. !he inlet was re~~ved 
and returned to Evendale for machining and rebonding to correct the problem. 
• The General Electric variable pitch actuator was removed, dis-
assembled, and reassembled USing a thinner shim to eliminate back-lash and balance shifts while running. 
• The acoustic splitter was fitted to the composite fan doors and in-stalled 
o A portion of the core door blanket was r~ved and additional cooling manifolds added. This was to help cool the core cowl skin during 
reverse testing. 
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The variable pitch aetu&to~ wit~ ita thl~r mh!m was l~talled in the engine and & fan hls~e re~libration ~ ~loted. 
The f~n blades were frequeney Ge~~ned with no problema ~~ted 
A heli~ le&k check of the fan fr~ wss ~tt~ted in hO~8 of find-ing the source of the hi~~ oil con3~ption. &qui~nt f~iiur@ with the heli~ checking device prevented cagpletio~ of the t~at 
The remacM.~ inlet retunwd, anti ~ ln~taU.ed on the e~lna. (See Figure 1 for inlet installation photograph.) 
Installed four inlet rL~ea. one inlet boundary layer r~ke. 12 Bensor, and three cobra prob~s in the fen b~ss duct 
The engine WI!i.S boreecoped with nothing unusud recorded 
Re~ved the t~o acceler~ters mounted on the f~n fr~ for the last run and inst:lled them on the inlet 
Installed five additional skin the~ouple$ to e~~h co~ ~oor in the aft under cowl cavity ares 
Installecl sli~~ing ~nd slipring strut 
Reprogr~d recording equi~nt for pe~fa~~nce te&ting 
Inst~lled inlet support b&nds Q~ound c~poaite inlet 
An air motor ~aG perfo~d to check for fuel &r~ hydraulic le~s ~ith none recorded. The first start was terminsted after 15 ninutea to correct an instru~ntation fault in Re£di~~ PSJ. The second run ~QS stopped after 25 minutes due to high fnn blade stresses csused by increasing wind speeds. The weather improved and the test resumed with Engine Start No. 47. Three field halance runs uere made; at their completion. the engine vibration characteristics were as low as in any previous run. No further balBnce shift was noted du~1ng the re~inder of the test. 
Speed range tested varied from 1800 to 31S0 rpm (91 percent) fan s~eed with fen nozzle areas between 1. 36 m3 (:~llO in. 2) :md 1.B7 ta2 (2900 in."). Fan blade angles were varied between -8- open to +9° closed. hbile running steady state at 90 percent (2970 fan rp:ll. 13.526,core rpm), _7.6 0 fan blade angle and 1.6 ta2 (2500 in. 2) fan noz~le area, there was ~ sudden loas of core speed signal. hydraulic and fuel pump dischdrge pressure. The engin~ was im'-medhtely shutdo'k'n ana a post shutdo'",--n investigation reyealed the follo'lling. 
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o No visible extErnal signs of dietTes~ e~cept for noostructursl damage to the skin of the fan framels 12:00 strut, apparently frca radial drive ahaft failure 
o No damage to the inlet or core disch~rge 
e Borescope inspection of the co~pressor ~nd co~bustor revealed no damag~ 
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e Slight ecc~l~tion of metal PQrticles on the scave~ge ma~€tic ~ug 
o NO ~cc~l&ticns ~e~e ~oted en the lubrication sygt~ filter screens 
• The output end of the radi81 drive 8h~ft turned by h~. indic~ting it ~~a no lo~r coupled to the core 
the acee:sory ge~rbox W~~ reoooved ~nd the severed radial drive sh&ft was r~ved. The shaft was returned to ~lecdale for ins~~ction ~ ~naly8i8. 
Oit consumption during the teet ~~a ~bout 0.0038 Ql (1 &&tloo) per hour. The re$hi~ng of the f~ aetu~tor ~ppeared to h~e ~~cces$ful11 el~uated the f~n rotor bal&nce shift p~oblee. Blade stress liaits ~ere exce~ded five thr.es due to sudden gust:;; of vind at tihlclt point the engine ap-.eed ~ reduced to a safe point. This coneluded Run ~. 6. 
Run: 
Date: 
Run Time: 
Tctal ~ine ~ Ti~: A,.~ Re~ings: 
No. 7 - Flight Inlet StrelCs/Englne Pressure R&tio/lnl~t Mach N~er Control ~ooe Checks 1213/11 
7 hours 16 ~ittUtes 
50 hOU~853 oi~utes 
t-~o. 13S throi.1!~ 167 
~tion~ taken prior to this run are listed bela~: 
(,) In~~ctio~5 of tha ~C~5$Or~ ge~~ho~ ~~re ~de to determine ~wne of me~lif.'n§'ft'H .. t ~t~'"een t~e sh .. ft Qnd gel'lrbox 
~ The ~ccessory ge~rbox ~as disa~sembled and the bevel g~&r which mates wlth the Jrive sh&ft was tnoroughly in8~ect~d 
o Radial drive shaft midspan bearing was borescoped ~ith no d~ge noted 
• Repaired the d~aged fan fr£me pylon 
• Modifications were made to the spare radial drive shaft and a new sleeve tube was manufsctured 
• A helium leak check of the fan frame was made and & small le~~ at the 2:00 strut ~as isolated and corrected 
• The new sleeve. radial drive shaft. end reassew~led ecces50ry gear-box were inst~lled on the engine using ne~ all.gl".ment pI'!Xedurea and tooling. Final alignment cheeks were recorded 
o Reinstalled engi~e piping in accessory area 
On 12/2/77, dry gnd wet motoring checks were successfully cerried out. The next day, the engine ~a8 run et idle for 30 minutes with no leaks or dis-crepancies noted. Four ADH readings ~eTe tgken ~~ile at idle. The engine was then preped to run the continuation of the inlet stress check. 
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On 12/7/78, the ¥ectner ~proved and the engine was fired-to-idle but h~d to be ahutdowu 2inutes later due to l&ck of cooling w£ter to the oil heat ex-
. ch~ ... ger. Investigation proved that the main i.!.'lcility tiO!iter supply lifies had frozen Que to the e~tr~ly cold ~ient temper~ture. All efforts to th~ the ice hUed end the run was cancelled until ,"dditiond heating equ.i~nt could be installed. 
A scheduled run for 12/13/71 was aborted ~en the pre&tart checks re-vealed that the ~lave lube oil/w2ter heat exchangers hed ruptured, apparently fraQ the s~ circumstances that had &llo~ the facility water lines to freeze. The two heat e%ch~r~ers were removed Qnd returned to the vendor for rep3ir. Due to the lang estimated repair tim2, five to si: weeks, the ~ heat exchangers at NASA-Lemis were shipped to Peebles r.nd inst&lLed. The lube sy2tem was dr~i~d of all cont~inated oil and the syst~ flushed with new oil. All lines were reinstalled and the lube tank serviced with 0.053 ~3 (14 gallons) of Royal 899. 
Continuation of the flight inlet stress check begsn 12/16/71 with Engine Start No. 54. In all. 25 full datG points were recordecl, bracketing the plan-ned takeoff region for acoustic testing. F&n blade angles were varied from 
-10" open to +9" closed, fan noede area bet~een 1.87 c 2 (2~OO in.2) eM 1.30 m2 (2110 in.2). M~iw~ fen speed was 3137 rpm (91 perc2ntJ. The stress check was completed &nd lldjustments were I.M;de em the engineering panel to nm the pressure ratio control code test. Ibis wes successful with fan epeeds bein~ set frClll idle to 97 percent. nozzle Eirea frca 1.48 ~2 (2300 in.2) to 1.S7 fa (2900 in. 2). and fan blade angles be~~en +5 0 closed ~nd -So open. The in1~t Mach ~ber c~mtroJ. test ~~s alBo perfoirn"ied zuccenlllfl!lly ewer the r&ng1: of Mach numbers between 0.874 and 0.744, ho!di~g Mach n~er with 00002 of the selected valve. 
Actual test cor duct went very seoothly. with mini~~ difficulties. The pretest fan frame lEak repairs appeared to have been effective in controlling overall oil CO!lsum!.>~ion, which averaged o.O!n m3 (0.33 gallon) per hour during the final 6.5 hours of testing. Engine vibration levels were consistent with previous runs. Sensitivities noted were higher vibration levels. with smaller nozzle area end more open (negative) blade angles. All other engine parameters were well behaved. 
Post shutdown inspections revealed that the concave surface skin had blo~ off one of the fan frame struts at approxi~tely the 8:00 position. The skin separated at the strut nose joint and partially del~inated as the skin peeled away. No other damage was noted. This concluded Run No.7. 
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Run: 
Date: 
Run Ti.me: 
Total Engine Run Time: 
ADH Re.adings: 
No. 8 - Fully Suppressed Acoustic Test 
1/3/78 through 1/4/78 
5 hours 45 minutes 
56 hours 38 minutes 
No. 168 through 196 
Prior to this test. the following act~vity was completed: 
e Added heat tapes to the heat exchangers 
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8 Removed slipri~g~ inlet r~8, and bcund~~ l@yer rake. In8tall~d 
mIl bl~nkoff p~s 
o Repaired d~ge f~n frame ctrut $kin 
e Installed acou3tie probes ~~ ~&ll dynamic pressures. Set up re-
cording equi~ut fer acou&tie test 
e Serviced lube tank to indicate 0.076 m3 (20 gallons) of Roy~l 899 
G The leading edges of all fM frs.me stI""oltS 'elel'S CGveree witb fiber-glace patches to prevent any repeats of the skins bl~ing off. Nev ureth~~e tape ~QS p14ced over the p~tches. 
e ~~ring the fan fr~ rep&ir. one of the fan blades received a nick on its surf€ce. Tae blade ~aa repaired. 
e A leak was discovered in the lube supply line, and the line repl&e~. 
Snow and high Y1naS prevented engine testing for the remainder of the ye&r. On l1l/78. the weather improved ~nd the fully suppre$sed &cou~ic teet began with ~ine Start ~~. 56. Fift~n far-field eccu8tic data points were t~~ea. ineludi~~ nice at &p~roach conditions and four a!oog the takeoff oper-ating line. hefore high and gusting \finds terminated the r.m. The c;:;ntrol systea RecG'rery !'iooe "'c!iS si'i!tisf~etorily checked oot for both the fun ru!ll.uai &nd M&dl Kt~er aocies. Oil COf'lS~ptiOll ~-~c:a tI.on ~3 (J gallons) fo'S the 
- 6-howr teato PJ.l vibration and engine safety pu~ters remained m.stisi'ectary. 
!he post shut~o~~ ins~ction re~~aled minor d~ge to the f~n doors, fan bl&de tipss and fan fr~~ tip treatment cathedrals. These d~aged ~reas were repaired. nigh vinds and e~tre~ly he~~y s~ow accu~lstion prevented &ny fur-ther testing for the next S weeks. 
Run: 
D~te: 
Run Tillie: 
Total Engine R~~ Time: 
ADH Readings: 
No. 9 - Fully SuP?ressed Acoustic Test 3/10/78 
2 hours 23 minutes 
59 hours 1 minute 
197 through 200 
The folloving events occurred prior to the test on March 10. 1978. 
• Three acoustic -microphone stands were damaged by high winds and repaired. 
@ Repaired defective acoustic probe actuator 
e On 2/2/78. several dry motors were made to dete~ine the cause of fan pitch closure. upon engine shutdob~. sncl correlation between blade pitch readings bet~een ADH e~4 the control panel. The Elgar 
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"off enginett power &uP?ly ~$ conneeted to the digital control during the air motors to keep the control in regul~tion during co~std~~. As leng as the control remained in regul&tion, the bl£de pitch did not clos~. Blade pitch rellliinga bl!:t<Feen tWa and the control plS.lli!l agreed ~ithin 0.2 0 on the five angles checked 
• A fractured vater facility water val~ was discovered and repaired. The fractu~e evidently was caused by freezing water 
o On 2/15/78. the engine V&8 air motored to lubricate internal parts 
e 2/27/78, the winds subsided enabling 8~~ acoustic probe data to be taken. ADa reQdings 192 through 195 were recorded before the winds increased again. forcir~ the engine to shutdown to remain within the allow.l.ible blade stress envelope. lhm ti1:e W&a 1 hour and 8 minutes. Several dyn~ic pressure sensors in the acoustic traverse probes were damaged ~nd the probes returned to Evendale for repair. Fan frame vibration levels ~ere significantly higher thmn in previous runs. All other engine par~eters ~~re normal 
.. The thrust l:lIeal8udng system was checked out. Bridge A en the lead cell was out; Bridg~ B drifted 400 Po (90 Ibs); and Bridge C was reading ~ccurately 
s The acoustic fso OGV ~nd core disch~~ge traverse probes ~~ze re-installed 
9 On 3/9118. two starts were aborted due to loss of etarter air pressure during a moment~~y lull i~ the weether. By the t~ Qddition~l ~ir c~presso~s were hooked up. bad weather had set in &gain 
Finally. on 3/10/18, the weather was greatly improved and the fully sup-pressed acoustic test began with Engine Start i~. 59. A small facility fuel leak was discovered and corrected. Acoustic trsverse probe data were taken at two approach thrust 56.500 N (12,700 Ib) conditions. 
While at 97 percent fan speed (3096 rpm) at a fan nozzle area of 1.87 m2 (2900 in.2). the indicated fen pitcn angle readout changed fraa +2.9- closed 
",- --"'-- <.": 
to -137- open over a tUne span of 8 seconds. All other engine par~ter8. core speed. ¥~ch number, i5 and vibration levels, r~~ined constant. Since no cause could be detected for this sudden angie change, the engine WGS immedi-ately shutdown. All vibration levels remained normal during the decel. Pre-l~inarJ inspection revealed no visible damage and the fan blade pitch waa +2· closed as compared to the c~ae~ed position of ~3~ closed. The Elgar t, 'ff engine" power supply was connected and the LVD1' readout appeared to be working no~ally. ~ut still indicating -131°. 
On 3/11/78, the fan actuator was removed from the engine revealing that the differential assembly had failed and was heavily damaged. It was removed 
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fr()l!l the actuator .md retu~ned to Evendale for inspection. The engine was 
secured. concluding Run r~c. 9. 
Ibm: 
Date: 
Run Time: 
Total Engine Run Time: 
ADS Readings: 
No. 10 - Fined Pitch Mechanical Checkout -
-5- Bhde Angle 
3/31/78 
1 hour 56 minutes 
60 houn 57 minutes 
No. 202 throu...~ 206 
The differential and no-back were disassembled and the diffel"ential 
barnw-:it'e deemed not reusable. A new differential 'iJaG orde1:'ed; but due to the 
long procureent time» hard~are was designed and fabricated to allow testing 
of the engine with fixed pitch. The engine's forward sump ~as inspected, 
cle~ and lubricated. Tooth pattern checks on the reduction gear star 
sh~ no unusual patterns. 
Electrical codificatiotla uere made to the digital control; consisting of 
"jumpering" the LVDT and fan pitch servo leads, which was necessary for fixed 
. pitch testing. Hydraulic lines running fr~ the fan pitch servo bl~k to the 
fcrwmrd 9~p were disconnected and cepp2d. The no-back system was re&ssembled 
and iD$t~lled in the engine along with the fL~ed pitch hardware, f~~ 8ctU&tor 
pmekage. and slipring. The lube t~nk ~B serviced with 0.026 ~3 (7 gallons) 
of Royal 899. and the engine preped to run. The fan blade angle wes fixed 
at -5°21' open. After motoring, the fan blade angle measured at -5°19'. 
On 4/3/78, the weather cleared and the test began with E~~ine Start F4. 
60. Only one shutdown to change balance ~~ights ~as re~uired. Testing 
inclU1de1:i oojuat1ng nO::J:zle areas fr~ 1.42 ~ (2200 in.2) to 1.S7 ~ (2900 in.2 ). 
Blade stresses were evaluated up to 98.5 psrcent fan ~peed (3200 ?p!'1). Maxirnl.l:;ll 
thrust obtai~d ~~ 81,081 N (18;230 Ita) at 3100 f&n rpm, 1.42 ~ (2200 in.2 ) 
fan nozzle area and an inlet Iimch number of 0.82. 
No control or vibration problems were encountered after the field bal~nce. 
Postrun measurement confi~d that the fan blade pitch did not change during 
running. Approximately 0.0076 m3 (2 gallons) of oil was conswaed during the 
2~hour run. This concluded Run No. 10 and the engine was readied for fixed 
pitch acoustic testing. 
Run: 
Date: 
Run Time: 
Total Engine Run Time: 
:":::1 Readings: 
No. 11 - Fixed Pitch Fully Suppres8ed 
Acoustic Test 
4/3/78 
2 houra 50 ~inutes 
63 hours 47 minutes 
No. 208 through 225 
Prior to this run, the slipring was r~-oved and the spinner cap inst&lled. 
The core exhaust acoustic traverse probe and far-field sound microphones were 
set up. Tne fan blade angle remained fixed at _5°19' open. 
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Four field bahnce runG were required to rebalance the fan rotor prior to running the acoustic test, with the apparent CBUee for the balance ehift being the removal of o;ne sliprirlg. Sixteen acou!!tic d~ta points were recorded at 2500, 3040 (92 percent), 3140 (95 percent). and 3137 (98 perc~nt) ~ fan speed at fan nozzle areas of 1.42 m2 (2200 in.2), 1.48 m2 (2300 in.2). 1.52 m2 (2300 In.2). 1.5;-; m2 (2400 In.2 ), 1.58 rna (245.0 1n. 2 ). and I.G1 ~ (2500 In.2 ): providing a good n:atrix of date nellr takeoff tht"..!st. MmtimtS thrust &:-cllieved was 77,400 N (17,400 Ibs) at ~140 fan rpm and 1.48 m2 (2300 in. 2) f~n nozzle area. Maximum speed obtained was 3181 fan rpm ~~ich was dictated by a T41C limit of 1444 It (2600" R). The test was terminated prem.'l!turely \>'ben wind speeds increased beyond the allowable envelope set by fan blscle stresses. No probe tr&verse data ~ere taken. 
Engine operaticu was smooth throughout the test with no appreciable consumption of oil. This concluded Run No. 11, as the engine was re~died for reverse thrust mechanical checkout. 
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Run: 
Date: 
Run Tire: 
Tot&l Engine p~ Time: 
ADH Reoo i ngs : 
No. 12 - -95· Blade Angle 
Reverse Perfo~nce Test 
4/6/78 
1 hour 22 mirultes 
65 hours 9 minutes 
No. 226 through 236 
Prior to this test, the following actions were taken: 
6 F~ved all acoustic traverse probes 
o Installed four inlet rakes and one boundary l&yer rake f£cing ~ft 
o Installed three cobra tr~verse probes in the fan bypass duct feeing aft 
• P~ved fins from boattsil 
• Removed acoustic splitter and installed blankoff pads 
• Installed an additional accelerometer on the lower left fan nozzle flap 
o Set up recording equipment for reverse thrust testing per Test Request 
• Removed the spinner and sctuator cover and adjusted fan blades to 
a measured angle of -95- open. Reinstalled cover, spinrtet'. slipring. and slipring strut 
• Serviced lube tank ~ith Royal 899 to indicate 0.068 m3 (18 gallons) 
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A dry motor ~~8 perfo~d &nd the fan n02z1~ [tepa actuated bet~~en 2.45 =2 (3800 in.2) &ad 2.61 m2 (4050 iu.2). Somt alight vibration wss obaerved in the upper two flaps during the moto~. !he engine was then run at idle for 15 mi~~tes ~ith the uoz~le fl~p: full open, indic8ting 2.64 m2 (4100 in.2) no~~le &re~. N~thing unusual w~s recorded during the idle check or in the post Ghutd~ inspection th~t followed. 
'The revere€! thrust perfot"tl&nce test began with engine stut No. 70. 'The nozzle area was adjusted to 2.64 m2 (4100 in. 2) and idle fgn speed to lSCO rpm. Indicated ~ever3e thrust was -11,920 N (-2,6g0 los) at idle. ADH and traverse probe oats were recorded at 1900 rpm fan sp2ed. A slow accel to 24S~ fan rpm was ~e \lhere the '1'5 limit of 1033 R (1400" F) was reltched. The engine could not be at.liliili3~-d at tbis point due to high fsn bl~e mtresses. and ""&$ bseked off to idle. M..-mmum reverse throst W~ -20 9 038 ! (-4505 los) vbile at the 2485 rpm. High under cowl cavity t~reture8 resulting fraa the decel to idle Tequired the engine to be shutdown for cooling. 
After a period of cooIng, the engine wee egain 8tgrted, and acceled to 2200 rpa f~ speed, the highe~t speed at ~ich f~n blade atres8es would all~ prol~ged running. AUH and traverse probe d&ta ~ere recorded. Another quick aceel to 2460 fan rpa Y~8 made before re&ching the 75 l~it, but high bl~e stresses forced an i~7~i~te reduction back to 2CO~ ~~. ~igh L~erccwl cmvity teEparatU4es were encounte~ed again. 548 K (527 0 F). fo~cing engine Dhutd~. Tnis concluded _~5° reverse thrust perforcanee testing •. 
~ngine vibrations ue~e slightly higher du~ing reverse testing. F~n bl~e stresses appro~ched 200 perc€~t of scope li~it~ ~hile operating at the T5 l~it. Post sbutdu~ inspection revealed nothing unusual. 
!un: 
Date: 
Run T~: 
Total Engine Run Time: ADn Readings: 
No. 13 - -950 Blede Angle Reverse Acouetic Teat 
4/7/18 
36 minutes 
65 hours 47 minutes 
No. 237 through 246 
Tne boundary layer rake end four inlet rakes were r~ved. The acoustic splitter wa~ installed and the oil tank serviced with Royal 899 oil to indicate 0.068 m3 (18 gallons). The recording equipment was set up for acoustic far-field data. 
The engine was fired-to-idle with Engine Start No. 72. Acoustic far-field data and full ADR points were recorded at 1800. 1900, 2000, 2100, and 2200 rpm fan speed. A slow accel and decel from 2000 to 2400 rpm was made with maxiw~ reeorded thrJst being -19,110 N (-4310 Ibs). Nozzle area for the entire test was a full open 2.64 m2 (4100 1n.2). The engine was deceled to idle to cool before shutd~~~ ~Jt high reduction geer vibrations necessiteted an irnm~di~te shutdc~~. A 2-minute air motor w~s made to cool the engine dc~ shortly ~fterwGrds. A post-shutdown inspection was merle with no discrepancies uoted. 
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!U.m: 
Date: 
Run rima: 
Total Engiue Run T~: 
ADS Readings: 
The purpose of this test 
the engine operating range at 
. actuation cover were ref!:!Oved t 
No. 14 - -S" Bl&ie Angle Fully 
Suppressed Stre3S Check 
4/8/13 
1 hoor 1 minute 
66 hours 43 ainutea 
None 
was to stress map the fan hlQde perfo~nce over 
a -8- blade <mgle. The spinner and fan pitch 
rul.d the blade pitch changed to -7°52' open • 
The teat began with !ngine Start No. 73. Vibration levels O~ the fan rotor were high at idle ~d the engine waa ahutGo~ to change bal~ee waights. The second start 8h~d reduced vibration levels enabling cospletion of the test. The engine was seeded 81o,.:11y from idle to 2000 fa.n rpm. then rapidly through the fan blade two/rev critic~l» to 2500 rp~ ~nd slowly acceled again until the T41C li~t was re&ched (2951 fan tpm). The stress ~deep8 included nozzle are&s of 1.48 m2 (2300 in.2). 1.52 w2 (2360 in.2>, 1.SS m2 (2450 1n.2), and 1.87 n2 (2900 in.Z). Panel readings were reecrded l!t eae..~ poi!!t. lloth ~e fan blade stress and vibr~tion 8uTVey were accept~le for further running under the Smile pre"J'~iling wind conditions. l'{O engine releted prohiell:!3 v.;ere eru:~­teredo The engine 'ZaS then pI'epea fer acoustic te$Ung. 
P..un: 
_ Date: 
P.un 'rime: 
Total Engiu2 Run Time: 
ADH F.eadings: 
No. 15 - -8" Blade t<..agle Fully 
Suppressed Acoustic Test 
4/15/18 
1 hour 38 =inutez 
68 hO--ulrS 26 miw.1tes 
251 through 263 
The slipring was removed ~r.d the e~gine preped to run; however, high prevailing wind conditions prevented testing for O~ ~eek. On 4/15118, wind conditions improved and testing began with Engine Start f:o. 76. Engine vihr&tion levels were low and no field balance was required. ADR end far-field data points ~ere l~ccrded at SO, 89, 91 percent and maximum speed limited by T41C (2578, 2797~ 2928, and 3100 fan rpm) at 1.53 c2 (2360 in. 2 ), 1.48 m2 (2300 1n.2), 1.54 m2 (2400 in. 2), and 1.58 m2 (2450 1n.2) fan nozzle areas. 
High winds forced an engine shutdown midway through the test. An inlet in-spection revealed part of the blade platform had lifted on fan blade No. IS. The damaged area was sprayed with a sealer to prevent further lifting. The rerr~inder of the test pass~d ~thout incident. Post shutdown inspections revealed no other dama~. 
Run: 
Date: 
P.un Time: 
Total Engille Run T'ime: 
ADI! P..eadings: 
56 
No. 16 - -3.5° Blade Angle Fully Sup~ressed Acoustic Test 
4/16/78 
2 hours 9 minutes 
70 hoUl's 35 minutes 
!io. 264 through 284 
.,\: 
; 
) 
_~ _________ ,...... ________ ""'.";''''''';'''_'''' ___ ''''';'';~;'';:;';'~;''~-::;';;';'';'';_'':-~ __ ·,;... ·l .___ ,..., __ ~~ ........ :lII i: :-"""-~'"-:'---....--.~ 
Prior to this test" tOO Bpl~r ~ fan ftctw:.tOO' covers were relSlvsd and the fan bllides Mjw.ted to -3~' opel:!... ~ covel" aM spiFmsl' ~X'e men reimJtslled. ADR and acol12ti¢ fu-fi€?ld d~ta point© W0!'e recorded at Sl" 95" aoo 97 ji!-GI"cent (2939, ~.o6g, and 3100 ftm ~E3) tor oo~e m'~a of 1.87 m2 (2000 iu.2), 1.64 ~. (25f10 in.a), i.sa ~ (2~~~;o in. la); l.SS ~ (2400 in.2 )" ~ 1.48 ~ (23:00 1n.2). Additional ~ed pobts of 00 lU'ld 37 :pereent (25$5 end :aSIO :fan ~) WS%'e recor-ded for 1.52 ~ (2300 b.2 ) fan nozzle lU'aa. Gusting 'rind conditioM forced four shutdcw-uS dtU'ing the test in Ol"~r to stay m thin the rind ~ed envelope fer bl~e etl'e~sas. St~ly ri~ing ~ velocity finally terci~ted the last two plumed data points. 'rah CQnd.wI~ P..uu ~o. 15. 
Run: 
Date: 
lWn Tma: 
'fotal Engil'tol! Run 'f~: 
An-il RelOdings: 
mo. 11 - -100· BI~e Angle Reverse Acou@tie Test 
4/21/13 
3-~ min.-utes 
11 hO~3 .5 minutes 
ifo. &M th~ongh 286 
The apioo~r mld f&n ~tu&l.:or CO'.l'~r were rel!1Oved and the fan blllde angle set at -lOCe Op®~. ~e cO¥e~, spinner& ~~d slipri~ were installed a~ the engine preped to run. High ~nd conditions exceeding the bl&de stress wind envelope l~it$ del&y~d t~sting for c~eral day~. On 4/2111~~ the ~inde died doWlt ~ the telZt beglalJ! eritn Engine St~t r~. 82. fJfifi ~md Sc:.UM re&dilf:)§',;e were t~n at idle 120Q f~a ~m with the no~zle area at fnll Op$~ 2.64 ~ (4100 in.2). ~ille vibreticu leveh ~~ 10'3; h~~ver$ the fan ~zde aree re~dout on the cper<!ltor'z p~l tras ch£il!.~i~ by l1.S illUeh a3 Ocl.M ~ (60 in.:!). A do", .aceel to ~xi~ aHo~sble fen $1feed W8~ I1ltop~d ;:fflen higb f~n bl~e stresses ~cre enc~ntered ~t 2300 r~. 
the fan nozgle ~reG w~a reduced to 2.51 m1 (3~~O in. 2) with the m~ vSilriation noted. A secCtld slow accel. to mmtitlltW1 f8U .. peed we:;; ~f)1:ted, again due to high blade stresses. A r~pid eccel from idle to 2645 rpm was then ~~ccessr~lly perfo~d and the engine stabilized as ADH and sound reedings were t~en. 
A visual inspection of the fan nozzle flaps was made at this time. and it vas discovered that the top left-h~d flap W8S vibrating approximately 2.54 os (1 inch) at the tip. The other upper flap was vibrating at a smaller amplitude and the bottom t~ flaps shc~~ no signs of mG~ement. Since the upper flaps were cot instru~nted. an evaluBtioc of the vibration mode could not be earle. The engine was immediately brought back to idle, allowed to cool for 5 minutes and shutdovn. A post 8hQtdo~~ inspection revealed no 
_damage to the nozzle flaps. Further re~er8e testing was canceled pending further investigation of the flap vibr~tion. 
:Run: 
Date: 
Run Time: 
Total Engine Run T~: 
. ADH Readings: 
No. 18 - Vsriable Pitch Functio~l 
Chedror.::t 
4/27/18 
1 hour 29 minutes 
72 hours 34 minutes 
No. 283 through 294 
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The purpose of this test was to checkout the operation of the rebuilt Variable-Pitch Nechani8!!'.l. fie sliprWg, spiWler, fan actu&toX', and fixed-piteh hardware were re~?ed ~ the ~ differential ~ssembly inst&lled. The hydraulic: motor vas installed, the hydr~lie lines reconnected, and a hydraulic cart u~ed to pressure check the systes at 1034 N/em2, 1500 psis. No le&ks eere di$co~red; hareve1", q the hydrauHc pressure :r>eacned approxi~tely 827 N/cm2 (l200 psia) ~th the fen nog&le fl~pa full Op2D and against the mechanical stops, the u~per left flap began vibrating in tbe S~ mode as observed during the last r~erae thrust test with a peak displacement at th~ tip of approxiwately 2.03 em (0.8 in.). the upper right flap vae vibrating at It ~ller rate of about 0.64 oa (0.25 in.) ~ile tbe lower t~o flaps appeared to remain st6tionary. A snapping sound was emitted frOG the top left nozzle actuator and was ,uStmed to be the sound of the actuator port valve opening and closing. The nozzle flep vibration ceased ~ the hydraulic pressure vas reduced bel~~ 827 N/~2 (1200 psia). ~~l further actuations ~re made with tbe bydranlic pressure at this level or lo~r. 
the fan actuator ~a$ reinstalled and the digital control electronic systems weze restored fer variable-pitch operation. U8~g the hydraulic cart, the blades ",,-ere actuated frQ0 +11°10' closed to -112°14' 
open y".idch \cFas the fcll mechanical travel available. The Elgar noff engine'l pow~r sttpply was conne&tea to the digital control ~nd the blades sctuated rrG9 +9.1° closed to -112°41' ope~ using the full range of the fmn blade pitch pGt on the cper&tor's panel. !he fan blades were then calibrated over ~~i@ S~ rmnge using the operator's panel ~lade angle re~out and an ~c!i~~ter to ~as~re bla~e ~l~~. the hydr~lie cart was r~wed and originsl eagi~e piping restored. ~e spinner, slipring~ snd slipring strut ~re installed .;md the engillle preped to run. All l!'eeoroi&>g instrulliSntation was set up for a vibration, stresss ~d ~chanical perfo~nce aurvey. 
'!'he Elglll' power eu~ly \cFI.UI r~ved and the engine air motored t!) 3800 core rpm for 3 minutes. The fan ~~~zle was adjusted to 1.61 ~2 (2500 io.2 ) and blade angle adjusted frca +3.5· to +8· then b~ck to +5 6 closed. After motoring. the blade angles were measured to have fully closed to ~9.SG. The Elgar power supply was again connected to the digital control to prevent the blades from closing do~~ during shutdown, and the engine motored to 3800 rp~ for 3 minutes. Bl~e angle tiSS adjusted to +5& closed and measured after coast dov."n to be +4°50'. The engine lS'aS motored for 5 mnutes while the fan nozzle area was set at 2.61 m2 (4050 in.2) and the fan blades actuated to -100° open. Upon coast down, the ~asured blade angle was -99°40'. A final air ~tor was performed and the blades actuated to +5° closed and nozzle .. rea set at I.e! g(J, (2500 in.2). The inclinometer measured blade angle on snutdmm was +4°50'. The Elgar was removed and the care exhaust &couatic probe installed. One far-field microphone was al~o set up. 
The test began with Engine Start No. 83. An idle leak check uas per-fo~~d with no prohlems indic~ted. ~o changes in balance ~eights were required to reduce slipring vibration to previoue test levels. Fan blades were closed to +8· Yhere fan speed stabilized at 2100 rpm. Tyo att~~ts were made to open the blade angle to -5~ but high fan rotor vibrations prevented operating at angles more open than 0$. The fan blades were set to +5°, and 
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th~ ~ngille acceleo to 2&'JO rpm. "..gain, the blades were eloged to +S· prohle!i.lS; high vibration levels ~reverAted opening blf14ea beyond +1 e. engine was acceled to 30CO rpm f&n speed and the bl~e8 closed to +8& opened to 0" were high vibration levels &gain occurred. 
vito no 
the 
cmd 
Six ADS re~ings were taken during the te~t. Digital control reQdings were t~n at +8-, +5°, ~ 0· blsde angles ~ile ~t idle, 2~. and 30G0 ~ fan speed. F&D noz~le ~rea r~ined 1.61 22 (2500 in.2) for these points. Acoustic core probe and far-field data were recorded at idle, 2600 ~nd SGOO fan rpm with the blade angle set at +3.3 6 closed and 1.81 a 2 (2900 in.2) f~ no£zle ~rea. Other than bigh fan rotor vibration levels ~t cpan blade ~gle8~ tbe engine operated a8 ~otbly a~ in previou3 v~ri~ble pit~~ testa. Max~ indicated thrust wss 4ppr~&ately 54.10n N (12.3CO Ibs) at looo fan rp9 and O· blade angle. 
An extensive post 8hutdo~~ in§pection reve~led notbir4 but normal @~ine wear. No appreciEible ~U!!I: of oil nas co,ulm:wd during the test. All oil ~ hydr£ulic syst~ filters and screens were r~ved and i~pected with DOthing unusual found. !his c~leted the testing for this inet~llation of the QCSEE UIW ~ine. the engine w§s removed free tn.:! teat st~ and all engine hsrd~are pac~ed for stor~ge ~4iting test sta~ avail~ility. for further follou-cn aco"stic testing. 
Prier to the fo11o...-oo acoustk testing. the follo~ins pre-in8taU~tioo activity toc~ place: 
e A frequency se~ ~d ultr~onie in£~ction of the e~Bite fBn bl~@ea found n~hing unusual. 
o A helit.!'S leE check of the fan fr~ found cmly one let:!k U4l:l1a ;m inst~nt~ticn leadout tube ~t 4 o;cloek. 
• Installed si% vall static pze3sure tap3 on the inGer flc~~&tb of the composite inlet at stations 106.61 and 122.76e 
o Repaired cathedral tip treat~nt on the fan frame in several areas. 
G Visually inspected fan flaps and COMposite nacelle for faclts with nothing unusual recorded. 
• Began programming of the nev Site IV-D control console for QCSZE usage. 
o The thrust measuring system ~as calibrated in the fo~~ard mode up to 88,960 N (20.0CH) Ibs). The load cell used was a 444.800 N (100,000 lbs) cell with & three-bridge circuit. 
• PerforE~d 8 zyglo inspection of the fan spinner. Tne spinner vas approved for further testing. 
Engine installation on the Site IV-D test stand began 6/27/78. The bardwall core nozzle and centerbody bellmouth inlet and the ec~s1te fan and 
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core e~li~~ were iaatalled. 
serviced with Royal 899 oil. 
time. 
!he slave lubrication system was cleaned and 
the oil level sengor was calibrated at this 
The variable stator vanes. Stage 1 and Stage 3, fan blade angle and 
fan no&zle are& eere calihrated with the entire electronic ne~ork. Sanborn 
Bec:or-;jers Dig1t~l Controll' trod the Data Modernization System (n.MS) and control 
coneole progr~d. Bl~e angles were calibrated between +9.1· closed and 
-9.3- op€n. Toe fan nozzle actuator required rerigging to place the actuator 
against its $tcps in the fully closed position. Nozzle area was calibrated 
between 1.36 e2 (2108 in. 2) and 1.81 m2 (2909 in.2 ) as meas·ured. The ~an 
blede 8ngle ~d fan DOz~le area measured curves were progr~d into the DMS 
and control console progr~s. These values differed slightly from the indi-
cated AlS and blade angle as seen on the operator's panel. Blade ~les were 
always set using the control console angle. Fan nozzle area deviation between 
the console and operator'g panel vas so small that the latter indication was 
used ~n setting AlS for operator esse. The core nozzle remain-ed :fixed at 
0.351 !11?- (560 in.2 ). 
Instrument~tion W48 connected per the Test Request and Test Request 
Changes. Only ~afety. control, &na basic aeroperforrnance instrurnent'ation 
ver~ te~nated. .Six wall dyn~c pressures. a~ the fan OGV acoustic traverse 
probe ~ere installed. The elipring ~yst~ was not used during the entire 
fol1~n test sequence. n1e acoustic treatment on the fan doors. fan nozzle 
flap~. core doors. and fen frame OGV's ~re tapEd for the first baseline 
acoustie test. 
On 1/3/iS» engi~e installation ~d the fBcility prerun checklists were 
eoapleted. the initiBl dry and wet m~tors were perforc~d with soae minor 
rerigging of the throttle required to achieve the correct stopcock position. 
A B~ll hydraulic leak around an instru~ntation fitting was corrected. The 
first ~tt~pt to fire-to-idle wa~ aborted due to a loss of core speed at 4400 
~. !he probl~ was traced to an errant setting on the starter protection 
module; and was corrected by raising the starter cut-off speed to 7900 core 
r~. 
Two successful starts were then made; but in each case an ~ediate 
shutdown was required. The first shutdo~~ was made after the lube pump 
discharge ?ressure failed to rise to an acceptable level. A misprogrammed 
pressure transducer was found to be the cause and was corrected. The second 
shutdown ~as ~e after the control console CRT failed to display safety 
parameters while running at idle. Two dry motors were made to troubleshoot 
the control console problem. 
On 7/14/78, three attempts to fire-to-idle. to further troubleshoot 
the control console problem, were ~de; and in each case, were aborted due 
to insufficient starter air pressure. A defective facility air valve was 
isolated as the problee. TI~e engine was then fired-to-idle by manually 
opening the stsrter air valve. The engine was shutdo~~ after 2 minutes 
of running at idle ~~d a booster on the starter air valve was replaced. 
A subsequent cry u~tor showed the starter air valve to be functioning cor-
rectly again. The 1'3 sensor going to the digitel control was found to be 
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dawaged and was replaced at this t~. Total engine time after this test was 10 minutes. 
On 7/15/78, the engine was fired-to-idle to check out the console and DMS progrsu. A small accsl from 1800 to 1900 fan 3m was taade. The blade angle and nozzle area remained +5- closed and 1.61 m (2500 in.2) respec-tively throughout the 24-minute idle run. Several engine logs and D¥~ readings were taken. AU engine operating parameters appeared the s~as in Run No. 18 of the last test. A portion of the tape on the core cowl had lifted during the run and was repaiT:ed. Work began on setting up the far-field microphones in preparation for the first acoustic ~est. Total engine run time was 34 minutes and engine logs 1 througn 9 and DMS readings 1 through 11 had been recorded. the following is a history of the test between 7/15/18 and 1/21/18. 
Run: 
Date: 
Run Time: 
Follow-on Test Run Time: Total Engine Run Tima: 
DMS Readings: 
Engine Logs: 
No. 19 - Unsuppressed Acoustic Test (Con!. IB) 1/15/78 through 1/16/78 1 hours 22 minutes 
1 hours 56 minutes 
80 hours 30 minutes 
No. 12 through 42 
No. 14 through 72 
Prior to this test, the fan nozzle and core exhaust acoustic probes were installed. The first j)"'-rt of this run was devoted to achieving an acceptable balance for the range of blade angles to be tested, 8 e open to +9 0 closed. The test began with Er>..gin.e Start no. 4; however, a migpro~ng of the engine vibration sensors ~8S ~etected and the engine was shutd~ to effect rep~irs. !he test res~d with Engine Start No.5. The engine was accelerated in steps up to 3000 fan rpm with blade angle set at +5- closed. and Al8 at 1.61 r:1-(2500 in.2) Hith no significantly high vibration levels noted. !he en~ine was decelerated to 2800 fan rpm and the blgde angle opened toOe ~~ere high fan filtered vibrations were encountered. !he engine was shutdown and a field balance weight added at Position 11. Tne engi,:c! was fired-to-idle and accelerated in steps up to 3100 rpa~ where the bl&de angle was adjusted from +5 0 closed to _5° open. While the vibration levele were improved, they were still too high for prolonged running. The engine was shutdown and the amount of balance weight at Position 11 was decreased. 
The next attempt to fire-to-idle was aborted When the engine failed to light 15 seconds after fuel was supplied. The test resumed with Start No.1. The engine was accelerated to 3100 rpm, the nozzle area adjusted to 1.48 m2 (2300 in.Z), and the blade angle varied between +9° closed and -8° open with very little vibrational activity. The uczzle was then opened to 1.61 m2 (2500 in. 2) and the blades varied between +9° and -8· again with only slight vibrational activity. !he engine was then shutdo»n to correct 8~ acoustic instrumentation faults before proceeding with acoustic testing. Test run time was 4 hours 3 minutes. During the shutdo~~. 0.0076 m3 (2 gallons) of Royal 899 oil was added to the lube tank. 
The acoustic test began with Engine Start No.8. Toe fan OGV. fan nozzle. and core exhaust acoustic probes were t~~Jersed at maximum fan speed (3100 rpm) at blade angles of +4.3c and _5°, at nozzle areas of 1.65 62 (2550 1n.2) and 
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1.52m2 (2360 in.2)~ respectively. The engine ~~s shutd~ and tha trcverae probe stands removed in preparation for fa~-field testing. 
Far-field acoustic testing began with Start No.9. This portion of test ran very a~othly with only o~ 8hutd~ to check a high core cowl skin temper-ature indication required. Fourteen far-field sound readings we~e t&ken at bl~e angles varying bet~en +1.8° and -Se, nozzle areas between 1.52 m2 (2360 in. 2) and 1.87 m2 (2900 in. 2) at idle, SO, 85, 90, and 92.5 percent and 3100 rpm fan speed. The acoustic array portion of the test vas deleted when sever~l of the array microphones c~~ld not be properly calibrated Que to moisture in the system. 
The engine performed well througho'lt the test wi til no lube syste!. hydraulic system, or digital control problems recorded. The mdS!)liUl bearing ran a.t its limit of 544 K (260· F) during extended running at mui.m.m fan speed due to the f~ct that the hel3t exch&~er could only cool the supply oil to 327 K (140 0 F) at this speed. 0.023 mJ (6 gallons) of oil was consumed during the test. Sound Readings No. 145 th~~ugh 162 vere recorded. This completed the fully unsuppressed acoustic test. 
Run: 
Date: 
Run Time: 
Follo~on Test Run Time: 
Total Engine Run T~: 
DMS Readings: 
Engine Legs: 
No. 20 - Acoustic B~seline Test 
(Confi~r&tion 2) 
7/16/78 through 7/17/18 
10 hours 38 ~inute$ 
IS hours 34 minutes 
91 hours 08 runutes 
No. 43 through 104 
No. 13 tiu:o:..gtl 141 
Prior to this test, the tape was r~ved from the f&n fr~ OGV'g and d~ged areas of tape repaired on the faa and core cowling acoustic tre&t~nt. The test began with Engine Start Nc. 11. ~~nty-three far-field aeoustic points were set and recorded before high winds forced a shutdcen after 2 hours and 33 minutes of run tiooe. Blade angles had been varied between -3.3" and 
-5.0· at nozzle areas of 1.52, 1.58, and 161 m2 (2360. 2450. and 2500 in. 2) Bt speeds from 2600 to 3100 rpm. During this shutdown. the acoustic array was prepared. 
The winds subsided and the test res~~d with Start No. 12. Array data were recorded at 94.6 percent fan s~eed at +4.3 and -5- blade angle and at 1.52 and 1.65 0 2 (2360 and 2550 in. ) nozzle areas, respectively. High winds forced another shutdown eliminated the last two aiming angles of the latter array point. Tne array was r~ved from the sound field and far-field acoustic testing began vito Start No. 13 when fa~~rable wind conditions Teturned. 
With the fan nozzle area set at 1.52 m2 (2360 in.2) and at 94.6 percent fan corrected fan speed (3085 rp~). far-field points were recorded at +5°.0&. 
_2 e , -4., _6°. -7-. and _8° blade angles. With the blade angle reaaining at 
_8° open, speed points of 92.5, 90, 85, and 80 percent corrected fan speed. respectively wer~ set. hbile setting these 11 acoustic points, there was no variation in the engine vibrational chartacteristics. Wnile at 80 percent fan speed, the nozzle ~as adjusted to 1.87 m1 (2900 in. 2) and the blade angle set to +3.3°. An acceleration to 91.9 percent speed was aborted when the lio. 1 
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bearing &nu fan fr~ hori%ontal gccelerameters re~ehed 4 gila d~hla empli-
tude at cpproximately 2950 fan r~. The blade angle was set to +5 6 : the nozzle cree to 1.61 ~2 (2500 in.Z) and another acceleration attempted; but &gain~ high vibrational activity forced a backoff to 2500 r~. ~ more attempts to accelerate the engine to nax speed were made with -3- and -a-blade angles ~ith s~lar results. Vibration levels were safe at 2500 fan rpm 
but would eteedily increase with increaoing fgn speed until the 4 mil double 
acplitude fan filtered frequency limit vag re~ehed. !he engine was shutdo~ 
to rebalance the fan. Total follow-on test run t~ was 13 hours 28 minutes. Dur~ this shutdown, the field balance weight at position 11 was re~ved 
and tbe lube syatem serviced with 0.023 m3 (6 gallons) of Royal 899 oil. Ea-
gine testing resumed with Start Mo. 14. An accel to 3100 rp= fan speed was 
successfully made with a +5° blade angle and 1.61 m3 (2500 in. 2) nozzle area 
ae vibrational activity returned to approxim8tely the same levels as before 
the balance shift occurred. Fer-field dstm ~ere t~~en at +3.3°. +1.3&, +0.4°, 
and -3.30 blade angle. Another balence shift Wa3 recorded as an attempt to 
close the bl~~e ~le to +4.3° was ~de. Mo. 1 he~ring and fan fr~ horizon-
tal fan filtered accelerometers re$Cued 4.1 mils douhle amplitude at 2950 r?a 
fan speed. !he blGde angle UQ8 then opened to -3° and the engine accelerated 
to 3100 rf~ fan epead with no vibrational probl~. The remaining five far-
field data points were t~en at this blade angle 
€ad the engine ~as shutclo,~ 
to inst&11 the core e~&Ugt ~d fgn nozzle acoustic probes. A ~11 peTfor~tiont &pprox~tely 1.27 em (one~alf inch) in di~ter~ 
was discovered on the O'"<Jter wa.ll of the fan ff"~ duct <md repaired. The 
probes were instslled and 0.011 m3 (3 gallons) of F~yal 899 &dded to the lube 
tGak. testing resumed with St&-t No. 15. 'firo aceeleratio!1S to ~ta fan 
speed (3100 rpm) with +4.3~ ~nd +26 bl&de anglea were aborted due to high vi-
bretion levels. l~imue speed was finally obtained with a O· bl&de @ngle 
setting ~nd 1.87 m1 (2~(lO in.2) nozzle area. 'Ihis blade £Ingle Wta3 used for the £ppro&ch point in taking ran noz~le. core exhaust. and fan OGV tr&verse 
probe datl&. Core probe data were recorded at nine speeds: the fan nozzle a.nd 
OGV probes at two. Approach point 'SaS 0° blade angle, 1.65 rIJ? (2550 in.2) 
nozzle area and 56.900 N (12,800 Ibs) of thrust; while takeoff was -5°, 1.52 
m2 (2360 1n.2 ), and 74,700 N (16,Sv~ Ibs)~ respectively. Thrust was corrected, 
installed thrust. This concluded configuration #2 acoustic testing. Sound readings No. 163 through 227 were recorded during this test. Al-
though a majority of running was at high speeds, over 3000 fan rpm. the engine 
performed ~ell with the two fan rotor balance shifts being the only problem. 
The control con601e and the DMS data system ~~re plagued with numerous diffi-
culties, resulting in failure to obtain a D~S readings at several acoustic 
speed points. 0.034 m2 (9 gallons) of oil was consumed. however. a leaking 
instrumentation lesdout tube discover~d on the fan fr~ during the posttest 
inspection was considered the cause. 
Run: ' 
Date: 
Run Time: 
Follow-on Test Run T~me: 
No. 21 - Core Treatment Effect Acoustic Test (Confi5~ration 3) 7/19/78 
6 hours 52 minutes 25 hours 26 minutes 
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Total En$i-ne !tun 'rUle: 
nMS . P.eadinge: 
Engine Loga: 
98 hour-a () minute$ 
No. lOS t~ugh 148 
NOe 142 trurougll l'HS 
-_...........-_-""""-_ .... _----."-,.- ~--<-,-.,---,- ~~] 
Prior to this teat. tb.:.!: follouiag e<mfigul~tion eht!lnge8 were Made: 
o ~ved the bel~uth inlet and inetalled the c~aite flight inlet. 
• Installed acoustic splitter. 
• P.e<OOved tape from all acoustic trcat&en!: t.md c:lelmed surf:u:es tibere adhe5ive r~ained. 
• Instslled acoustic traverse probes at the fan fae~ and inlet throat. 
• Resealed the le~king inst~~t&tion leedout tube at 4 o'clock on the aft aide of the fan fr~. 
G Inetalled a microphone in the pylon area to me&sure undercowl cool-ing air noi~e esc~ing thron~ the pylon. 
e Serviced lube sy~tem with 0.011 m3 (3 g&llone) of ioy&l S9~ oil. 
e 
«) 
Prep~red far-field and acoustic array sicrCre~~e8 for ~eou8tic te8ti~. 
-Te~i~ted static presaure on inlet. 
The teat began with Engine Start ~t? 16. All 22 fer-fi~ld ~eoustic po~t0 ~ere recorded ~ithout inciclent. Engine vibretio~ levels ~re low ~t all speeds, for all blade gnglee (+3 to _8 C ) and nozzle are~8 1.87 to 1.52 m2 (2900 to 2360 in. 2) tested. The T41C limit of 1700 K (2600· F) was encoun-tered at the _Se» 1.52 m2 (2360 in. 2) and 3100 fan rp= condition. The engine wag then shutdown to install the acoustic &rray. The postrun inspection re-vealed material lifting slightly from the instrumented core inlet O~~ at ap-proxil!;lltely 12 o'clock. The material tiBS an adhesive-epoxy used to blend in the flo~~ath over the vane mounted sensors. Repair was delayed until comple-tion of the array test. 
TWo-thirds of the arrey data was acquired before increasing wind speeds forced a shutdo~~ to stay within the blade stress limit envelope. The vinds did not subside until late that night. During this t~. the core inlet OGV instrumentation was repaired and the fan and core exhaust acoustic probes installed. The fan face probe's strain gages were inoperative, prOhibiting the probe frem being traversed. 
No fan rotor halance Bhifts occurred during this test. In fact. engine vibrstion levels were l~~er than at any time during the entire test program. Toe repair of the leaking instrumentation leadout tube~ prior to this test, successfully controlled OlL consumption. 
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No lube systel'li or control probleu ~re eucmmtelNl:d. a1t~ougb due to the hi:gh embieut tefi3.per&tu~. 301 it (82" F)~ the T41C limit. WIUI ~ppraached al'" hi~ speeds tmd cloeed nozzle are&8. The rew-&irs ml!I.de to the OGV instrummtation ~ined intact during the probs run~ Acoustic R£!~ings ~. 226 through 274 were recorded during this test. 
Run: 
Date: 
Run Time: 
Follow-on Test Run Time: 
Total Engine Run '.rUie: 
~ Readings: 
Engine Logs: 
No. 22 - Splitter !ffect ~~oustic Test (Configuration 4) 
7/20/78 through 7/21/78 
8 bours 4 minutem 
33 bours 30 minutes 
106 hours 4 minutes 
No. 151 through 175 
No. 180 through 238 
Prior to this test.~ the :following configuration ~s were ede: 
• Eeaoved acoustic splitter and inst~lled blankoff pads. 
• Removed the b~rdw&ll core no&ele and centerbedy and installed the acoustically treated nozzle god centerbody. 
• Removed core exhaust and fan duct discharge acoustic probe stsnds. 
• Eepaired strain gages on the fan face scou$tic probe. 
It Progr~d Sanborn Recorders for control tr~sient te3t~ to ~­diately follow this ~coustic test. 
Testing begen with Engine ~tart No. 19. !ight far-field data points were recorded before high wind ~peed$ forced an engine shutcl~w~ after 1 hour and 29 minutes. Tn!.! winds subsided an hour hter and testing reatW2d. Nine more far-field and one traverse probe speed painto were recorded before high winds forced another shutdown. During this shutdObu, ~he core ellhaust and fan discharge acoustic traverse probe stands were installed. The wind speed dropped, and the teat resumed with Start No. 21. Four core probe data points were recorded when the exhaust probe's d7D~ic pressure sensors began malfunc-tioning, eliminating any further traversing of this probe. The fan face. fsn OGV. and fan e:haust prohes were traversed at takeoff and approach power set-tings COlllpleting the planned acoustic test progre. Total follow-on test run time was 30 hours, 4 minutes at this point. Sound readings No. 275 through 298 had been taken. The control roOlll recording equipment was not prepued for transient control testing. 
With the engine at idle. 1800 fan rpm. the er~inee=ing panel potentio-meters were adjusted to the following values shown in Teble XIII. 
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Table XIn. Autoo'atic: Ctmt'rol iicd~ Test. 
lfunction Velu~ 
XlS rate 0.774 a2/G~c (1200 in.2/sec.) XlS reof 1.71 m2 (2652 in.2) X18 MX 1.S7 ~ (2900 iD.2) XIS mn 1.42 m2 (2200 in.2) WF nto gain Iminal BF servo g&in !bRioal 14D EPR 11.6 SF rQte SSo/sse 
BF floor +5.0· 
Manual BF gain Nominal XHll 00835* NI S~hedule 2900** 
* Indicated XMll - Actual XliII = 0.79 **2i89 rpm. Physic~l on 267 ~ (20· F) day 
---
---.-----.. -.--.--~ 
Note th&t bl&de ~~le3 are alvays set frem the clo2ed poaition While nog-zle areas are Slet fro~ the open position. Unleu othervise not~. ~n e!1gine log vms recorded gt each point beginnilllg with E:~ine Log Lto. 2l:16. The n~n~de was opened to 1.37 ,;;. (29CO in. 2) sOO blade pitch ooju~te.c to +go elo8<ad .mex-e were fom SF-eed stliliilized at 1964 rpm. As the «uto fOt"Ward mod\"! ... .Il3 acti-vated, the f&~ increased to 2100 rp~ while the co~e re~ined at 10.935. Siuce the fan ~ga ~ operating in e critical blade stress Tenge, the core idle speed was adjusted to 10.160 rpm, slowing the fan to 1914 rpm. the control vas them switched frCl'.'ll auto forward to full manual and back to the truto forwara Irode. during which fan speed dropped to 1948 and went back to 1910 rpm. 
Using P~r Denand Pot No. 1 (PDPl) successive accelerations to 80, 85, 90, 95, and 100 percent power demand were m&de without difficulty. woile at 100 percent, the A18 roof was adjusted to 1.82 m2 (2817 in.2), fan speed limit raised to 3050. and Engine Log No. 215 recorded. The AlB roof was readjusted beck to 1.72 m2 (2670 in. 2). the e~~ine pressure ratio (£PR) pot setting on the engineering panel increased to 600, and Log No. 211 recorded. Inlet Y~ch n~er was increased from 0.785 to 0.792 on the engineering panel with the only change being a slight increase in nozzle area as shown in Engine Log No. 218. A deceleration from 100 to 90 percent then an aecelera-tion baCk to 100 percent power demand was perfor~~ without incident conclud-ing the steady-state portion of the controls test. 1~e EPR pot setting was returned to 250 in preparation for transient testing. Table XIV liets the parameters at each of the steady-state pOints recorded. 
1T' .... ~ • ........->J!:-.." •... '---~---
'\ 
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\ 
) 
-------.---~-~~,~~~~~~.~~,~~~~ 
Table ~IV. Stegdy-Stata Spe~d Pointe. 
Engine fo'lill.lr Cor~ Fml SIede A18 Corrected Leg ~l'M!. % Speed Speil!d Angle (in. 2) 'Thirdst o.b8) 
206 idle 10935 19M +8.1 2900 3869 207 idle 10935 2100 +8.1 2900 3175 208 idle 10760 1974- +8.8 2900 3350 20g 00 122$9 2862 +3.3 2900 10169 210 85 12446 3007 +2.4 2900 10941 211 90 12615 2990 
-1.6 2900 12495 212 9S 12165 2S83 
-2.1 2723 13239 213 100 121%6 2910 
-2.8 2463 13950 214- 100 12S71 2910 
-2.S 2817 13636 215 100 usn 3031 
-2.0 2811 13576 217 100 133U 3037 
-1.2 2430 16640 us 100 13332 3031 
-7.2 2468 16362 219 90 13070 3~9 
-4.5 2900 14133 220 100 13342 3~ -7.~ 2~16 16402 
Usiug PDPl. a deele~~tion to 60 percent cOl'recte~ thruet. 43,710 H (9&40 Iba). ~as m...~ei!: Qnd log 221 re-.:crded. Pc~ll" O@~ Pet I:-o. ~ (pr;P2) was then adjustoo to the g<::ma eetting 
€s PDP! snd the (:011tro1 !'Jtfitched frcm PDl?1 to PD?2. ~e engine ~eeeler&ted slightly ~nd PDP2 U8S s~j~sted t~ set 60 ~rcent thrust: qain. Control w~s s-.:itched hack to l?DPl .md log 224 recorded. G;n ec-celeraticn to 6S percent thzuzt, 41.415 N (10.660 Iba), using PDPl ~83 ~r­fo~d. it tran!l:ient froa 65 to 60 percent and ~ther back to 6S percent power d~nd ~a3 made by switching the control from PDPI to PD?2 and back to PDPl ~ithout incident as engine logs 225 through 227 were recorded. The engine was accelerated to 80 percent thrust 58.351 N (13.120 Ibs) using PDPl snd PDP2 adjusted to the socrre pot setting. The control was switched to PDn and Log 228 reco?ded. Switching back to PDPl, an acceleration to 85 percent thrust, 62,000 N (13,940 lbs) was performed and engine log 229 taken. A transient from 85 to 80 and back to 85 percent thrust was then successfully performed. 
Using the engineering panel, the engine was set to 100 F~rcent thrust. 72,950 N (16.400 Ibs), and then back to 95 percent. 69.300 N (15,580 Ibs). PDP2 was adjusted to the same value as PDPl, the centrol switched to PDP2. and engine log 230 recorded. Switching back to PDPl, the engiFle was acceler-ated to 100 percent thr~ot. A tt"ensieut from 100 to 95 percent thrust Imd beck to 100 percent wes e~de ~ithout incident by switching control froe PDP! to PDP2 and back to PDP!. c~pleting the small tr~~sient portion of the test. Toe EPR pot setting was zdjusted to 250 and the engine decelerated to idle with a core speed of 10,700 rpm and fan speed of 1756 rpm. The control was 
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swi'tched to the full m&fiuEill lOOde t but was ~(Hfitely return,~d to lIl"iltO forvsrd when fan speed dropped to 1364 rp13. The r&D pitch floer WQS sdjuBteGi to ~S" closed on the engineering p&ual to pr~ve~t a reeurrence of the event and the full ~nua1 oode ag&in selected. Using PDln.. 45 percent power demt!!ld Wl!S set. The nozzle area &nd blade angl~ tl'<il:'e Mjuated to 100 l)e:l1'ce:nt tlu'l.!st tllet-tinge, 1.59 m2 (2470 in.2) &nd -7.2"', re3pective1y. An Gcceleution to 2500 fan rpm W&8 abotted ~~en the control console failed to displ&y speeds and fuel flow. The bl&des ,,'ere ~dju8ted to +5" a'td the engine 8hutdo'<m to effect repairs on the conso Ie. 'rota! engine run tiM vas S2 ho~s, 22 minutes. 
The con~ole was repaired and testing resumed with Start No. 22. Wind conditions ~ere bec~ng unfavorable for prolonged running, so testing began with the lon~ transients. Nozzle area and f~n blade angle were set ~ 1.Si m2 (2900 in. ) and +8.4. The auto fOnlud mode WWl selected and the blE,de angle floor pot adjusted to -3-. An acceler~tion to 62 percent thrust, 45,227 N (10,163 Ib8). waG perfor.:.led usir.g PDPl and Engi,lleLog 232 recorded. PDP2 was then adjusted to the 62 percent thrust setting and the control switched frca PDPl to PDP2 3nd o&ck to PDPl again without incident. An acceleration to 70 percent correc~ed thrust. 51,060 N (11.480 Iba) WS3 performed followed by Engine Log 233. Wind speeds in excess of the blade stress limit envelope forced a return to idle sp2eds. During a momentary wind lull, the engine was accderated back to 70 percent thru8t~ and a transient to 62 percent end beck to 70 ~rcent thrust ~as performed ~ithout miehap. t~ attempted 8cceleraticn to SO pa?ceut thrust vas ~borted when fan speed increased to 3150 rpa. The engiw~ preesure r~tio was reduced twice: once to achieve a fan speed of 3050 and once for 3030 rpm, but in e~ch ca8e fan ~peed would increa$e to 3100 rp~ as 80 percent tnruEit ~l!.e approached. l"ne fall speed echedule 'e<lS then arljuo;ted to ~hiewe a fen speed of 3000 and finally 2900 ry~. The blade Gngle auto gain was nlso adjusted upward at this t~. 
Another att~pted acceler&tion to 30 percent thrust ~as thw~rted when the power demand pot ran out of travel. Finally, by adjusting the EPR, 80 percent thrust, 58,360 N (13,120 Ibs). was obtained and engine Log No. 234 recorded. A trensient from 80 to 62 and back to 80 percent corrected thrust was then perfo~d with no faults evident. 85 percent thrust, 62,000 N (13,940 Ibs) vas then set by again adjusting engine pressure ratio and Log No. 235 recorded. A transient from 85 to 62 snd back to 85 percent corrected thrust was completed without apparent incident. However, inspections of high speed Sanborn traces revealed that the engine had overshot the fan sp~ limit of 3100 rpm, peaking at approximately 3200. No further transient accel-erations were made. Engine pressnre ratio was adjusted to achieve 90 percent corrected thrust. 65,530 N (14,733 lbs), and a transient deceleration to 62 percent succe8sfully perform2d. A normal deceleration to idle ~&B made where the bIede pitch pot on the engineering panel was reset to n~inal and the control switched to full manual. Nozzle area was set at 1.61 m2 (2500 in. 2) and blade pitch at +5~ closed. respectively. wnile Engineering consulted on the fan speed overshoot problem. High wind speeds forced an engi~e ahut-do.~ due to fan blade atress limits. During thie shutdown, the decision was 
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made not to continue with further tr~3ient t~~ti~ at this t~. ThiB CQ~ pleted th~ plann~4 fol!o~n te~t p~ogr~. Y~le XV ligta the Gte~dy-atate par~t~rs at e~~ of the transient points teet0d. 
T~le XV. St~,-State Pareseter~. 
~re F&1 Pitch cOrrected Engine 'lh.rugt. Speed. S~ed. &!gIG, ~.g ~"'l.1l!'"t Log ~ Bm RPM de~!ll mZ (bo2 ) N (lb) 
221 60 12215 2815 +3.4 1.&710 (2:;00) 43457 (9710) 224 60 12257 2818 +3.S 1.8nO (2900) 44347 (9910) 225 65 12450 2912 +3.5 1.3710 <2Sl00} 4718{) (10742) 216 60 12m 2782 +3.4 1.8710 I <2900> 42118 I (9469) . 221 6S 12£...-01 2972 +3.4 1.8710 C29CO> 47149 0(500) 228 80 12114 3033 -1.2 le7219 (2669) SS3~ I (13U6) 229 85 12855 3046 
-loS 1.56901 (2463) 6185' (U9~) I 230 9S 131~4 3043 -6.2 1.1419 (2700) 63006 I U Sltl7) 231 id1 11730 17g6 
-1.2 1.S~48 J (2!}12) 4;;1 U~(n I .. e 232 62 12373 2~5S +3.3 1.SnO i (2901.}) 233 10 1251~ 3086 +3.0 1.8110 I (29~O) 51339 (1l542) I 234 00 12~1 2912 
-1.9 1.53~ I (2462) 59203 (13310) 235 805 12941 2&81 
-2.9 1.5~24 (2452) 61534 (l~8J4) I 236 90 130M 2911 -5.3 lo5&~O l (2463) 64S~2 o.45.&~) I 
An ext~siwe post Shutdown inspection reve~led nothing unusual. No ep-preei~le ~unt of oil ~S8 obsergc~ en the e~gine or te~t fscility. All hydraulic and oil system filters and screens were removed. inspected, &nd cleaned tiith nothing unusual found. The c~po8ite cowling, flaps. and bl~des sho~ed no unu6ual wear or d~ge of any kind. A borescope inspection of e~ pressor, c~ustor. and HP turbine revealed no dewage. A frequency scan of the fan blades found no significant changes. !his completed the testing prograe for the QCSEE utW engine. 
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7.0 PROPFi.SION SW~ P~~m.~~ 
7.1 PERroRriANCE OOFiPP_'USO~ 
Performance testing en the UTW ~ricentQl engine usa near c~letion on nuilc! 1 ~en the exhaust: noule tm~port ring hiluze occurred. l"hen tegting ~&S re~d on the second build following rep~irz, the perfo~~ce goals were limited to verification of previous Build 1 me~8ur~nte ~ ccmpletioll of re\.-erse mode testing. mat~ntstien to llle3fJ11re e~o~nt perfo~nee ya~ not as e~ten8ive as that of Build 1 beeeu~e of the l~ted goals. In ~ddition. the composite nacelle c~ponsnt~ incorpor~ted ia Euild 2 did not h~e proviaion for as mach inst~ntatioa as ~~e boilerpl~te paTta used on Build 1. 
Tile eecond build demoru'!trated overall periOlrUlf!Ce coopl!r.!hle to thliit of Build 1. There was &l mprO?~nt in epecific fual .:om;;~ption ~t: t.ruteoff thrust. At 97 percent f= speed, the afc from test ~msur~ntfl WlllS 10"w§er th~n that previously eat~ted from Build 1 data. 
Max~ reverae mode thrust achieved was 21 p;rce~t: c~a?ed t~ the goal of 35 ~rcent. ~inastre68 ~ t~rature l~it:s restricted c~r~tion at bi~er reverse th-pUst. 
7.2 F~ P!TC~ ~GLE 
All UF~ ~ild 1 readi~g3 ~re teken with fan rotor pitca ~le 2et by actuation to~ard the clo~~ (+) direction. This W~G ~ec~~gary beeg~~ of setustion Sy8t~ torque l~itaticns. On Build 2. ~ith the ball s~line actuation Gyst~ installed. the ssme procedure ~as u~ed for initi~l testing in ~ich the bellmouth ~as used, ~~th the exception of a few hysterisia points. Follo~ng iostallntion of the flight-type inlet. the pitch setting procedure ess changed so that all readings (sgain~ excepting hysterisis points) were taken with pitch set by actuation in the open (-) direction. This change was made because it was felt that actuation against the blade air loads might improve the consistency of blade positioning. 
Comparison of the test data shows that actual fan rotor pitch angle was different between the engine builds for the same indicated pitch angle. The difference in pitch angle b~tween two builds is shown in Figure 8. (Sse Plot-ting Symbols in Table ~·I.) The trends in Figure S also show that ~hen pitch angle W88 set by actuation in the closed (+) direction, Build 2 was approxi-mately 1.6- more closed than Build I at an indicated +5 Q , and 2.1= more closed than Build 1 at +5". "''hen pitch vas set ill the open (-) direction, there t~.ti8 an additional difference of approximately 1.4 0 further closed fr~ the Build 1 position. due to actuation system hYBterisis. 
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Figure 8. Pitch Angle Compmrison Between Build 1 and Build 2. 
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Table in. Plott~ S~lse 
Indicat~ 
Bypams Elm~uat No~de Area (AlI5) 
0 21CO I~.Z 
0 nso 
(> 2300 
0 aso 
h 2400 
0 2500 
¢ 2653 
0 ~O 
D :nOO 
Fon;.u:d ~e 
F4n Pitch Mgle 
(OO~j}JlG) 
Bellmuth 
0 9· 
0 5" 
0 0" 
& ~5· 
e -1· 
~ ~. 
e -10" 
iewel!"llle !1..ode 
Fmt Pitcfill &igle 
(~lfD~G) 
Perfo~nee MoYstie 
Reading Readi13& 
• -lOS· 0 
• 
-100" () 
• - 95· 0 
--------------------~~~ 
", 
J 
) 
. f:' ''"~:r:""--
\. -" ~ 
'-', ; 
The shift in pitch &lgle ~tween the two build& may be indiestive of a buie calibration repe<;\tsbiHt¥/~cw:acy ~obl€m. !t may be noted that tnert'(! also ~p~-eared to 00 a shift be~en the first tmd !;ecooiii rona on Build 2. Tha second ron, "ilieo ua3 for foll~n acou .. tic €:estWg after rtlpair of the piteb actuation syete®3 l!Ppe&~ to have pitch lm31es ~t 1.40 closed froa tlu: preceding Euild 2 d~ta. 
7.3 TIDU1ST WPSUS AI~ 
thrust-airflow characterictics for the teat readings t~n with the bell-motlth mounted are I5hct.""n in F~e 9. For bYPolUIS £Jtream e~mtat: oo:31e 4re~s (AlS) of 1.35, l.en., aoo 1.87 ra# (2100, 2~, ru!d 2000 In.2), th~ dgta may be directly ~&red to Bt!lld 1 ~w.ts. l"or an JUS of 1.48 ~ (2300 iD.2 ), the~e were no directly c~arable Build laste, 80 the trend for 1.52 m2 (2350 in.Z) Alg 011 Build 1 is included insteoo. The data ~reaented in Figure 9 show that the thruat-airflow trends for Build 2 sre consistent with Build 1 results. 
7.4 Pm!. FLml VK~"'US All'.n.O!l 
FUel flow ~~r~us airflo~ for the bel~uth runs is presented in Figure 10. The trends for Build 2 ~tch th~se of Build 1. allowing for the data acatter no~ly preSQnt in fuel flow. 
,·.5 mm:STP.J.LED snCIF!C FUEL roN5ua~!~ 
!be slc objective for the ~d iw O.~34 g/s~ (0.33 Ib/hr!lb) at 81.4 kN (18,300 Ib~) thrugt. uninstalled on a standard days 288.15 K (518.61° R). Nomi~ml takeoff airflow is 405.5 kg (894 lhe/sec) ~t a corrected fan speed (Pcm.R) for 94~5 peroont.. D'.lrt:r;.g Build 2 testing, there W'a!'e no additional data obtained at takeoff thrust ~ 94.5 ~~. H~ver. there ~ere data at 97 PCifi.R which included t.ueoff thrust le~l. These data show an Wprove-meat in sie at takeoff thrumt over previous projected Build 1 trends» which had been extrapolated from dl1tt! &t lower speeds. 
SFt trends are presented in Figure 11. Tne Build 1 trends shown in Fig-ure 11 correspond to Build 2 indicated values. They are extrapolated to 97 Pct~ based on the extensive fan mapping data, and allow for the pitch ~ngle shift noted between the two engine builds. At takeoff thrust, the afc on Build 2 is about 0.00925 g/sN (0.327 Ib/hr/1b) at _5° indicated pitch angle, set toward closed. (This corresponds to -3.37 Q on Build 1. which probably represents the actual angle.) The airflow at this condition was about 1 percent higher than the nominal value. The data for indicated O· on Build 2· (+2.10e , Build 1) correspond well. At -5°, there is less consi3tency between the data for the two builds. 
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7.6 ItEVERSE MODi:i: PERroRM.~~CE 
Reverse mode performance testing on Build 2 W4S done with the fan pitch 
angle eet ~t -9Se • At the time this test was conduetea s the actuation system 
components were being repaired so the bl&des were positioned by ceans of the 
pitch lock adaptor. Since there was eome uncertainty during the Build 1 tests 
a8 to possible effects of the splitter on reverse mode fan performance. it was 
reaeved for Build 2 reverse mode performance testing. The splitter W4S re-
installed for later follow-on acoustic tests so it was possible to assess its 
effect on overall perfo~nce. 
!he maximum reverse thrust level achieved on Build 2 W&S -21.1 kN (-4748 
lbs). or 27 percent of forward mode installed thrust at takeoff. Although the 
potential for higher thrust is within engine speed rimit~tions. either blede 
stresses or L~ turbine discharge temperature became limiting ~en higher 
levels were attempted. 
Eeverae mode thrust trends versus fan speed for Build 2 are shown in Fig-
ure 12. Algo aho~ in Figure 12 are data from Build 1 and some of the Build 2 
acoustic resdings. these data are not necessarily directly comparable as noted 
belo~ 
• The Build 1 data ~ere taken with the splitter installed and the 
- original rotor pitch actuation sys~em. 
• The Build 2 performance readings are without the splitter • utili~ing the pitch lock adaptor. 
At -958 pitch nngle, the effect of the spU.tter on thrust may be DOted 
by ~aring the E~ild 2 perforGBuce and acoustic data in Figure 12. At 55 
~R, the spl1 tter introduces a loss of 1112 Ii (250 Uu;); at 67 PCNLP.., the 
splitter 1088 increase to 1334 N (300 los). The difference in trend het~en 
Build 1 and Build 2 readings at -100· pitch angle may be due to differences 
in actual blade angle because of the different blade positioning mechani~. 
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8.0 tn.'W FAN AERO~rC PEP.ro~~ 
8.1 FORWARD MODE PERFOPJ:WiCE 
The performance characteristics of the Build 2 fan ~ere similar to those of the Build 1 fan in both forward and reverse medes of operation. A diccue-aian of the Build 1 fan performance and its comp~ri8on with the 2a-inch di&-meter GC2l~del f~n 8~lator tests is given in Reference 1. Although the Build 2 fan did not have sufficient instru~ntatiou for a tborou~ eV31~tion of foreard gode performance. the available data indicated that the fan flow-pumping c~p&city and pressure rise at bl~de pitch settings of -5-. OQ s ~ +5-were essenti2lly the same for both builds after adjusting for tne shift in pitch indicstion as described in Section 7.0. Build 2 reverse node perfor-eance data sere obtained with & configuration s~at different from that of Build 1, and the c~pariaons are discussed in the following section. 
8.2 ~ MOD! PERro~~ 
Build 1 rever3e mode &erod}~~ic performance testing was perfo~~d ~ith a single configuration. The f~n bl£€ies were set m: -95· ttOOl nCil"ri.nal pit~, snd the ecc.ustie splitter in the aft f&n duet w~s r~ved. 8.."'l\'%ie overall engine perforW5nee data ~ere obtained in Build 2 with the splitter installed, ~t no fan pezfo~nee aat& were o~tained for this configuration since the fan duct could not be tr~eTsed with the splitter in place. Build 1 testing hed heen perfo~d at blade pitch Gettings of -105° ~ -100·, with the acoustic split-ter in place. The scal~del fan. described in Reference 3, eas tested ~t all three pitch settings Hithout the acoustic splitter, but at speeds higher than those echieved with the Build 2 fan. lbere ~ere significant ge~tric differences between the scale-model fan and the ur~ engine fan. !he fa~ aft duct. or "exlettl • had a hellmuth-shaped entra.'1ce in the simulator, but this entrance in the engine fan consisted of discrete tabs with large gaps in between. The fan rotor hub flo"Path and platfon!! geometry of the scale model was smoother and had smaller ggps th~n the engine fan. Also, the inlet throat of the simulator contained large instrumentation rakes Which reduced the physical area by approximately 5 percent, whereas the inlet throat in the engine was relatively unobstructed. 
As observed with the Build 1 faD. the reverse thrust produced by the Build 2 fan was sign:f.icantly lower than that predicted by the scale-codel fan when operated at the same speed and pitch setting. However, the effect of re-moving the acoustic splitter in Build 2 showed a noticeeble improvement in the measured thrust. In both builds, the fan produced about 70 percent of the predicted reverse thrust with the splitter installed, but the Build 2 fan thrust increa~ed to 80 percent of the predicted value at the same speed and blade pitch angle when the acoustic splitter was removed (Figure 12). Lack of sufficient instrumentation prevented an evaluation of how much the exlet losses 
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we~ roo~cei ",~en theeplitte:;:- ~2B r~~ &lnd, thus. ho" much effect on 
thNl1Ii: &li~ht be e~et(!d fxoo this e~eli.'tge. It eGgl~ net be det@mi~ if 
r~\Vi~ the Gplitter h~ ~ny efftaet u~!.'! the fan':r4 btl'l3ic p;mpit".g ch~~ter­
btic@o 
Figur~ 13 preEente the engine dsta fram both builda e~pared to the scale 
1i1iIOdel'" reve~'!! l1l!O<U! parfo~nce. Pres~ure r&tio sh~ iF! Figure 13 1ii'2S 
celeul~ted ~ning the at~hperic engine inlet value and d~ta fr~ the fixed 
r~& locat~ i~diately do~~gtre~ of the rotor bl~eB in the engina inlet 
duet. F~n overall pre0s~e ri~e was significmntly l~er in the engine th~n 
~cted fr~ the Giaulator teete. by an ~unt 8uifici~nt to he consistent 
with the l~r-th~xpected reverse thrust. Since the inlet preseure ~~: 
t~n as at~$pheric for tne d~ta in Figure 13, higner losses in the en~ine 
ezlet du~t vould hsve contributed tG the apparent lov fan pressure ri~e. ~ 
cobra probe traveree measurements in the aft duct t~n during Build 1 indi-
cated th~t tha e~let recC7ery (expressed as the ratio of total pressures fr~ 
Plane 15 to atmospheric) 't:,U 1 to 2 percant lo'iWe!" titan At! measured in the 
s1~atoli." tests, IU!d tr.e recovery could tl'$ll have been even lower ~ the tn-
veJffles imieated. knotner possible e:spl~tion fer the ~arent 10 .. fErn p:r'el!lsure 
riaG is the.t the rotor hub ge01.latry differences lOOted earlier, or a c:Utf®rer.~ 
in the &mOunt of flml e'iltering the core engine inlet duct, might have reduced 
the ~t of separ2ted flo~ p~eeent ne&r the centerline of the engin~Os 
inlet du;::t duing reverGe thrust operaticn. A reduction in the size of thi~ 
dead-wi!llter region 1:70'..11d have increased the effecti'ft discharge area or the fan 
and Ivwered its cparating line. Finally, the relatively uncbmtructed inlet 
thrclilt in the:! engi~B c~ared to that in the scale node! with roughly 5 
~rcent rike block&ge, ecutributed to the lower f&n o~r~ting line~ although 
this effect i3 only enough to e%pisin about 25 percent of the discrepancy. 
~ile insuffi~ient dsta ~re recorded in engine Builds I and 2 to resolve this 
q~~tion. it is a ~bject that deserves further testing and analyaie since it 
directly affects the ability to predict fan perfo~nee during rever~e earle 
opertition. 
Figure 14 c~~re8 the fl~p4Gsing capability of the engine with that 
of the scale model. At a given pitch &ngle and speed. the engine fan p~ed 
slightly leGS flaw then the simulator. on the order of 5 percent, althcu&~ 
this percentaee is probably within the accuracy of the engine flow ~asure~nt 
in reverae-mode operation. The flow egain is corrected by the atmospheric 
pressure at engine inlet. not the fan inlet pressure. The difference in true 
rotor inlet corrected fl~ thus would have been lets than ghown in Figure 14 
if flow induction losses were higher in the engine than in the s~13tor. 
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9.0 SY~ D~~lCS 
The overall vibration relSp:;rt3t: characteristics of the QCSE! D'nl engine 
(Build 2) 'inN found to he within Gcce;>tsble limits for 1lOt"WlIl engine opera-
tion. Fiftean vibr~tiea ser.~or8 ~re u~ed to eveluate the engine response. 
The synchronous vibraation levels for both the LP and lIP rotor :aetivitiu 
vere Dgliin very 1011 througnout the openting r&lgea. Levele tiere still gen-
erally leas tban 0.00254 em (1 mil) double amplitude (ni) indicating veIl 
babnced LP mld liP rotor systems. 
The faft synchronous vibration levels were ccspar8ble to the Buildl con-
figuration levels. !he mexiewa steady-state value obge~~d for the vari~~s 
pickup$ on the last cay of testing at the Peebles Facility (7/21/78) a~e shown 
in Table XVII. The typical one/rev fan syochroucu8 vibration levels uere acre 
like these shown in Table XVIII. 
~~ile the fsn vibrstion levels for Build 2 te3ting were generally lov, 
tbe highest levels were observed in ~v~r 1977 during fan bl~de pitch 
.. angle and fan nozzle area excureicns. Tbese data are reported as follc~: 
Test: QCSlm tml Coepoaite Inlet 
!~ine F~: 507/001/2 
Teet Date: 11/3/71 
E%eUr3i~$: Change of fan blade pitch ~,le fr~ -5· to -IOe and ch~e 
of f~n n~2g1e area from 1.87 u2 (2900 in. ) t~ 1.3g m2 (2150 io.2). 
Data I_~alysis: An examination of the reduced vib~ation data included a 
·gradu~l increase in vibration levels ~cr08a the board for both of th~ge 
excursions. The increase was more significant when the n0281e area was 
reduced. A hackoff wes called when the nozzle area was 1.39 m2 (2150 in. 2) 
because of high slipring vibrations. 
Table XIX shows the fsn synchronous vibration levels at nozzle area values 
of 1.87 m2 (2900 in. 2) &Cd 1.39 m2 (2150 in.2). The slipring radial vibration 
pickup indicated an 1nc~ase from 10 to 21 mils-DA. The blade angle for this 
excursion was -8- and the fan speed wss 2976 rpm. 
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Table XVU. !!u~ Fa Sy€u:hrCla(!!us Vibr&ticn Reopen_ for 
~ om E:~ioo (Btdld :U Aeeelt!~tera. 
Vibratio.m Se~or ran Speed (rpm) 
Huimwa RempotWt! 
c:s <.Us) DA 
hri Cevl 2958 O.OOM (l.S) 
Fan h~ - V 2958 C.~1 (3.6) 
Fan Free - & 3100 O.OO2S Cl.O) 
-
No. 1 kg - V 3104 0.0061. (2.5) 
No. 1 Erg - Ii 3104 0.0097 U.S) 
lb. 2 kg - B 1974 CM~C97 (3.8) 
flo. 3 Jrg - V 3104 0.0043 (1.1) 
1io.5Zrg-V 2815 O.C"Jal (3.:n 
lb. 5 Erg - B 2625 0.0356 (2.2) 
~. Gear - Ii 3104 0 .. 0.."97 (3.l0 
~p. Stator - H ~08 0.0066 (2.6) 
bhmat Cone 2615 O~OOS6 (2.6) 
Ace. Gearbox - A 3104 0.0023 (0.9) 
kc. Gearbox - B 2800 o.oo~n (3.6) 
Digital Control 2800 0.0097 (3.8) 
Tent. Date: July 21. 1975 
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Table XVIJ T • Typical Steady-State Fan Synchronous Vibration Response for QCSEE U'l'W Engine (Build 2) Accelerometer. 
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10.0 CCMPOSITE FA-~ EL.~DES 
10.1 BLADE DZSCRIP7ION 
The blades incorporated in the UTW fan rotor are of variable-pitch design that offer fuli reverse thrust cap£bility. The design includes 18 c~posite fan blades fabricated from a hybrid cv~hination of Kevlar 49, AS graphite, boron. and S-glass fiLers in a PR288 epoxy resin natrix. The blades incorpo-rate a 1::Ctal leading edge to provide for.eign object: damage (roD) and erosion protection. Solidity of the blade airfoil is 0.95 at the OD and 0.98 at the ID. permitting rotation of the blades into the reverse tht-ust ~~de of opera-tion through both the flat-pitch and stall-pitch directions. A spherical casing radius and a spherical blade tip provide close blade tip clearances throughout t.he range of blade pitch angle settings. Each blede is attached by a dovetail to a rotor trunnion at the blade r~ot. The trunnions are retained in the dink by ball bearings. Retainer straps, attached to the tr~on, lock the blade in 8n axial position and resist tTmmioi:.: opening deflections under blade centrifugal loading. 
De:;ign requirements for the UTW composite f~n blade were established to provide realistic long-life operation of a flight engine. Design details are provided in Reference 4. Results of hench and whirligig testing showing that the blades have satisfactory margins for the structural ~,d aer~chanic~l requirements of the engine are provided in Reference 5. 
The finished composite fan blade is sho~u in F~~re 15. It consists of a moldeC composite blade. a molded ccoposite pl&tfcrm. ~ a rnet~l outsert on the dovetail. The blade is made up of a solid c~posite airfoil and a straight bell-shaped composite dovetail. The blonde hag a reduced lez.-ding edge thickness to allow a final coating of wire rneshinickel piate for leading edge protection within the final aerodynamic contour. lce dovetail is 'xnaer-cut at the leading and trailing edges to permit bet tee tranzitioning of the canbered airfoil section into the straight dovetail to match the rotor trun-oion configuration. 
The blade is made up of O.25-ms (O.OIO-inch) plies of Kevlar 49, 113 graphite, boron, end S-gldss fibers impregnated with PP~88 epoxy resiD. The S-glass plies are placed near the surface in the lower region of the blade to provide nigh tensile strength and high strain-to-f2ilure characteristics for flexural loading. Boron and grephite torsional stiffening plies in the air-foil region of the blade are oriented at ± 45° to provide the s~ear mcdulQS required for a high first-torsional frequency. Tne boron plies are placed to~ard the outer surface and graphite in the inner regions. Plies of Revier 49 are interspersed throughout the blade ~ith the majority of th~ being oriented with their fibers in the longitudinal direction of the blade. Several Kevl~r 49 plies in the tip region of the blade are oriented at 900 to the longitudi-nal axis to pr~vide chordwise strength and stiffness to the blade. All air-foil plies extend continaously down into the dovetail and are interspersed with insert plies ~ihich act to fill out the enlarged dovetail ~ross sEctio~. 
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The composite platform is a tapered bemn. cantilevered fro= the blade root. and consists of a honeycomb core stabilized by upper and lover graphitel epoxy face sheets. The platform is molded and bonded in place on the blacie forming a one-piece structure. Structural plies extend ar~~nd the blade root leading and trailing edge undercuts. entrapping the ?latfo~ beneeth the air-foil overhangs. The platform construction is shown in Figure 16. and the overall blade dimensions and configuration are shown in Figure 17. 
10.2 PRETEST PREDICTIONS 
The blade stress vibratory characteristics were determined from a three-dimensional finite-element analysis. b1~e bench testing and single-blade spin testL~g. Figure 18 is a map of calculated radial steady-state stresses for the concave and convex blade faces. and Figures 19, 20, and 21 show calculated relative radial stresses over the blade for the first three vibratory $Odes. The maps of relative radial stresses under vibratory conditions show the changes in stress locations for the different vibratory modes. Blade bench and ~nirligig test data agreed closely with these predictions. 
Blade vibratory strengths were determined froa specimen and QCSEE blade tests and are shown on the fatigue S-N curve (Fi~ure 22), 8nd the fatigue stress-range diagr8m (Figure 23). The fatigue S-N curve sh~s the ms:imua blade stress for various me~rs of flexural cycles that will ~use the blade to initiate delamination and cause loss of blade frequency. The upper curve gives the minimum strength of the compositemate~ial based on flat spec~n. axial-axial fatigue testing. The allowable blade fatig~e strength was based on the material min~um-streDgth curve and blade hign-cycle-fatigue test data. It includes 811~ance for three standard devietions of strength property v~ri­ation. The lo~er curve defines the stress limits fo~ engine testing and was detert!@ined using various factors which are discussed under "s.c:ope limits. U The fatigue stress-range diagram shows the allow~ble radial alternating stress as a function of the blede mean stress. The allo~shle stress levels for this curve were selected as the point on the S-N curve for allowable blade stress where no loss in frequency would occur after 1,000,000 flexural cycles with allowance for three standard deviations of material property variation. Mea-sured strains in the ~18de radial (spanwise) direction along with a material modulus of elasticity of 6.9 x 106 N/cm2 (10 x 106 psi), were used to calcu-late all stresses and strengths. This approach provided 8 consistent basis for setting scope limits, gage monitoring. and comparing stresses during the various phases of blBde testing. Blade "instability" or "limit cycle varia-tion" was a priElBry consideration in the blade design. Detailed discussion of this is covered in Reference 4. 
Cr;~ical speeds of the coupled blade/trunnion/disk system were calculated and plotted in the form of a Campbell diagram. The predicted criticals are discussed and compared to engine test data in a subsequent paragraph. 
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10.3 BLADE INSTRUMEhLATION AND SCOPE LIMITS 
Six of the fan blades were instrumented with 13 dyn~ic strain gages lo-cated oc the blades as shown in Figure 24. The 13 dynamic strain gages were located at four different locations on the blades to provide a balance between baving commonality of gages, having gages at different strain levels for g~ge­life considerations, having gages responsive to the different vibratory modes, and providing verification of the vibratory stress distri~~tions ou the blades during engine test. The vibratory stress patterns for the blade vibratory modes vere determined by finite-element analysis and by laboratory tests. The blade strain gage locations were selected so that at least one of the loca-tions would be responsive to blade v~bration in each of the five lo~r blade modes. 
"Scope limits" or vibratory stress limits for these gages were calculated for each of the lo~~r-blade modes. These limits normally rerresent ~~e maxi-lIlUlll vibratory stress at which the blade may be allowed to continuously vi-brate without initiating a fatigue failure at some location on the blade. This point where the fatigue crack would be init"· ':ed is referred to as the "critical location" and is different for each vi ci'':orv mode. In the QCSEE composite blades. the fatigue failure mode would be L~ internal del~nation which would result in a drop in blade natural frequeacy rather than the usual fatigue crack observed in metal blades. 
The criti~al location and the fatigue strength normally depend upon both the steady-state and vibratory stresses; since the blade steady-state stress pattern iccreeses roughly tlith the speed squared. the scope limits normally would be calculated as a function of fan speed. However, ~Jer the range of steady-state stresses anticipated for the QCSEE blade, th~ c~site material fatigue strength is insensitive to the level of steady-state stress (i.e., is constant). The scope limits, therefore, can be corusidered independent: of fan speed over the operating range of this engine. 
Another complication encountered in calculating scope limits for an adjustable-pitch fan is that the steady-state stress pattern is also a func-tion of the blade pitch angle. This is because the aero~ynamic blade loading and the twisting moment generated by the radial centrifugal field are pitch-engle dependent. Tne effect of these changes on tl1€ blade steady-state stress patcern is not insignificant for a fan to be tested in a pitch-angle range of approximately 180°. Technically, correct blade scope limits normally would require the calculating of a carpet-of-values as a function of beth speed ~nd pitch angle. Again, it was not necessary to take this approach sin~e the. composite-blade fatigue limit is independent of the steady-state stress pat-terns. The fatigue l~it diagram used was the average fatigue limit curve ainus three standard deviations which represents the ~nimum expected material properties. 
With the cdt ical point located> the allovab Ie vibratory st::-ess at th is location available. and the vibratory stress pattern knovn, the scoye limit for a particular airfoil strain gage may be calculated using the following equat ien: . 
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Scope Limit = 2(a gage/a critical point) ae 
KIK2K3 
where 
0e = The single-amplitude endurance limit at the critical point on the blade in this vibratory mode as determined by the fatigue limit diagram for the blade material. 
ag~ge 
a critical point = The ratio of the vibratory stress at the location of the strain gage to the vibratory stress at the critical point on the blade for the vibration mode being consideted. 
Xl = A blade-to-blade vibratory response variation allowance factor (1.3 based on past metal blade experience). 
K2 = A factor for allowance for tolerance in the strain gage electron-ics circuit (1.05). 
K3 = Au allowance for the sensitivity of the monitoring gage to slight changes in mode shape, such as might be expected due to manufac-turing tolerance, 0.32 cm {lIS in.) gage oislocation, etc. (1.22). 
It is easier in practice to read a vibratory stress signal on an oscillo-scope from the peak-to-peak of the wave rather than its ~plitude. Scope limits. therefore, are normally calculated in this manner. This pezk-to-pe~k or d~uhle-anplitude method of presenting scope limits is the reasoa behind the "two" in the nu:merator of the scope limit equation. The scope limits for the QCSEE fan blades are listed in Table XXI. 
10.4 n:S'T RESULTS 
The QCSEE t,'TW engine, 507-001/2, was tested with a slipring installed to determine the mechanical integrity of the fan curing forward and reverse thrust testing and to obtain data applicable to future safe engine operation. Aerome~~anical test coverage was provided for the initial tests ~c each con-figuration affecting blade dynamic response: different inlet confi~~rations, forward and reverse thrust operation, blade pitch variations, and fan nozzle variations. 
Tk~ inlet configurations were tested during forward thrust operation, the standard bellmouth and the high throat Mach number inlet. The high throat Mach n~~er inlet was also used for reverse thrust operation. 
Engine ~echanical checkout for forward thrust included performance map-ping typically along three operating lines [fan nozzle areas of 14,800 cm2 
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I' 
I' ::':~ ') f! it, Table XXI. UTW Fan Blade Scope Limite. 
,;~ 
i~ kN/cm2 (ksi) - ~ouble ~plitude with 
E - 6.9 x 106 N/c~2 (107 psi) 
Mode Zero Speed Frequency, HZ 
Group IF 2F IT 4th 5th (62) (186) (292) (396) (613) 
A'* 4.0 5.0 3.2" 3.9 2.8 (5.8) (7.2) (4.1) (5.6) (4.0) 
B* 4.7 5.6 2.8 2.6 (6.8) (8.l) (4.0) (3.8) 
C* 3.5 2.1 3.7 4.3 3.2 (5.0 (J.O) (5.4) (6.3) (4.7) 
D* 5.6 3.3 5.9 6.5 
1 I (8.2) (4.8) (8.6) (9.4) L-
'* Group ~G.age Number ) 
! A SDS30301. 806, e08~ 813 
B SD830802. 807 
.~ 
C SD830B03, 804, 811~ 816 
D 50830805. 810, 817 
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(2300 in. 2), 16,100 cm2 (2500 in. 2), and 18,700 cru2 (2900 in. 2) for the 
bellmouth inlet and 13,500 cru2 (2100 in. 2). 16,100 owl (2500 in.2>, and 
18,700 ca2 (29DO in.2), for the hybrid inlet] at five speeds (65, 80, 90, 
95, clnd 97 per~ent) with variatio~~ in blade pitch angles from _1 0 open to 
+9- closed for the bel1mouth inlet and from -10· open to +9· closed for 
the hybrid inlet. Reverse thrust operation wao performed with fixed pitch: 
the blade pitch angle was set at -95· or -100· open. A sketch of the blade 
position geometry is sho~~ in Figure 25. 
The predicted Campbell diagram for the UTW fan blade assembled in the 
trunnien and disk was determined from single blade whirligig spin tests. This 
is presented in Figure 26. along with the frequencies observed during engine 
cests and the laboratory bench test frequencies (blade only). Blade vibratory 
overstress condition did occur below the fan idle speed at the 3/rev and 4/rev 
first flexure crossovers. These conditions, however, do not present a problem 
from the blade mechanical standpoint in view of the rapid rate of acceleration 
and deceleration through these points. 
The flexural frequency at the 2/rev crossover occurs above flight idle 
speed and below the normal operating speed for takeoff. climb, and maximum-
cruise flight conditions. Therefore, the 2/rev crossover was considered a 
transient point in the speed ra~ge not SUbject to continuous steady-state 
operation. Blade excitation stresses at the 2/rev crossover were monitored 
carefully throughout engine testing. 
Fan blade vibratory response throughout the ~ngine tests cOnsisted pri-
marilyof integral order resonances such as 2/rev. 3/rev$ 6/rev. &nd 9/re¥. 
The pric&ry vibratory response was the first flexure 2/rev forced excitation. 
Tne second flerJre and first torsional natural frequencies were essentially 
nonexistent. Above the 2/rev crossover speed range, the fan blade exhibited 
very low response in the first flexural mode. 
The blades were free from self-excitation vibration at all conditions 
tested, although stall mapping was not performed with this engine. 
Whenever testing was done with the slipring installed, blade vibratory 
stresses were continuously recordet on a 28 c~annel PM magnetic tape re-
corder and monitored on individual scopes. One of these gages was always dis-
played and monitored on a Schlumberger frequency spectrum analyzer. At the 
conclusion of the engine tests. six of the original 13 gages were still 
functional. 
10.4.1 Forward Thrust Vibratory Response 
During the initial part of the test, the engine had a bellmouth inlet in-
stalled. Subsequently, the bellmouth was replaced with the high throat Mach 
number inlet, and the acoustic splitter was installed in the fan exit duct. 
Forward thrust testing included performance mapping typically along three 
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operating lines (fan nozzle ares§ of 14.800 cm2 (2300 in.2), 16,100 em2 (2500 1n.2), and 18.700 cm2 -(2900 in. 2) for the he11mouth inlet and 13.500 cm2 (2100 in.2), 16,100 cm2 (2500 1n.2), and 18,700 cm2 (2900 in. 2) for the hlgh throat Mach number- inlet) at five speeds (65, 80, 90, 95, and 97 percent) with varia-tions in blade pitch angles from -7- open to +9- closed for the bellmouth inlet and from -10· to +9- closed for the high throat Mach number inlet. 
The vibratory response of the blades, virtually the same for both inlets, was primarily in the first flexure mode forced by the 2/rev excitation. Vi-bratory responses in other modes were insignificant. Figure 27 shows a typical vibratory response for decelerating through the operatL,g range and through the 2/rev crossover. The magnitude of the vibratory stress at the various frequen-cies is shown by the length of the vertical lines on the diagram. Here it can be seen that almost all of the stress (the maximum is about 150 percent of scope limits in this case) is due to the first flexure mode forced by the 2/rev excitation. During forward thrust testing, blade stresses reached about 250 percent of limits for a few cycles while accelerating and decelerating through the 2/rev crossover. 
At a given fan speed, variations in nozzle &rea had no significsnt effect on the blade vibratory stresses with either the bellmouth or the high throat Mach number inlet. Also. for either inlet. blade vibratory stresses in-
creased slightly as the blade pitch was changed from closed to open, ne&r the nominal blade stagger -- sometimes by a factor of two. and they ten~ed to decrease with increasing fan speed. Ho~ever. for the high throat Mach number inlet configuration during a moderate accel/decel ~ith a 13,500 ca2 (2100 in.2) nozzle area (highest throttled condition>. the blade stress levels de-creased with increasing fan speed; but for a 18,700 cm2 (2900 in. 2) nozzle area, the blade stresses increased vith increasing fan speed. 
Other than the aforementioned forced resonance condition, all overstress conditions on the fan blades were due to high vinas/inlet distortion. Inlet distortion/crosswinds caused blade vibratory stresses to exceed the current fatigue criteria -- reaching as hig.; as 200 percent of limits. The blade _ vibratory ,responses are extremely sensitiVE: ::0 wind conditions. In general, almost any tailwind or crosswind, at any engine speed, is capable of producing an overstress condition. However, the blade vibratory response seems to be the most sensitive to tailwind (possibly with some reingestion and inLet lip separation) conditions. 
As mentioned earlier for the QCSEE composite blades, the fatigue failure mode would be an internal delamination of the blade filament plies which would result in a drop in blade natural frequency rather than the usual metal blade fatigue crack. Frequencies versus speed were monitored during all phases of testing for the instrumented blades, and zero-speed (bench) frequencies were' measured after each major phase of testing on all the blades. There was no detectable change in either the static frequency on any blade or the frequency at speed during test on any of the instrumented blades. If same slight in-ternal damage (delamination) had occurred from overstress conditions, it .ould take approximEtely 1,000,000 cycles (3.5 hours) at 21 kN/cm2 (30 ksi) DA to 
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.propagate the delamination to the point of losing 1.5 percent in the first flexure natural frequency. Even at this point. the blade gould be structur-ally sound. During single-blade w~irligig spin testing, a drop in frequency of 5 percent ~as considered to be a failure even though the blade wsa still struc-turally sound from a centrifugal load standpoint. 
10.4.2 Reverse Thrust Vibratory Response 
There were two reverse thrust tests ~ith aeromechanical coverage conduc-ted with Build 2 of this engine. The first test was dop~ uith a fixed pitch blade angle of -95 0 open with the high throat Mach number inlet installed and initially .... ithout the acoustic splitter in the fan duct. With the bhtde, at this angle (Figure 25) the trailing edge becomes the leading edge and tile chuber is in the right direction fer reverse thrust. Run ti~ at this blade angle was about 2 hours. with the acoustic splitter being installed after the first 90 minutes. 
Set at -95 0 open, the blades exhibited highly modulated separated flow vibration (SFV) from idle (1800 rpm) to 2485 rpm, the highest speed attained at this blade angle due to both the T5 limit and the high blade stresses. Throughout the above speed range, the blade 'vibratory stresses, consisting mostly of SFV. exceeded scope limits from 180 to about 250 percent for a few cycles. It was observed that higher speeds produced more severe SFV. At -95$, the least open blade position for reverse thrust, the fan blades were operating close to stall -- hence the highly modulated SFV. 
&~ring the initial portion of this reverse thrust test, the wind was very erratic, varying from 2 to 10 mph at 0" to 360". For the latter portion of this test (during the acce1s). the wind calmed to 3 to 5 mph 2t 130· to 150·. Wind effects on blade stress seemed to be negligible, but they were probably being masked by the high SFV. There was no apparent ch&nge in the blade first flexural frequency relative to that observed during forward thrust testing. Also, if there was any difference in the blade vibratory response depending upon whether or not the acoustic splitter was installed, it was entirely masked by the SFV. 
The second reverse thrust test was done with a fixed pitch blade angle of 
-100° open, with the acoustic splitter installed. and with the high thrust Mach number inlet. The run tUne in this ccnfiguration was only 30 minutes due to excessive vibration of the upper left-hand (aft looking forward) nozzle flap. 
At idle, the blades still showed a considerable amount of SFV, alth~Jr;' not as severe as that for the -95 e blade angle; however, the blade stresse& were within limits. As the speed was increased to a maxi~~ of 2600 rpm, the SFV E,dulation approached that of tne -95& test, but the vibratory stress levels remained below 200 percent of scope limits. During this test, the wind varied from 4 to 8 mph at 250 0 to 290~. Again, if there ~ere any wind effects on blade stc€sses, they were hidden in the SFV. 
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10.4.3 Effects of Inlet Distortion on Blade Stresses 
There were basically two factors w~ich produced aeroaechanical concerns 
on this fan: the first flex response forced hy 2/re? (crossover) as previously 
mentioned and resolved by maintaining a rapid acceleration rate through the 
2100 to 2400 rpm speed range, and the sensitivity of the blades to inlet 
distortion caused by wind conditions. 
Wind velocity and direction relative to the inlet seem to be the major 
contri~Jtors to overstress conditions observed on the fan blades. Limited 
data precludes conclusive vibratory stress response correlation with wind 
speed and direction, particularly for winds frem the west and southwest 
(engine inlet centerline was at 1900 from the north). As previously 
mentioned, any appreciable tailwind or crosswind may result in a fan 
blade overstress condition. 
Utilizing the available data, blade stress wind limit envelopes can be 
constructed for different engine speeds. Figures 28, 29, 30, and 31 depict 
such envelopes for idle. 80, 90, and 95 to 97 percent speeds, T~spectively. 
The lack of wind data froru the south, south~est, and west can be seen on 
the envelopes for idle and 90 percent speed (Figures 28 and 30). In" addition. 
if all the above wind envelopes are superposed. the blade stress wind envelope 
for any engine speed (Figure 32) is obtained. This composite plot can be 
used as a limit curve When operating the engine in forward thrust without 
stress monitoring. 
For reverse thrust. the fan was close to stall with a fixed pitch 
blade angle of -95 0 open, and very limited wind/stress data was obtain~d 
with the blade set at -1000 open. However, if the data is enveloped, the 
blade stress wind limit envelope for reverse thrust shown in Figure 33 results. 
10.5 CONCLUSIons 
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10.5.1 Forward Thrust 
• At constant fan speed, variations in nozzle area had no significant 
effect on blade vibratory stresses. 
• At constant fan speed, blade vibratory stresses increased slightly 
as the blade pitch was changed from closed to open in the 0 0 to -So 
range. 
o With either lhe bellrnouth or the high throat Mach number inlet, 
blade stress levels tended to decrease with increasing fan speed. 
$ Wi th the high tiu'oat Mach number inlet curing a moder-ate aecel/deoel 
and a 13,~JO ~2 (2100 in.2 ) nozzle area, the blade stresses decreased 
with increasing fan speed; but with an 18,700 c:n2 {2900 in. 2 ) nozzle 
area, the blade stresses increased slightly ~~th increasing fan speed. 
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• Blade vibratory response is extremely sensitive to vindiinlet dis-tortion conditions. 
e T~ilwir~s (possibly with some reingestion or inlet lip separation) seem to be the worst wind condition. 
10.5.2 Reverse Thrust 
• With the blade pitch set at -9S· open, overstress conditions due to highly modulated SFV were ohserved fram idle to 2485 rpm. 
• With the blade pitch set at -100· open, the SFV was less severe than that at -95-, with idle speed stress levels below scope l~ts. But as the speed was increased, the SFV blade stresses increased to levels above the established scope l~ts. 
10.5.3 General 
• 
o 
There are conservatisms inherent in the fatigue criteria/scope limits, and it is unlikely that any blade d~age has occurred thus f.sr. 
. 
The fan speed at which the 2/rev first fle~ ~EOvsr occ~ 
was l~r for Build 2 than for Build 1 of this engine. Eowever g the Build 2 first flexure n~tural freGuency did not ch&nge thr~~g~out the tests r~-orted herein. 
10.5.4 Rec~ndation8 
• The blade stresses should be monitored during further engine tests. 
o Reverse thrust testing with the blades open should be done at angles more open than -95-. 
• The present scope limits. although conservative. should be maintained for overall engine safety. 
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11.0 MAIM REDUCTION G~~ 
The urw engine has a star-type epicyclic reduction gearset located in the 
forward engine sump to reduce the low-pressure turbine speed to fan rotor 
speed. The gearset is sho~~ schematically in Figure 34. The gearset consists 
of a flexibly mounted sun gear. which drives six star gears.b~ich are mounted 
on a fixed carrier snd Which drive a ring gear. The ring gear is flexibly 
mounted to the fan shaft. Principle design characteristics of the gears are 
listed in Table XXII. 
During testing of the UTW engine, the main reduction gear operated with-
out problems. As in previous testing, ring gear strain gages indicated vi-
bratory stress well within allowable limits. Maximum bearing temperature did 
not exceed the 403 K (26S· F) limit. Engine he3t rejection data reported in 
Section 12.0 of this report. was 31.16 x 104 J/sec (17,708 Btu/sec) at takeoff 
speed. Although the contribution of the main reduction gear to the total heat 
rejection cannot be accurately determined, the gear efficiency appeered to be 1 
to 2 percent below the design objective value of 99.2 percent. 
The engine >las not disassembled at the conclusion of testing however, the 
variable pitch ;aechtmism was removed on r4arch 11, 1978 and the main reduction 
gear was exposed. The gear tooth patterns indicated normsl uniform weer across 
the tooth faces. Total engine running time on the gear at that time was 
106 : 13 hours. 
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Table XXII. UTW Reduction Gear Design Details. 
Gear Ratio 
Turbine Po~er 
Turbine Speed 
[Takeoff. 306 K (900 F) Day] (100% Po~er, 100% Speed) 
2.465 
9889 kw (13,256 hp) 
7741 rpm 
Gear Pitch Line Velocity 97.1 m/sec (19.117 ft/min) 
Star Gear Speed 10,517 rplil 
Bearing Load 33,925 N (7621 Ib) 
Number of Stars 6 
Number of Gear Teeth 
Sun Gear 11 
Star Gear 52 
Ring Gear 175 
Runting Yes 
Nonfactoricg Yes 
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12.0 LUBRICATION ~~ ACCESSORY DRIVE SYSTEM 
12.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
the U!W engine utilizes six main shaft bearings to support the rotating tur~chinery. The si;()rt construction of the concentric U.IW rotors pemits It two-bearing support syste::a for each rotor. The No. IB .!J'd IR bearings sup-port the fan rotor. The high pressure core rotor is 8Up~,rt~~ by the No. 3 and Ro. 4 bearings. The No. 2 and f~. 5 bearings support the low pressure turbine ~nd power transmission shaft. Both the fgn and low pressure turbine shaft are soft coupled to the engine nain reduction gear to minimize induced loads on the gears. The core thrust bearing located in the engine forward sump provides more precise control of the compressor blade clearances. 
Application of It main reduction gear between the fan end lov pressure turbine requires that the normal l!Xill! load "tier! betwe~n fan and lew pressure turhine com?Onents be severed; as a result. the He. 2 thrust be~ring must re4ct the full aft load of the turbine vithout any negating fo~~rd thrust froa the fan. In order to reduce the besring lo~d to an acceptable level, a thrust halance cavity has been added to the rear s~. This cavity uses C~ pressor discharge air to pressurize ~ halance piston. providing a fc~ard c~ pens~ting force on the turbine rotor. A high-lO£d-capacity CF6 Wo. 1 thrust bearing is used in the design to react the fan axial loads. 
A top-mounted accessory gearhox is driven from the core by an F10l inter-nal bevel gea~set and a long radi~l drive ehaft. The length of thi~ ehaft requires a midspan bearing to previde critical speed ~rgin. An addition&l FLOl internal bevel gearGet lcc."i;ed in the bottom half of the engin~ is Ccmt"" bined eith a ahort radial sbaft snd a second hevel gesrset located in the core cowl area to drive a vane-type p~ that scavenges oil from both the forward and aft sumps. Tuis P~~t along ~ith a remotely EOunted pump. scavenges the top-EOunted accessory gearbox. 
The lubrication system is designed on the basis of current dry sump tech-nology utilizing a circulating oil system. Internal engine and gearbox pas-sages are used wherever possible for oil delivery and return. Venting and pressurization functions also make use of internal engine passages ~~ere possible. 
12.2 INSTRL~r?TAT!ON 
Each Sutlp of the QCSEE UTI! engine VISS instrumented as follows to ensure safe operation of the engine: 
• The outer race t~perature of each main shaft be~ring wee measur~d 
. in two phces. 
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The sump pressures and the carbon seal AP were measured for each 
DUlin shaft sed 
Temperature in the aft sump cavity was measured. 
The pressure and temperature were measured in the balance piston 
pressurization and exhaust cavities. 
The inner race temperature of each star gear bearing was measured. 
The lube pressure in the manifold supplying oil to the reduction 
gearing was measured. 
The lube supply and scavenge pump discharge pressures were measured. 
AP across the supply filter was measured. 
The lube system package was instrumented to measure the following par~ters: 
• Oil reservoir lube level 
o Oil reservoir internal pressure 
e Scavenge filter AP 
o Scavenge discharge tecperature 
e . tube supply temperature 
• Heat exchanger AT on oil side 
o Reat exchanger waterflow and AT on water side 
12.3 TEST EXPERIENCE 
The sump and the eccessory system, with the exception of a radial shaft 
failure, performed well throughout the test phese of the second build of the 
QCSEE UTW engine. 
12.3.1 Main Shaft Bearings 
The 
testing. 
bearings 
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test limits of 450· C (3500 F) were not exceeded during any of the 
Figures 35 through 37 show representative temperlture data for these 
as a function of engine speed. 
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12.3.2 Lube Supply and Sc~~enge System 
The lube supply and scavenge pressures as a function of core speed are Bho~ in Figures 38 and 39. These pressures are compared to the first build data. The supply svstem pressures in Build 2 were higher than Euild 1 for two reaIWOI.: 
e 
• 
Sump pressures were higher because eductor was not used. An eductor was used in Build I to lower sump pressures to ~inimize frame oil leaks. 
Cooler oil temperatures were provided in Build 2. The cooler oil, being EOTe viscous. requires a higher pressure to fl~J the saae network. 
The scavenge pressure ~ higher than Build 1 be~~e of the higher pres-sure drop of the two heat excllaugers u..-..ed versus the OIW usa!! in Build 1. 'ree 8c~nge pressure levels were similar to the QCSEZ OYW engine which also used two heet exchangers. 
12.3.3 Heat P~jection 
For the second build of the QCSEE UTW engine. two LM2500 heat exchangers mounted in series ~ere used. This is the S~ arrang~nt as the QCSEE OTw engine. Tahle XXIII shows a C~&riBOn of the first ana second ~~ild heat reje~ticn fer the QCSEE UTI? engine. Figure 40 also shows heat rejected to the heat exchangers as a function of f~n speed. 
12.3.4 Accessory Drive System 
!he second build of the QCSEE ur~ engine featured an accessory gearbox (AGB) codified to the same configuration which was run an the OTJ engine. The modification includes the following: 
• A remote scavenge pump was used w~ich scavenged directly from the bottom of the gearbox. 
• Windage shrouds were added to the vertical bevel gear and the forward side of the horizontal bevel gear. 
o Holes ~ere drilled in the horizontal bevel gear and thr~Jgh a vertical partid.on in the gear housing to improve the internal venting of the gearbox. 
!,J:. no time during the engine testing did the accesBory gearbox scavenge oil te~perat:ure exceed the allcYC1'ble limit of 433 0 C (320 e F). For the !Ul.jor-ity of testing, it was below 400 0 C (260 0 F). 
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Table XXIII. En~ine Heet RPj~ction. 
r 
Build I Build 2 
Measured Measured 
80.6% 88.1% 
94.5% 98.78% 
2189.2 cm3/sec (34.7 gpm) 2290.2 cm3isec (36.3 gpm) 
< 393 K « 248· F) < 366.3 K « 200· F) 
< 331.9 K « 138· F) < 333 K « 140· F) 
28.04 x 104 J/sec 31.16 x 104 J/sec 
I (15,933 Btul:in) (17,708 Btu/mn) 
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12.3.4.1 Radial Shaft Failure 
On Novembe~ 3. 1977. the engine sustained a failure in the radial drive shaft connecting the PTO gearbox with the ~cces$ory ge~box. The f~iled shaft is shown in Figure 41. A visual inspection showed heavy spline wear on the leaded faces of the teeth but concentrated at the tooth ends. It was con-cluded that the shaft failed in fatigue which started near the root of a spline tooth. progressed axially about 5.08 m2 (0.20 inch), diagonally across the spline. and tilen circumferentially around the shaft. 
Calculate~ stresses in the spline are l~w unless the shaft i6 severely misaligned. Just adjacent to the failed area, t~o teeth are cut back to sllow for a retru..ning pin which. secures a ~Bged-in plug in the eM of the ~t. ~v1ng these teetb cmwes the adjacent teeth to carry Ea>Z'e load in a mis-aligned condition. Dimensional checks on the fan fr~ AGE ~unting cup 
shu.ed the cup cocked relative to the ".GR Wlhich caused shaft irlsaligmient. 
The pressed-in plug in the shaft end also increases the streBses in the area of the spline tooth root. 
The following was done to reduce the spline tooth lo~dicg: 
• The AGB ali~nt procedure ~as changed to ensure proper sh~ft 
alignment. 
e The press fit of the shaft plug uas reduced to min~ize the stres~es in the area of the spline roots. 
e The spline teeth were cut back 12.7 mm (0.50 inch) to make all 
spline teeth equal length. 
After installing the modified shaft. testing was c~pleted without incidenc~. 
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13.0 FAN FR.~ 
The Q~SEE integrated fan frame is a gr8phite!~poxy structure which incor-porates th.! fsn casing, fan bypass vanes, and c~re freme. It providea the primary support for the engine and is 2.00 m (78.8 inches) in diameter, 0.9525 m (37.5 inches) in length~ ~l weighs 315.2 kg (G95 Ibs) at engine azs~mbly not including the engine m~Jnts. 
During the second build of the UTW. the frame was instrumented with a total of six strain gages. Tnree of these were located in the engine ~ount area as shown in Figure 42. The other three gages ~ere located on the fan bypass vanes as sho~ in Figure 43. 
None of the gages in the mount area showed any significant response during engine operation. This was expected since normal operating loads are quite low compared to the five blade-out loads for Which the structure UQ8 designed. The highest stress observed during engine teet was on17 2 percent of the ultimate strength of the material. Stresses that low cannot be detected on the engine ~~nitor scopes. 
The only frame g~ges sho~ing any activity during engine operation were the working gages on the bypass vanes. All observed stre8ses on these vanes were low, less thsn 4 percent of the ultiaate strength of the material at the worst csse of 95 percent fan speed. an Al8 of 1.87 m2 (:2900 in.2) $ lima 3 blade angle of _5°. Th~se stresses ~ere caus£d by a 2/rev forced iD~ut. The stresses became leas as A18 was necressed and/or the b!~e engle moved from negative angles toward positive angles. 
It was possible, by increasing the scope sensitivity~ to detect the vane natural frequencies (first flex only) as they were excited by Q fan 18/rev. lbese frequencies were lower than expected based on bench testing of a single vane. It is prob~hly that the actual end fixity of the vanes is some-What less than it was for the b~ach test specimen ~+.ich bad its ecds cast in Devcon (a filled epoxy). The bench test results are shown in Figure 44 along with the natural frequency data obtained during engine running. The "open-21t expected values shown in Figure 44 were analytically extrapolated from the 
"closed-2" bench test data. Stresses increased momentarily as the fan speed passed through these frequencies but never exceeded 4 percent of the ultimate strength capability. 
The first engine problem encountered which involved the fan fr~ was on 11/3/77. After 50 hours 53 minutes of engine running, the urw engine was shutdo~ due to a severed radial drive shaft. Since the break in the shaft occurred at the top end near the gearbox. the remaining length or shaft was allowed to orbit wit,lin the cavity formed by the pylon airfoil panels. This orbiting punctured holes in both pylon panels at the top, midspan region. In addition to the panel damage, an unbend also occurred in the fairing "boots!: that wrap around the pylc~ vane/casing interface. The repair was made by 
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Figure 44. Natural Frequencies of QCSEE Bypass Vanes. 
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grinding away the d~~ged ''boot"' and skin only in the S em (2 inches) by 7.6 em (3 inches) d~ged ~egiont and than rebonding ~n overlap patch on the airfoil panel. After the patch was cu~ed. a n~~ section of fairing ~ootn ~aG bonded over the patched region. After curing, the patch (rod f .. iring I~oot" vere ground to fora s smooth blend with the original coaponenta. 
Althougn no viSU41 d~age was detected on any internal pylon hardware, the intersections of ~ll astal-to-~site components ~ere sealed with either Dow Corning DC 94-009 fiooroailicoxr:e rubber lOr Furane 2210 e.dllasive. After this sealing, the fr~ ~aa heli~le~k checked, and & suap leak was detected in the aft cavity of the 2 o'clock core strut. The cavity we8 cle&ned uith MEK and then Fur&ne 9210 adhesive ~&8 ~~red into the cavity. This repair proved effective since the oil consumption dropped dr~tically to spproxicately one quart per hour for the remaining testing. 
The next repair cccurred after 56 hours 38 minutes of engine running. A portion of the CC~C&ve airfoil panel en the a oeclock bypass vane VBS ripped fro= the leading edge aft approxi~tely 3.8 em (1-1/2 inch). E~yoDd this point, the top ~o la}~rs of graphite plies uere peeled off the p~l for apprcxi~tely the entire van~. D~&ge near the vane bub indicated FOD ingestion. The rep,liz was accomplished hyre.oowil"'-& the outer fairing C:Ooot" and then grinding the entire vane panel until all d~ged plies ~ere r~ved. A ne .. conclive bypass v~oo penel ~as then boooe~ o-"er the rem&ining pllirtal and Ii! new outer fairing bonded at the cuter cru.le region. Ii. cUl'ved rectang;-.llu ~l ~e bonded over t~ inner edge of the prulel ~ the i:lmer fairing "boot" ~ All bonding Wl'-.8 ~ri'o~ with F(u"ane ~lO&i!M::lllive. Sin©e t!w paool w;;~d fo))." the ~airs had no acoustic holes), the 10 em: (~ incl!) br 25 ern (10 illlcli} acousti~ regioo ~ pel""~-&~t11 :~fi<lggedo To pre<rent &~:r fm-thel" leading edge d2"~\7I:;e, th~ leading edges of aU re"iail'l'..i:tc~ bypass vanes were covered ntll 000 layer of 'l.6 os (3 inch) wide 181 style fiberglass cloth i~regnated with Fu~e 9210 £dhegive~ After curing, new 10 ~ (4 ir.!cll) wide urethane t&pe V<£S applied over all of th{~ bypass vane leading edges. 
The final repairs ~ere performed after 59 hours 1 minute of running. The repair required three new 15 cm (6 inch) by 2.5 em (I inch) fiberglass! epoxy patches to be bonded onto the forward side of the second tip-treatment cathedral. The patches were precurved and then bonded with Furane 9210 adhesive. 
In summary, no structural problems or unexpected stresses were encoun-tered during engine testing. The vane natural frequencies were someWhat lower than predicted and caused no problems. Several damaged areas were found in the frame during engine operation but these were repaired on the test stand. Damage sustained from foreign object ingestion was minor and easily repairable. Oil leakage from the frese, which had been a problem during Build 1 testing, was effectively sealed by potting the critical areas with Furane adhesive. No oil consumption was re~~rted duri~ the final test runs. 
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14.0 COMPOSITE NACELLE 
Figure 45 shows the nacelle components installed O~ the UTW engine on 
the test stand. 
14.1 n'lUT 
The composite inlet is a honeycomb sandwich structure with Kevlar 49/ 
eporj face sheets and aluminum core. ~~unting to the fan frame is provided 
by means of quick disconnect rotary latches. The overall length is 184.07 em 
(72.47 inches) and the outside diameter is 200.15 em (78.8 inches). A cross 
section through the inlet is shown in Figure 46. 
Instrumentation consisted of 40 vall static pressure pickUps. pressure 
indicators for the digital control, plus provisions for mounting a pitot 
static pickup, an inlet temperature sensor, six inlet/distortion rakes, a 
boundary layer rake, a cobra traversing probe, and four wall Kulites. 
Supporting provisions were also made for the slip ring strut. As static 
testing inlet loadings are very low, no strain gages were installed. 
When the inlet was first mounted on the fan frame, it was discovered 
that the inner flo~path at the fan fr~e interface was under size by approx-
. imately 0.635 cm (0.25 inch) on the radius. This was correct~d by filling 
the last 15.24 cm (6.0 inches) of the inlet honeycomb b~th microballoon 
filled epoxy, machining a straight taper fT~ the existing contour to the 
correct exit diameter, and covering this repair with a 4 ply, 181 figerglass/ 
epoxy lamination. This resulted in the loss of approximately 0.84 square 
meters (9 square feet) of acoustical suppression area. 
It was also discovered that there were some unbonded areas in the inner 
panel axial splice joints. These were repaired by injecting room temperature 
curine fA 901/S1 epoxy adhesive into the bondline. No further problems were 
encountered with the inlet during testing and posttest inspection did not 
uncover any indications of damage or delamination. 
14.2 COlE COWL 
The core cowl consists of two semicircular honeyc~ sandwich doors made 
of fiberglass/polyimide cores faced with T300 graphite/polyimide (p¥.R) skins. 
The cowl is 181.83 cm (71.59 inches) long and the maxicum outside diameter 
is 112.42 em (44.2& inches). Instrumentation consisted of four static wall 
taps, 16 lfu,er skin surface thermocouples, and 12 core cowl cavity air thermo-
couples. To assure that nO overheating of the cowl would occur during static 
engine testing, ~ stainless steel foil covered Min-K insu.ation blanket was 
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Figure 45. Nacelle Components Installed on the urn Engine. 
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incorporated over the last 82 em (32.3 inches) of the inner skin surface, this bl~,ket being held approximately 0.635 em (O.l5 inch) off the ski:. sur-face by standoff blocks. In addition tc the fan cooling air. shop air was directed between the blanket and the cowl inner skin during engine testing. The cooling system operated satisfactorily with the maximum recorded temper-ature reading 232.2· C (450° F) on the steel aft ring w~ich was not insula-tion blanket covered and 133.9* C (213° F) on the coyl innar skin. No dam-age or delamination was observed during test or posttest inspections. A view of the inner wall of the core cowl with the insulation blanket in-
stalled is shown in Figure 47. 
14.3 FAIt EXP.AUST DUCT OL~R COWL 
The fan exhaust duct outer cowl is composed of tgo semicircular honey-comb sandwich doors hinged to the pylon and latched together along the bottom centerline. lhe construction is a full depth alumi~ honeycomb with a Kevlarlepoxy outer face sheet and a porous graphite/epoxy inner face sheet to provide acoustic treatment. Three fan nozzle actc&tor3 are mounted in cav-
-·hies in each door, these actuators being covered by stTeamlined fiberglassl 
"epoxy fsirings. Provisions for mounting the variable fan nozzle flaps were ~rovided in the graphite/epoxy fan duct art ring. The fan duct is 124.3 cm (48.92 inches) long and the outside di~eter is 200.2 em (78.8 inches). Fig-ure 48 shows a cross section through the outer cowl at an actu~tor installa-tion; While Figure 49 is a view of the completed cowling prier to installa-tion on the test stand. 
The fan duct outer cowl instrumentation eonsisted of 12 inner flow sur-face .static pressure taps, along with provisions for counting fcur wall Ku1ites, one traversing total pressureitotal t~perature probe. t~ travers-ing dynamic pressure probes, and four strain gages wnicb were applied to the outer skin in the vicinity of the lower left-hac~ nozzle flap hinge. Highest observed skin stresses during static engine testing were less than 13.79 MPa (2000 psi) versus the allowable of 314.4G MFa (45.600 psi). 
During the engine installation. a large facility fuel fitting was inad-vertently dropped on the right-handeowl causing a half-moon shaped gash. approximately 6.35 em (2.5 inches) long, through the outer skin. ~ section of the skin approximately 3.8 cm (1.5 inch) by 7.6 co (3.0 inches) surround-ing this area was removed and replaced with three plies of 181 fiberglass using EA 901/E1 room temperature curing adhesive. In additicn. during the testing period, ~ delamination of the outer skin in the left-hand door con~ sisting of an area approximately 6.4 em (2.5 L~ches) by 14.0 em (5.5 inches) aIld located about 25.4 em (10 inches) fram the aft end and 5.1 C~ (2 inches) above the lower actuator ca~ity vas repaired by injecting Fursne 921Q adbesive into 
. the delaminated area through a series of holes drilled in the skin. No fur-ther damage or delaminations were suffered d~ring the balance of the testing either in the repaired area or the rest of the cowling. 
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14.4 FAij EXP.AUST NOZZLE 
The fan exhaust nozzle consists of four fully modulating variable flaps capable of providing various areas for forward thrust and also of flaring outwards Lo provide increased area for inlet flow to the variable-pitch fao in the r~verse mode of operation. Each flap is 44.96 cm (17.7 inches) in axial length frem its hinge centerline to its trailing edge. !be upper flaps are 83.7° wide and the lo~er flaps are 84.5 0 wide. The flaps are attached to the aft ring of the fan duct by means of hinges. each flap having a pair of hinges 30.5 em (12 inches) apart at the flap centerline along the flap for-ward closeout. The flaps are connected to the actuation systea in the outer fan cowl by links and link clevises located outboard of e&ch hinge. Fig-ure 50 shows the no~zle schematically. Located along the axial edges of each flap are seal ass~lies ehich ~ere designed to give full sealing up to a nozzle area of 1.678 m2 (2600 in. 2). From this point to the full-reverse flap position, the seals disengaged. Figure 51 shoys link installation and seal positions at various nozzle openings. The flaps are of a full depth aluminum honeyc~b construction with Kevlar/epoxy outer skins and perforated graphite/epoxy inner skins. 
The actuation links of the lover left-hand flap were instr~ented with strain gages. while the flap inself had a series of dynamic and static pres-sure taps and accelerometer installed. 
No problems ~ere encountered ~th the fen nozzle during any of the for-aard or reverse thrust testing. Posttest inspection did not reveal any d~ age or delaminations. Highest observed li~~ stress was less than 34.47 ~fPa (5000 psi) ~ersus an alloMable of 289.58 MPa (42.000 psi). 
During installation and checkout of the nacelle for the final acoustic testing. it ~as noted that the fan nozzle flaps on the right-hand door ~ere out of phase with those on the left-hand door by approxi~tely 0.64 cm (0.25 inch) in the radial direction. A check revealed that the actuation system. on the left-hand door was not achieving full required actuator stroke indicat-ing that the actuator stops were incorrectly -:."igged. Resetting the a<:tuator stops would have entailed removal of the actu~tors from the installation and resetting of the stops on the bench ~ith its attendent several days loss of testing time. As the flaps could be rerigged so that only the reverse thrust nozzle area was affected, and as no reverse thrust mode testing was planned, the flaps were rerigged to the required forward thrust areas and the actuator stops were left as is. It was also noticed during this fan nozzle calibra-tion, that the upper left-hand flap, to which the feedback actuator is attached. oscillated in a slow, continuous rate with the ~ount of excursion increasing as the actuation system pressure was increased. This would ex-plain the variations in nozzle area observed during testing. No prohlems were encountered during the final testing phase. 
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15.0 DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEM 
15.1 CONTROL SYSTK.t.i DESCRIPTION Al.\;1) TES1' Slr."1!t4.RY 
Buildup No. 2 of the U1~ engine included a system ~ich controlled four 
engine variables: fuel flow, compressor variable stator position. f&D pitch 
angle, and f~n nozzle area. Figure 52 is a schematic of this system. 
The key QCSEE control system el~nts are an engin~ounted digital 
electronic control. designed specifically for the QCSEE. and a modified FIOl 
hydromecnanical control. The digital control provides primary control of 
fuel flow by controlling an electrchydraalic servovalve which serves as the 
pri=ary input to the fuel metering section of the hydromechanical control. 
:he fuel-operated servomechanisms in the hydromech~ical control serve pri-
marily as back-up controlling elements 80d limits, although they are the 
pr~~ry controlling el~U2nts for the co=pressor variable stator actuators. 
lbe hydromechanical control is mounted on ~n FIOl fuel pump b~ich is a 
centrifugally boosted, positive displacement, vane~. PUmp discharge flo~ 
is d~livered to the control through the E~unting interface and the control 
returns exceS2 fuel to the vane element inlet through a s~ilBr channel. 
The fuel system includes an eductor to evacuate interstage seal c2vities 
vith fuel-h~ndiing components and thus reduce the possibility of external 
fuel leda~e. 
Fan pitch angle and fan exhaust nozzle area ~re both controlled solely 
by the digital electronic control ~aich furnishes electrical signals to elec-
trohydraulic servovalves in the servoys17e ass~hly. Ihese servovalyes di-
rected hydraulic fluid to the hydraulic motor w{~ich positions the fan pitch 
me~~anima and to the six h>~raulic rams =~ich position the variable fan ex-
haust nozzle in response to the signals from the digital control. 
The hydraulic system wbich supplies the pitch and nozzle servovalve 
assembly consists of an engine-driven, variable displ~cement. constant pres-
sure piston pump, a filter, and the servovalves. The system is essentially 
a closed circuit with only a small fluid interchange with the engine 1 Jbri-
ca~ion system for cooling and to transiently account for differential actu-
ation areas. 
In order to achieve operational flexibility, the input commands to the 
digital electronic control are introduced through the control room elements 
shown on Figure 53. The interconnect unit, operator panel, and engineering 
panel Gre actually peripheral elements of the digital centrol. T,.ey provide 
the means for the engine ope.atcrs to introduce co~nds, switch between 
available operating modes. edjust various control constants. and monitor con-
trel and engine data. The transmission of data in both directions between 
the control room and the digital control is done by ~ans of multiplexed 
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digital electr~~ic signals. !bia data cable was spprox~tely 214 ~eters (900 feet) long in the QCSEE instellation in the Peebles test fecility. 
In addition to digital commande fro: the control roca. the syst~ also receives a mechanical input in the form of a pouer lever angle (PLA) tr~s­mitted to the hydromechanical control. This serves as ~n input to the back-up governor and operates a positive fuel sbutoff valve in the control. 
The QCSEE control system hQS several different modes of operation. a manual mode designed to acco~date exper~enta! mapping of engiDe character-istics. an automatic mode providing integrated operation of engine variables. and several partially automatic m~des which allow a continuous a~d orderly ap~roach to fully automatic operation. A majority of engine testing YSS done in the manual control aode but satisf~ctory operation ~~8 demonstrated and data ~re acc~lted in the automatic pressure ratio control mode, the auto-matic inlet Mach number control mode, and the fully aut~tie control ~e. These are discussed below along with other aspects of control system opera-tion during testing. 
15.2 CO~ROLnu"RING E!~GrNE ST~JtTS 
Engine starts ~~re generally satisfactory thro~gh~4t the test pr~-r~ with the bydrornechanical control scheduling fuel flow and c~pressor stators to bring the engine smoothly to idle gp~ed tiithout ctllH or: overte;n?t1!ratu!'e. A typical st8rt is sh~wn on the data treces of figure 54. As the tra~e8 indic~te. fan pitch is clo~ed ~nd the fan no~zle is open during th~ sta~t until the core-engine-driven control alternator develops Bufficient voltege to produce proper digital control operation. Ibis occurs at appro%~te11 20 percent speed. 2904) rpo, as indicated by the initi~!:ioza of digital' con-trol data signals such as PS3/PTO on the trace. !his off-schedule pitch angle and nozzle area at the lov end of the start region caused no opera-tional problems. 
15.3 M)L~JAL F~1i SPEED CONTROL 
Much of the testing was done in the full manual mode., In this mode, the control system modulates fuel flow to set fan speed in accordance with a potentiometer lever on the operator control panel in the control room except as limited by fuel schedule. temperature, overspeed. or mini~~ idle speed limits. With the fan speed lever, it vas possible to set f~n speed at the exact level desired nnd the control maintained that speed withir ±S rpm regardless of the fan pitch or nozzle area. Figure 55 sho~s eng~ne data plotted on the manual fan speed schedule. 
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Figure 54(b). Typical Start. 
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15.4 ~~UAL FAN PITCH COrfrROL 
In the manual control mode, fan pitch is positioned by the digital con-trol in response to a rotarypotenti~te~ on the operator control panel. With this control loop, it ~as possible to set fan pitch to any desired setting with a resolution of O.l~ ar~ the pitch remained within 0.4 0 of this setting as engine speed and nozzle area ~re varied over a wide renge. Sta-bility of this control loop also proved to be excellent. Figure 58(b) is a data trace showing a fan pitch change using the manual control potenti-ometer. 
Data from engine testing with fan pitch manually controlled reve~led hysteresis in the pitch acutation mechanism. Figure 56 shows data from a run in which fan pitch was moved in increments in both directions between +10· and -lOv at two different fan speeds with the fan nozzle constant. At any particular thrust level, if corrected fan speed, nozzle area, and ambient conditions are cvnstant. then actual fan pitch w~st also be con-stant. Thus the sp~ead in iudic&ted pitch (~easured at the input to the actuation mechanism) at constant thrust and corrected speed on Fi~4re 56 indi~ates hysteresis in the actuation mechanisc between the POSlttGn trans-ducers and the fan blades. To compensate for this, pitch settir~s were approached from the closed direction and calibr&tion data were taken in the same way. The source of the hysteresis has not been identified. 
15.5 ~~AL FAN NOZZLE COh~ROL 
Manual centrol of the fan nozzle on the U!Y engine is acc~plished in the same ma~~er as manual fan pitch centrol in that fan nozzle area is posi-tioned by the digital control in response to a rotary potentiometer on the operator control panel. 
This potentiometer signal was converted to a digital signal and trans-mitted to the engine digital controf. During engine test. this control ioop proved to be accurate and stable with the nozzle in the forward thr~st re-gion; but near the reverse position (divergent flaps), some instability was encountered. Figure ~9(b} shows a manu41 nozzle area change in the forward thrust region. The c1lange is smooth and operation before and after the change was stable. It was possible to set the nozzle with a resolution of6 sq em (1 in. 2) and it would re~in within 26 sq em (4 in. 2) of that setting as speed and pitch were varied over a vide range. 
During engine operation in the reverse thrust configuration, with the nozzle under manual con~rol, nozzle oscillatione were encountered. Ty~ically the peak-to-peak mangitude of the cscllations vas :1::480. sq cm (:: 75 in. ) and the frequency approximately 8.3 Ffurtz. The reason for this 0:tci.llation at the reverse position has not been identified. One possible i",c:ot" is the reverse fIe,", of air past the flaps hut this caru:ot be the sole c",\":": of the problem because an intermittent, small oscillation at the full c;' ?,osition 
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was noted when the no:~le system was being calibr~ted vitn the engina 3hut-do~~. A simple correction for the problea would be to mc~~le the noz~le so that the actuator pistona bott~ out in the reverse thr~st ~e. 
15.6 AUTOMAtIC CONTROL MODE OPE~rION 
In the aut~tic control QOde. control of the manipulated vari4blec ia integrated so that the engine is eontrtolled by a siugle pcwer d~nd input. In this mode. the control system basically rnani~late~ fu~l flow to control thrust, eihaust area to control inlet, throat air velocity. ~ fea pitch to control f&Q rpm. Tne ratio of C~pre8$Or disch&rge 8t~ic presGure to fr0e-stre~ total preS2ure (PS3/PTO) serves as the thrust parseeter so that it is actually the par~eter controlled by fuel flow. OverrideG are ~pplied to each of the EBnipulated variables under certain conditions for safety or operational reasons. 
Because the integrated control concept jU$t descrihed bsd not heen tested previously on an engine, automatic operation ~a intrcd~~ed gradually. One test run was ~ade in the partial 4ut~tie ~e r€ferr~d to ~ Manual A18/~~. In this mode. fuel flow is manipulated to control FSl/~ in re-sponse to tbe ~r d~&nd input ~~ile fan pitch snd n~&le ~z~a are con-trolled mZfiU&lly. In this r~ns the engine ~~3 ~itch~~ f7Qa the full ~nual ~e to t~e ma&dal Alg/aF ~e at idle ~~ ~eeel~r~~~d in iner~ntG using the pc~r @~&nd inp~t with pitcb sfid &rea ~o~~t~t. 
Engine ope~&tion proved to be q~ite steble and s~tiGf&etorf ~th oseil-latione in PS3/PlO less tn&n ~O.G5 r~tio units ~~ich is ~uivalent to les~ than ~O.5 perc~~t thra~t at takeoff. 
At high po~ert f~ pitch and nozzle area ~~re iodepe~ent11 varied to deter2ine the effect O~ PS3/PTO. A 6- pitch change ceu$ed rs3/Pto to ch~ge less th~~ 0.2 percent and a 2600 sq cm (400 1n.2) area chaage cause less than O.S percent pressure ratio change. 
Figures 57, 58, ~nd 59 are data traces sho~ing operation in the Manual AlB/SF mode. 
Another run vas made in the partial automatic mode referred to as ~Anu&l SF. In this mode, fuel flow is manipulated to control ?Sl/PTO in re~ponse to power demand. nozzle area modulates to set Q fixed inlet V~cb a~er (ex-cept as limited by maximum and minimum area limite), and fan pitch r~ains under manual control. the control syetem vas switched into the Manua! SF mode at idle. At this point, airflow and inlet Mach nuuher t!'2re lo~ and nozzle aree was on the maximum limit of 1.87 square ceters (2900 in. 2). Power demand vas then advanced into the high power region ~ere inlet }~h number ~~uld be above the desired level if the nozzle r~2ined on the ~i~~'2 limit. 7he control system reacted properly and reduced area to ~intain the correct M&ch number. Operation in this ccndition ~as quite stable ~th fuel flc~ 
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controlling PS3/PTO and no~zle area cont~ollir~ inlet ~Acb n~er. Oscilla-tions in PS3/pao were less than :0.05 units as they were in the Manual AlB/SF mode and inlet ~ch n~ber oscillations ~re less than ~O.005 units at a bage level of 0.3. A steady-state data trace of this operation i~ shown on Fig-ure 60. 
Rhile operating in the mode just described. inlet l{ach number adjust-ments were ~de to desonstrate the area to Mach number rel~tio~ship at con-stant thrust. Data from three different adjustment settings checked during this ~periment are plotted on Figure 61. The spre~d in each of the three groups of points gives an indication of the Mach n~ber control accuracy. Another aspect of inlet Mach number control accuracy is shown in Figure 62 ~~icb c~ares the inlet Vdch numbers indicated by the control system and the perfo~uce data eeaauring systeD. The control system read consis-tently high by approximately 0.015 units. This variation vas caused by an error in the empirical equation ehich converts sensed AP/P into throat ~~ch number. 
Subsequent to the two partial ~~tomatic control mede runs described above~ the engine was run in the fully autmaatic mode with fuel flow modu-lating to centro! PS3/P'I:fJs a.rea modul~ting ,.,ithin maxUnu:a and mnim.um limits to centrol inlet Mach nm-i<her. cmd fan pitch modulating bet.reen teaxil!l'.!Ol! closed· ~nd mexi~~ open limits to control fan r~. Operation in this ~e was ham-pered soseanat ~ecause of £ digital control progr~ing error ~ich caused the ~ual ~de fan ~ schedule (versus p~er demand) to r~ifi in effect in the aut~~tie mode and conflict under saae conditions with the PS3/PrO schedule. 
the applic&ble control system schedules for the aut~tic control mode run a~e sh~ on Figure 63. The key schedule is the PS3/PTO schedule. Fuel flow is manipulated to set FS3/PTO in accordance with this schedule unless the erroneously included fan rpm schedule interferes. The fan nozzle basic-ally tries to set takeoff inlet ~~ch number; but at low power demand airflow is not high enough to achieve this ~~ch number so the area runs at the maxi-mum op~n (roof) schedule shown. Similarly. fan pitch tries to set takeoff fan rp2; but this. likewise, cannot be achieved at low power; therefore. pitch runs on the maximum closed (floor) schedule. 
Operating characteristics in the automatic mode are shown on Figure 64. If the fan rpm schedule had not been mistakenly incorporated, PS3/PTO would sUnply follow the normal schedule. line (1). Instead, it followed the heavy dotted line. #x low power~ fuel flow was basically controlled by the fan rpm schedule; except that below about 37 percent. the minimum core engine idle limit was in effect. With the PS3/PTO schedule adjusted to line (2) the engine ~s accelerated in increments on the fan rp~ schedule (heavy dotted linei until the-adjustedPS3/PTO was encounte~ed at about 82 percent power demand. ilh'le!l p-ower d~and was ad\'a~ced further. full 8UtC':'.1<t ic oper-ation ~as achieVEd. Figure 65 is a trace showing steady-state operation in this condition. "(Note: }x this point a PS3/PTO ~djustment had been made to 
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get 100 percent thrust resulting in operation at l~a percent power demand between line (A) and (B) on Figurp 64). Stability was excellent with oscil-lations less than *0.0; units PSl/PTO. ~O.OOS inlet Mach nuaber units, and *2C rP'l'l fan speed. 
The steady-state op~rating characteristics of the control loop which controls fan speed by manipulating fan pitch in the autometic sode are shown on Figure 66. The slope change in the fan pitch characteristics is associ-ated with interaction between fan pitch and nozzle are~. Below 90 percent poyer deaand, the fan no%zle is opened to the roof limit and relatively l~rge fan pitch change is required to maintain fan speed. Above 90 percent, the noz2le is further closed and ~ller pitch changes are required to main-tain fan speed. 
A series of automatic mode transients were run on the engine~ starting with small magnitude (5 percent thrust) pouer demand chops and bursts. These are shown in Figures 67 through 70. In addition, a chop and a burst were made between 62 and 80 percent thrust. These are shown in Figures 71 and 72. Times for the latter two transients (for 95 percent of the total thrust change) ~re 0.5 second for the chop and 1.0 second for the burst. During . the burst, an excessive f~ speed overshoot occurred ~ith speed going to 3200 rpm before setting back to the scheduled level of 2900. Fan pitch should have opened faster than it did to prevent this speed overshoct. The trace indicates that the control be5a.~ incre~sing pressure to tbe pitch actu-ation systen ~~en rpa first began to increase. but the pressure built ~p grad-ually and the &ctuation system did not move ~diately. It is probable th~t internal leakage in the actuation motor. ~~ich b~S known to he some~~at high (1.5 g~ versus 0.3 gpm ~hen new), cO?~ined with the relatively low control loop gain and high actuation loads caused the slow response. 
No further transients vere run on the engine because the engine test program was terminated at this point, before the overshoot problem could be investigated and corrected. Thus the original program objective calling for a 1 second acceleration fr~ 62 to 95 percent thrust ~~s not demonstrated~ Also. transients between forward and reverse thrust were not demonstrated. Nevertheless, the autoaatic control mode testing was considered a success because it demonstrated tbe feasibility of the unique QCSEE U!W three-variable power control concept. 
15.7 CALCULATED TuRBINE TEMPERATURE FUNCTIONS 
The QCSEE control system includes t~~-calculated turbine temperature functions which are made possible by the computational capabilities of the digital control and which offer the potential for improved temperature sens-ing rel~tive to current engine control systems. 
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One of the functions calculates turbine inlet temperature (T41C) from compressor discharge temperature (T3). compressor discharge pressure (PS3), and fuel flow (wT) as indicated by the fuel metering valve position. The formula in the digital control for this function ~as: 
T41C = 14.6 + 1.0&468 (T3) + 23.9437 (W?/PS3)1.245 
Testing showed this temperature to be 60· to 1500 F higher tban T41 as calculated from engine performance data. This is shown on Figure 73. In-vestigation revealed- that most of this error was caused by an apparent cali-bration error in the fuel metering valve position sensing elements resulting in an indicated fuel flow in the digital control 114 to 160 kg per hour (250 to 350 pounds per hour) above the flow measured by the engine flow meter. It appears that a recalibration of the metering valve sensing system would correct most of the error and provide an accurate T41C. 
!be second calculated temperature function calculates turbine inlet tem-perature frem exhaust gas temperature (15) as measured by thermocouple down-stream of the low pressure turbine compressor discharge pressure (PS3), fan inlet temperature (T12), and freest ream total pressure (pro) in accordance with the following formula: 
T41CB = [T5 ] 1.0407 
(612)·16 +' T12 riPS)) ] l\PTO .216 -1 
Data from the engine on this calculated turbine temperature is sho~~ on Figure 74. Here the error appears to be in the formula and it appears that a new formula based on empirical data could provide an accurate turbine inlet temperature calculation. Considerably more data at different operating condi-tions vanla be required to prove this point. 
15.8 DATA MONITORING 
The QCSEE control system includes a data monitor feature ~~ich exploits the ir~erent capability in the digital control to process data and transmit them to a remote location. The control is capable of processing and trans-mitting 48 data items. Many of these are control-system items for which no corresponding engine instrumentation was available for data correlation. However. it was possible to correlate several key variables as described below. 
15.8.1 Fan Inlet Temperature (T12) 
On the engine, T12 was measured with four 5-element the~~couple rakes and data from these rakes averaged (after elicination of obvious bad readings) by the engine test data system. A comparison of data from this source with TI2 data from the control system. ~nich utilizes a single, resistance-type 
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tecperat~re detector in the inlet at the 11 o'clock poslt~on. is sho~ on Figure 75. Maxi~ deviation of the control sensed Tl2 ~as 1.6e R. 
15.8.2 Freestream Total Pressure (PTa) 
For this engine test, which ~as all done at sea level static conditions, the control PTO values were compared with barometric pressure data. COmpari-son of a large n~er of data points showed the control PTO to be from 0.09 to 0.14 psi higher than the barometric reading. a consistent error for which co:pensation could be provided. 
15.8.3 Inlet Static Pressure (PSIl) 
Here, engine data based on a-pressure tap average in the engine inlet was compared with control PSIl as sensed on both sides of the inlet at the horizontal centerline. Ibis comparison is sh~~~ in Figure 16. Again. the error is small and consistent so that compensation could be applied. 
15~8.4 Compressor Discharge Temperature (73) 
A compariscu of T3 as sensed by the engine data system from a single thermocouple within the engine with control system T3 as sensed by a sepa-rate, single the~couple probe, is shown on Figure 77. Control system T3 was consistently low by 0.5 to 2 percent. 
15.8.5 ~pressor Discharge Pressure CPS) 
The control sensed value of PS3 proved to be consistently above the engine data system !S3, the errors varying from 0.1 to 2.0 percent. It is suspected that there was a leak in the engine sensing system because si~ilar data from the digital control on the QCSEE OTW engine was within 0.4 per-cent. 
15.8.6 Fuel Flow 
As noted above in the calculated turbine temperature discussion, the fuel flo~ level determined by the control system from fuel cetering valve position suffered from an apparent calibration error and ~as consistently higher than engine test flow meter readings, the error varying from 114 to 160 kg (250 to 350 pounds) per hour. Recalibration would have produced an accuracy within 1 percent for this sea level static testing. 
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16.0 VARLABLE PITCH ACTUATION SYSTEM 
In the second build of the QCSEE UTd engine. the Hamilton Standard c~ harmonic drive actuator was replaced with the General Electric ball spline actuator. This actuator, shown in Figure 78, operates in the following manner. 
A hydrualic motor located on the fan centerline drives a ball screw actuator through a differential gear and no-back. Linear motion of the ball nut of the ball screw causes the translating sleeve (middle member) of a ball spline to MOve in a fore or aft direction. The ball spline is a double-acting member with helical ball tracks between the translating sleeve and inner cember and straight ball tracks between the sleeve and the outer ball spline member. The inner member is attached to the aft ring gear While the outer member is attached to the forward ring gear. Translation of the ball spline sleeve fore and aft drives the two ring gears in tangentially opposite directions. The ring gears, in turn, are mated to 18 pinion gears t~It are splined to the corresponding fan blade trunnion. 
Gear ratio bet~een the hydraulic motor and the fan blade is 479/1. ~~ LVDT's driven by the hydraulic motor provide a blade angle feedback to the engine digital control system. 
This actuator had been wairligig tested (see Reference 6) using a 7.21 cm3/rev (O.44 in. 3/rev) motor b~ich was changed to a 8.52 cm3/rev (0.52 in. 3/rev) motor for the engine build. This was done to obtain more torque capability for actuating the blades since problems were encountered in the first build above 2654 rpm using the Hamilton Standard actuator. The General Electric actuation system actuated blades at the maximum fan speed of 3130 rpm (95 percent speed;. At this speed, actuations were made from blade angles of +9° closed to _5° open and the motor AP was 1875.4 Rlce2 (2720 psid). 
16.1 ACTUATOR PROBLEMS 
16.1.1 Gear Shimming 
Early in the testing of the QCSEE UTW Build 2 engine, it was found that the actuator .as shifting, which caused engine vibration problems. A shim which controls the clamp-up on the 18 pinion gears .as reduced by 0.38 rem (0.015 inch) to increase the clamp-up on the gears. All subseque~t testing showed no indication of actuator shift. 
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16.1.2 Backlash 
The apparent backlash of 5- in the actuator is more than originally cal-culated. When the actuator was reshimmed to improve the engine vibration problem. various checks were made to dete~ine the location of this backlash. The majority of the backlash ~as found to be in the ball spline. -This back-lash has not been a major problem in testing at the Peebles Test Site. 
16.1.3 Differential Gear Failure 
on March 10, 1978. a failure of the differential gear in the variable pitch me~h~nism occurred. This is shown in Figure 79. Because of the pbysi-cal condition of the failed parts within the differential assembly. it was not possible to conclusively define the failure cause or sequence. The most likely areas of failure initiation were: 
• Aft san gear bearing 
• Planet bearings in the first stage 
o Plane bearing carrier 
With these areas identified, new hardware was obtained and the differential was rebuilt with the fol!cwing changes: 
G 
e 
Additional oil was added to the aft sun gear bearing. 
A scoop was added to the differential coverp!at~ so more oil could be introduced into the differential gearing. 
e The original three-planet differential design was replaced with a five-planet design to reduce the individ~al planet bearing and gear loading to 60 percent of original loading. 
• The planet bearing carrier material was changed from aluminum to steel for additional strength. 
• The differential output ring gear vas modified to let additional oil into the differential g~aring. 
While changes were being made, engine testing continued with a device installed to "lock out" the differential gear were blade angles were changed by manual actuation. 
The new differential hardware was installed and a ~~chanical checkout was made with no problems. 
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17.0 TEST RESULTS 
The major results of testing the QCSEE UTW propulsion syst~ are sum-mari7~ as follows; 
198 
• In the forward thrust mode. unsuppressed source noise exceeded 
estimates. The reasons for this ar~ not p~lly understood. and further testing wirh ~oise probes is suggested t~ determine the 
exact source. The acoustic suppression system performed as ex-pected. so that the suppressed noise slightly exceeded the 95 EPNdB goal as follows: 
152.4 ~ (500 ft) Sideline Noise Level 
Based on Four-Engine 58.96e kg (130,000 1b) Aircraft 
Takeoff 
Approach 
97.2 EPNdE 
95.1 EPNdR 
o In the reverse thrust mode, 27 percent of saximua forward in-
stalled thrust was achieved with -100· open blade angle. '!he T5 limit was reached at this point, preventing further increase in power setting. At the max~~-m reverse thrust poiut. the peak sup-pressed sideline noise level was 105 PNda co~ared to tbe 100 PNBdB goal. 
e 
CD 
The ball spline variable pitch actuation system vas capable of 
varying fan blade angles at all ISO spe~s~ Approximately 1.40 of 
running hysteresis existed in the systeG~ probably due partly to ball clear~~ce in the spline tracks. For steady-state testing, blade settings were approached against the load. ao that the blade twisting moments would prevent the hysteresis from affecting the blade angle. Performance data indicated a difference in blade 
angle of about 2v compared to previous data with the cam-harmonic pitch actuation system. 
!he composite blades, which had been damaged by ingestion of an ex-haust nozzle flap during Build I reverse thrust testing. were re-placed with blades of the same design, although it was recognized that this design was incapable of meeting FAA bird strike require-
ments. and had exhibited a vibratory sensitivity in the range of the two-per-rev/first flex cros~~ver. The vibratory problem was aggravated by high crosswinds and tailwinds. During Suild 2 test-ing, delays were caused on a number of occasions by adverse wind 
conditions. Previous plans to test the engine in the crcsswine facility were abandoned. and forward to reverse thrust transients 
were not attempted • 
• < 
) 
:> 
.1-
_. ___ . ________ <_~¥_._M ____ • __ ~ __ __ 
o The digital control system functioned very well during all steady-
state testing. St&bility and accuracy in holding all engine vari-ables were excellent in the manual mode of operation. ~ semi-
automatic modes were demonstrated: inlet Mach number control and 
engine pressure ratio control. No problems were encountered during these d~nstrations. The fully automatic control mode, in which the operator calls for a percent rated thrust and the control sets 
all variables, operated well at steady-state conditions, and over small thrust transients (5%J, but allowed a 300 rpm o~ershoot in 
attempting to accelerate froe 62 to 85% thrust. This was believed to be a result of internal leakage in the hydraulic motor, and future testing should include acceleration tests with the electri-
cal gain of the control circuit increased. 
• The main reduction gear continued to operate very satisfactorily. Further development is varranted, bowever, to develop the lube 
. system to reduce oil churning and achieve the design levels of gear efficiency. 
o Composite nacelle components and the composite fan frame were very satisfactory. Some delamination occurred in the frane vanes and in the exhaust nozzle flaps, but parts were readily repaired with-out removal from the engine. 
• At 43:31 hours, the radial accessory drive shaft failed. losi~.g driving ~er to the accessories. The failure occurred in the top spline with conclusive indication of fatigue propagation. Analysis sho~d that the spline design was ~rginal, and that the method of 
aligning the accessory gearbox was unsatisfactory. A replacement 
shaft vas procured, with a modified spline. It was installed with an improved gearbox alignment technique and no further trouble was 
experienced. 
• After 59 hours of engine testing, the differential planetary gears in the pitch actuation system failed. This failure apparently 
originated in the bearings. Replacecent parts were ordered with several design changes to reduce bearing loads and improve lubri-
cation. ~~ile these parts "~re being procured, an adapter was fabricated to permit enine testing to continue with the fan pitch fixed. The replacement differential parts were installed and 
checked out before the end of th~ test period. 
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